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AB STR AC T

Abstract

The data presented in this thesis is part of a wider programme to test Analogue to Digital 

Converters (ADC’s) for radiation induced transient upset events. This work was carried 

out in collaboration with The Mullard Space Science Laboratory University College 

London, Sira Ltd, and The European Space Research and Technology Centre (ESTEC), 

Holland. The Université Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium has also supported 

this research by providing access to its CYCLONE irradiation facility.

Although there has been considerable interest in recent years on single event effects 

(SEE) in logic devices such as memories and processors, relatively little has been 

published on SEE in small signal analogue or mixed signal devices. However this is a 

subject of increasing interest as the trend for higher performance in space borne 

instruments leads to the use of faster and more precise signal processing electronics. 

This thesis presents the results of irradiation tests carried out on 12 and 16 bit ADC’s. 

These devices have been tested with ®̂̂ Cf fission fragments as a prelude to 

comprehensive heavy ion testing at the CYCLONE irradiation facility, Belgium. These 

investigations have been used to commission the test equipment, to identify the type of 

events that can occur, to establish a saturation event cross section and a threshold LET 

for each device tested and, to enable predictions of event rates for the space 

environment.
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CHAPTER ONE

Radiation Environments

1. INTRODUCTION

There are many different radiation environments in which semiconductor electronics are 

required to operate. In the course of this chapter examples of radiation environments in 

which semiconductor electronics are regularly used will be introduced. These 

environments include that of space, particle physics, medical physics, nuclear power, 

defence and industry.

Any electronic system working in a radiation environment must use components that 

respond to ionising radiation with a known, predictable response. Ideally, no deleterious 

responses would be observed. Ionising radiation creates mobile electrons and holes in 

both the insulator and silicon substrate in Metal Oxide Silicon (MOS) devices, which can 

impair function or permanently damage the device.

The effects of radiation on integrated circuits have also been exploited to study the basic 

mechanisms of carrier transport in insulators. Various types of ionising radiation have 

been used to create mobile carriers so that motion of the carriers can be monitored 

using electrical means, [1]. Generation of large numbers of interface traps and oxide 

trapped charge using ionising radiation has allowed recognition of the atomic structures 

associated with these defects. The interaction of mobile charge carriers with trapped 

charge carriers in the channel of a MOS device can be studied by altering the trapped 

charge at the SiOg/Si interface in a given device. Creating trapped charge distributions in 

the oxide layer provides trap sites for carriers such that tunnelling and carrier capture 

phenomena can be studied.

Table 1-1 gives some typical values for the dose levels tolerated by radiation hard and 

conventional CMOS technology. In addition, examples of various radiation environments 

and the associated dose levels are also shown for comparison.
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Environm ent Typical dose levels encountered, rad(Si)

Radiation Hard CMOS Ikrad to IM rad

Conventional CMOS 0.1 rad to 1250rad

Tactical Weapons 10 to 13krad

Nuclear Reactor Environment Ikrad to IM rad

Human Exposure 10Orad - nausea

150rad - 90% fatal in two weeks

10krad - instant coma

Medical x-rays and Fluoroscopy 0.5 to 5rad

Table 1-1 Radiation levais in various environments; data from [2].

1.1 The Space Environment
Space satellite systems require their electronic components to operate in a radiation 

environment around the Earth and in space, for up to 15 years or more. Interplanetary 

missions such as Voyagers I and II (1977) sent to explore the outer solar system,

Pioneer (1978) to explore Venus, and Galileo (1989) which arrived to orbit Jupiter in 

1995, would be impossible without radiation hardened components. Galileo was the first 

interplanetary spacecraft to be specifically radiation hardened against single event 

effects. On arriving at Jupiter in December 1995, Galileo received a dose of lOOkrad in 

under one hour, due to trapped particle fields around Jupiter. In fact, Galilieo survived 

this incident to continue its mission. Satellites for communication and Earth remote 

sensing would also have limited capabilities without consideration for the expected 

space radiation environment likely to be encountered during their lifetime. The 

consequences of flying in the near Earth environment (1 to 10 Earth radii) are of greatest 

relevance to most satellite missions. Generally, most satellites orbit at altitudes of up to 

a geostationary orbit (GEO) at a distance of 5.61 Earth radii (22,300 miles or 35,880  

km), with zero inclination to the equatorial plane. Low Earth orbits, (LEO) have altitudes 

between 200 and 1000km, low, or moderately low inclination and moderate eccentricity. 

Polar orbits, (PO) have high inclinations taking the satellite over the Earth's poles. Many 

geosurvey satellites employ a polar orbit, since such an orbit allows complete mapping 

of the Earth’s surface. Pocha and Parker [3] provide more detailed information 

concerning the various orbits and how they are used.
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A computer generated plot showing man-made objects currently in orbit, ranging from 

functional satellites to man-made debris is illustrated in Figure 1-1. A plot on a smaller 

scale would illustrate the Earth encircled by a faint equatorial ring of objects in a 

geostationary orbit. At the present time there are some 1000 operational satellites in 

Earth orbit, and some 500 more planned launches over the next five years, [4].

Figure 1-1 A computer generated plot o f operational satellites and space debris currently known to 

be orbiting the Earth. Illustration taken from p.338, [5].

The radiation environment surrounding the Earth in space is both complex and dynamic. 

There are three major components; the magnetosphere, solar flares and galactic cosmic 

rays. The magnetosphere consists of a very broad spectrum of energetic charged 

particles trapped in the Earth’s closed magnetic field, forming the Earth’s radiation belts. 

This trapped radiation gives rise to a non-uniform high dose environment of varying 

energy, from a few M eV for electrons, to hundreds of M eV for protons. The 

magnetosphere is not geographically symmetrical, in that the inner field is distorted by 

an offset and tilt of the Earth’s magnetic axis and by geological influences, (Figure 1-2). 

The solar wind also heavily distorts the outer magnetosphere, (Figure 1-3), such that on 

the solar side the magnetosphere extends to approximately 10 to 12 Earth radii. On the 

opposite side of the Earth, the magnetosphere is cylindrical, approximately 40 Earth radii 

in diameter, and extends over several hundred Earth radii into space. The main trapping 

region is called the plasmasphere.
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Figure 1-2 The structure of the Earth's magnetosphere; taken from p.22, [6].
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Figure 1-3 The different regions o f the magnetosphere; taken from p.22, [6].

One important distortion of the magnetosphere is the South Atlantic Anomaly, (SAA). 

This peculiarity is a consequence of the Earth’s asymmetric magnetic field, where the 

dipole term of the geomagnetic field is offset from the axis of rotation by approximately
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11° and displaced by 500km towards the Western Pacific. This results in an apparent 

depression of the magnetic field off the coast of Brazil, with significantly reduced field 

strength. Hence, the inner radiation belt dips towards the Earth in the South Atlantic, 

which leads to a higher trapped particle flux in this area, compared to other positions in a 

low altitude orbit, (Figure 1-4). The SAA is responsible for nearly all the trapped radiation 

encountered in low Earth orbits. The South East Asian anomaly, the mirror point of the 

SAA, exhibits correspondingly stronger field values and the trapped particle belts are 

located further away from the Earth at greater altitudes.

60^

9 0

SEAA'

EARTH
SURFACE

OLAR ORBIT

SAA

60'

PROTONS; INNER 
ZONE ELECTRONS

o u t e r  z o n e
ELECTRONS 

COSMIC RAYS

Figure 1-4 A schematic diagram of a low altitude polar orbit passing through the low altitude 
extensions of the Earth’s radiation environment. The offset dipole effects have been exaggerated 
to show the penetration of the proton belts in the region o f the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and 
the corresponding mirror point o f the South East Asian Anomaly (SEAA). Adapted from [7].

The magnetosphere is a dynamic environment. The internal field component of the 

Earth’s magnetic field changes gradually with time. Similarly, the Earth’s magnetic dipole 

moment is reducing and the location of the magnetic north and south poles also drift 

over time. The outer magnetosphere is perturbed by the solar wind and the diurnal and 

seasonal tilt of the Earth. A detailed account of the radiation environment of the Earth is 

given by Stassinopoulos in reference [8]. Reference [9] provides details of the nature 

and magnitude of the trapped and transitory radiation environment of the Earth.
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The levels of radiation within the magnetosphere are dependent on the activity of the 

sun. The approximately eleven year cycle of solar activity is divided into two phases; 

solar maximum and solar minimum. About four years of the eleven year cycle are spent 

in solar minimum and the remaining time in solar maximum. Solar flares arise from 

sporadic solar eruptions on the surface of the sun during solar storms, yielding mainly 

heavy ions and electrons with a smaller contribution of alpha particles. The particles 

released during a solar flare have energies of the order of hundreds of MeV.

The nature of the relationship between solar flares, emission of solar energetic particles 

and large geomagnetic storms has recently been called into question. Since the early 

1960’s, as a result of observation it was thought that solar flares were directly connected 

with many of the changes observed in the Earth’s space radiation environment, [10]. A  

conclusion drawn since large geomagnetic storms, intense auroral displays, large 

energetic particle events in interplanetary space and major shock wave disturbances in 

the solar wind often occurred in close association with large solar flares. It is now 

considered that the most major transient disturbances in the Earth’s immediate space 

environment are the consequence of solar events known as Coronal Mass Ejections 

(CM E’s). As their name suggests, CM E’s involve the emission of very large quantities of 

solar material, (10^® to 10^®g) at velocities between SOkms'  ̂ and 2000kms'^ into 

interplanetary space. Whereas solar flares are relatively easy to observe and have 

therefore been studied for more than a century, CM E’s are not easily detected. The first 

directly observed CME occurred using a coronagraph telescope on board Sky lab on 

August 10*̂ , 1973. This particular CME was not associated with a solar flare. Using 

coronographs on board Skylab, SMM, SOLWIND and Mauna Loa, and the photometer 

on board Helios, thousands of CM E’s have now been observed, [11]. Therefore, CM E’s 

are now considered not to be produced by solar flares and although CM E’s and solar 

flares often do occur simultaneously they should be considered as distinctly separate 

events. Both CM E’s and solar flares probably arise from instabilities connected with the 

evolution of the magnetic field in the solar atmosphere. Solar flares probably arise more 

from changes in the stronger, but smaller scale fields associated with sun spot regions 

lower in the solar atmosphere. Conversely, CM E’s are probably a consequence of large 

scale changes in the magnetic field that permeates the solar corona.

The high speed CM E’s usually produce very high disturbances in the solar wind, 

whereas the slower CM E’s do not even seriously perturb the Earth’s magnetosphere. 

The faster CM E’s only account for a small fraction of the total CME events. Fast CM E’s 

typically contain shocks on their leading edges and strong magnetic fields in extended 

regions following the shocks. These strong fields are mainly a result of the compression
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that occurs as a fast CME rams into the slower solar wind ahead. When the Earth’s 

magnetosphere intercepts a CM E driven disturbance, large geomagnetic storms and 

auroral displays often occur, especially when the magnetic field carried by the solar wind 

is directed southwards. The interplanetary shocks driven by fast C M E’s also contribute 

towards accelerating the solar wind ions they intercept to energies greater than several 

MeV. Despite only a small proportion of the intercepted solar wind ions being 

accelerated to these energies, the flux of these particles is relatively large compared with 

the background flux associated with galactic cosmic rays. It has been proposed, [12] that 

almost all major energetic particle events observed in the near Earth environment are 

produced by acceleration at shocks in interplanetary space, in turn driven by fast C M E ’s, 

rather than by acceleration at flare sites on the sun.

Cycle 20
250

 Sunspot number I £>30 MeV \ £>10 MeV

200
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Figure 1-5 The occurrence of large solar flare fluence, (vertical lines) during solar cycles 19, 20 
and 21, superimposed on the curve of sun spot numbers. Illustration from p.25 [14].

Prediction of solar flares was originally based on an empirical model developed by 

Stassinopoulos and King in 1974. King derived a probabilistic model using modified 

Poisson statistics later in the same year. The King model was developed using 

measurements during solar cycle 20 and its main feature is the separation of solar flares 

into ordinary and anomalous large events. Anomalous large events were considered 

fairly rare, in that three occurred during solar cycle 19, one during cycle 20 and none 

during cycle 21, (Figure 1-5). However, during solar cycle 22, several flares have 

resulted in a fluence comparable to those of solar cycle 20, which consequently brought 

the King model’s division of flare types into anomalously large and ordinary into 

question. Feynman et al at The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, (JPL) developed a new model 

based on the data collected during the three complete solar cycles of 19, 20 and 21. 

Feynman’s model uses a continuous distribution of event-integrated fluence, no longer
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demanding the separation of solar flare events into two separate types. A comparison of 

Feynman and King’s models is made by Tranquille and Daly in reference [13].

There are three subtypes of cosmic rays pervading the radiation environment of the 

Earth. These are galactic cosmic rays, solar cosmic rays and terrestrial cosmic rays. 

Galactic cosmic rays originate outside the solar system but within the galaxy, providing a 

continuous low flux component of the radiation environment. They comprise of 85%  

protons, 14% alpha particles and 1% heavier nuclei. Galactic cosmic rays vary in 

energy, up to about 10 G eV per nucleon. The number and type of nuclei present in 

galactic rays are proportional to those in solar system material, i.e. all elements from 

atomic number 1 to 92 are present to varying abundance. The total flux levels of these 

particles is low, approximately 4 per cmV^ outside the magnetosphere. However, due to 

the presence of highly energetic particles of heavy elements such as iron, they produce 

intense ionisation on interaction with matter. Energy loss is dependent on the square of 

the particle’s charge, Z, and can increase if the particle undergoes nuclear reactions 

within an electronic part on board a satellite. Hence, low Z, high abundance ions deposit 

as much energy in a device as less abundant, higher Z ions. As with high energy 

trapped protons, galactic cosmic rays are difficult to shield against. In spite of their low 

numbers they do contribute a significant hazard to electronics in terms of single event 

effects, especially when at peak levels during solar minimum.

Solar cosmic rays originate from solar flares. These solar particles are similar to galactic 

rays, but owing to their different origins are not identical in composition. Their energies 

are of the order of GeV and above. During solar minimum no significant solar flare 

events are expected to occur, so only the seven active years of solar maximum are 

modelled. Large solar flare events may occur several times during solar maximum, 

lasting from several hours to a few days at energies of a few hundred MeV. Like galactic 

cosmic ray particles, solar flare particles are also attenuated by the Earth’s 

magnetosphere.

Terrestrial cosmic rays originate from interaction with the Earth’s atmosphere by galactic 

or solar cosmic rays. This leads to cascades of secondary radiation following 

interactions with the main body of the Earth’s atmosphere. This secondary radiation 

forms the bulk of the terrestrial radiation on Earth. Solar cosmic rays affect long wave 

radio transmissions, particularly at the poles where geomagnetic field lines offer less 

protection in terms of trapping particles at high altitudes. Secondary particles within the 

atmosphere can be seen on Earth as aurora, which are commonly known as the 

Northern Lights. Auroras occur when charged particles trapped in the magnetic field 

surrounding a planet travel along the field lines towards the magnetic poles. At the poles
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the charged particles collide with molecules and atoms in the planet’s upper 

atmosphere. The atoms become ionised and release energy in the visible wavelengths, 

in the way that a gas in a fluorescent or neon light glows when an electric current is 

applied. The Hubble telescope has been used to monitor Jupiter’s aurora allowing 

astronomers to map Jupiter’s immense magnetic field, [15] and Figure 1-1. Unlike 

Earth’s aurora, Jupiter’s are thought to mainly originate via an internal mechanism  

rather than externally by solar phenomena. Jupiter’s immense magnetic field in 

conjunction with a fast 10 hour rotation is thought to contibute towards generating 

aurora that are 1000 times more powerful than those found on Earth.

HST • WFPC2Jupiter Aurora
PRC96-32 • ST Scl OPO ■ October 17,1996 
J. Clarke (University of Michigan) and NASA

Figure 1-1 Jupiter's Aurora captured by The Hubble Telescope, from [15].

Although generally softer than the radiation associated with trapped radiation, solar 

flares and CM E’s can pose a considerable hazard to space craft and astronauts during 

the height of solar activity. A period of intense activity in March 1991, when many 

satellites and Earth bound communication systems were affected are described in detail 

in [16].
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In addition to the contributions described so far, the space environment is pervaded by a 

plasma of electrons and protons, of energies less than 10OkeV. The flux levels of the 

particles encountered, and therefore the total dose accumulated during a mission 

depend on the chosen orbit. Satellites in Low Earth Orbits, (LEO) pass through the 

particles trapped in the Van Allen belts several times during a single Earth day. The 

degree of protection the Earth’s magnetic field provides a satellite from cosmic ray and 

solar flare particles depends on the inclination and the altitude of the orbit. As the angle 

of inclination increases, (or to a lesser extent altitude increases) so the satellite spends 

more time in regions accessible by cosmic ray and solar flare particles. In the polar 

regions, the satellite is beyond the geomagnetic field lines and is fully exposed to cosmic 

ray and solar flare particles for a significant portion of the orbit. Typically, spacecraft 

electronics are tested to a level well above that which is expected to be encountered. A 

single solar flare can yield doses of 10 to SOkrads to the outer skin of a spacecraft 

engaged in an interplanetary mission within a few hours. Under normal magnetic 

conditions, satellites with inclinations below 45° will be completely shielded from solar 

flare protons. However, during a large solar event, the pressure on the magnetosphere 

will cause the Earth’s magnetic field lines to be compressed, resulting in solar flare and 

cosmic ray particles reaching previously unobtainable altitudes and inclinations. For 

example, a satellite in a Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) would only encounter trapped 

protons at energy levels below that necessary to initiate the nuclear events in materials 

surrounding the sensitive region of electronic devices. However, GEO are vulnerable to 

galactic cosmic rays and solar flare particles. Protons below 40 to 50MeV are normally 

geomagnetically attenuated, but this attenuation breaks down during large solar flares 

and geomagnetic storms. Field lines that normally lie at about 7 Earth radii apart can be 

compressed to distances as little as 4 Earth radii. GEO are also continuously exposed to 

trapped electrons. Subsequently, the total dose accumulated in G EO ’s can be severe for 

locations on the satellite with little or no shielding.

Highly Elliptical Orbits (HEO) also pass through the Van Allen belts each day. However, 

due to the high altitude of a HEO, long exposures to cosmic rays and solar flare 

environments will occur regardless of the orbit’s angle of inclination. The flux levels of 

trapped protons encountered in a HEO depend on the perigee position of the orbit, 

including altitude, latitude and longitude. If this position alters during the course of a 

mission, the degree of drift must be taken into account when predicting the expected 

proton flux levels. The total dose accumulated during a HEO is high, due to both trapped 

proton exposure and the electrons in the outer belts where the satellite spends a 

significant proportion of its orbit during each apogee pass.
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Figure 1-7 Trapped electron radiation belts. A cross section in the plane of the Earth's magnetic 
axis plotting contours of equal electron flux of energy above IMeV; the radius of the Earth is 
6371km. Taken from p. 18 [14].
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Figure 1-8 Trapped proton radiation belts. A cross section in the plane of the Earth's magnetic axis 
plotting contours of equal proton flux of energy above lOMeV; the radius of the Earth is 6371km. 
Taken from p. 18 [14].

Analysis of the expected conditions for planetary and interplanetary missions can be 

highly complex. For example, the number of times the trajectory passes through the Van 

Allen belts, how close to the sun the satellite will pass and how well known the radiation 

environment of the destination planet is known, are all significant factors in any 

calculation. A summary of radiation sources encountered in the orbits discussed so far is 

given in Table 1-2.
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Radiation

Source

* Models Effects of 

Solar Cycle

Variations Types of 

Orbits  

Affected

Trapped

Protons

AP8-MIN:

AP8-MAX

Solar Min - 

Higher; Solar 

Max - Lower

Geomagnetic Field, 

Solar Flares, 

Geomagnetic Storms

LEO, HEO,

Transfer

Orbits

Trapped

Electrons

AE8-MIN;

AE8-MAX

Solar Min - 

Lower; Solar 

Max - Higher

Geomagnetic Field, 

Solar Flares, 

Geomagnetic Storms

LEO, GEO, 

HEO, 

Transfer 

Orbits

Galactic 

Cosmic Ray 

Ions

CREME; 

CHIME; 

Badhwar & 

O ’Neill

Solar Min - 

Higher; Solar 

Max - Lower

Ionisation Level, Orbit 

Attenuation

LEO, GEO, 

HEO,

Interplanetary

Solar Flare 

Protons

KING;

JPL92

During Solar 

Max only

Distance from the 

Sun; Orbit

Attenuation; Location 

of Flare on the Sun

LEO (l>45°), 

GEO, HEO, 

Interplanetary

Solar Flare 

Heavy Ions

CREME;

JPL92;

CHIME

During Solar 

Max only

Distance from the 

Sun; Orbit

Attenuation; Location 

of Flare on the Sun

LEO, GEO, 

HEO,

Interplanetary

Table 1-2 Summary of radiation sources. *1^ model is most commonly used, is most recently 
developed model. Data from [17].

1.2 Particle Physics
Research carried out by particle physicists may require beams of electrons or protons at 

energies from a few MeV up to 500 G eV and 10̂ *̂ particles/cm^. The dose accumulated 

over a component’s 10 year working life could be up to 10Mrad(SiO2). Such high 

energies demand the use of large accelerators, some of which may be several miles in 

length, for example the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN in Switzerland. Often these 

high energy beams are operated such that they collide, producing short lived particles of 

interest in determining atomic structure. The power dissipated by these collisions is of 

the order of kW and appears mainly in the form of secondary particles. The energies of 

the secondary particles varies with scattering angle from the primary beam. Energies of
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hundreds of GeV at angles of a few degrees from the primary beam and fractions of 

GeV at angles towards the perpendicular are typical, [18]. The secondary particles 

generate electromagnetic cascades which cause the radiation damage to the 

surrounding detector electronics, especially in the forward regions. In addition, the large 

number of low energy neutrons produced by spallation, evaporation and fission 

processes in the electromagnetic cascades will also damage attendant electronic 

components and silicon based detector systems.

Immediately outside the accelerator tube, photon and neutron secondary radiation of 

high energy predominates. Consequently, annual dose rates can be as high as 10  ̂ rad 

(10® Gy), requiring surrounding equipment and detector electronics to be generally more 

radiation hard than the standards expected of those needed for space or military 

environments. A summary of the various types of particle accelerators and their 

associated radiation hazards requiring shielding is given in Table 1-3.

The requirements for electronic components operating within the high energy physics 

environment are difficult to satisfy. Despite this, specially radiation hardened 

technologies have been successfully developed. An example of this is the recently 

acquired radiation hard analogue-digital technology called DMILL, (Durcie Mixte sur 

Isolant Logico-Linéaire) which has been developed for the CERN Large Hadron Collider 

(LHC) environment, [20]. DMILL monolithically integrates n-p-n bipolar, CMOS and P- 

JFET transistors and radiation hard resistors and capacitors to provide fast, low noise, 

very radiation hard, mixed analogue-digital microelectronics Very Large Scale Integrated 

(VLSI) technology. DMILL uses Silicon On Insulator, (SOI) technology which has the 

advantage of reducing the parasitic transient signals often produced by highly ionising 

particles resulting from nuclear reactions induced by protons and other hadrons in the 

inner part of a detector in high energy physics experiments, [21]. Measurements 

performed on the digital circuits of the DMILL package demonstrated radiation hardness 

to higher than SSOMrad. DMILL radiation hard technology is also of interest to the space, 

robotics and military communities and at the present time is expected to satisfy the hard 

constraints of high energy physics electronics. Circuits designed using the DMILL 

technology have been successfully tested under SOOMeV proton irradiation, [22]. The 

measured circuits showed little degradation even after a proton fluence of 4.5x1 

protons/cm^, or a 22Mrad(Si) equivalent dose and a 7.8x10̂ '‘ neutrons(1MeV)/cm^ 

equivalent displacement damage.
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Particle Accelerator Type Principle Radiation Hazards

Electron Accelerators:

Direct electron accelerators anid X- 

ray generators

X-rays, scattered e-, photoneutrons

Betatrons X-rays, photoneutrons

High-energy accelerators y- rays, photoneutrons, induced radioactivity, 

muons

Nucleon Accelerators:

Direct nucleon accelerators x-rays, neutrons, induced radioactivity

Cyclotrons y- rays, protons, neutrons, induced radioactivity

Proton synchrotrons y- rays, high energy neutrons, induced 

radioactivity, muons

Table 1-3 Various particle accelerator types and their associated radiation hazards requiring 

shielding. Adapted from p. 69, [19].

CABLE TRAYS
111 7.0 . 104

MAGNET COIL
( I I  8 .0  .  1q 5 
12) 7 .0  .  1q 2
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MAGNET SIDE

e l e c t r o n i c  p i t

0.5 2m

Figure 1-9 A cross section of the SPS tunnel with dosimeter positions and doses (in Gy) measured 
during 10 years of SPS operation, (1976-1986). (1) Maximum, (2) Minimum doses measured at 
this position. (3) Mean dose from 216 dosimeter positions. Number of accelerated 
protons: 17.5x10^^. Taken from [23].
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1.3 Medical Physics
Radiation is used in medicine for diagnostic and therapeutic reasons. The most common 

use is diagnostic x-rays, of which there are approximately 36 million examinations in the 

United Kingdom every year. Diagnostic x-rays and superficial therapy energies range 

from 12keV to 120keV. A typical dose to the patient from a chest x-ray is approximately 

0.5 to 1mSv; a barium meal 5 to 8mSv and a dental x-ray 0.02mSv. Doses vary between 

individuals depending on physical size and from one hospital to another, according to 

the age and quality of the equipment available.

Particle accelerators are used in medicine for both radiotherapy and radionuclide 

production. Proton cyclotrons of 10-20MeV are used for radionuclide production. 

Radiotherapy utilises 50-60MeV proton accelerators for treatment of eye melanomas by 

proton or neutron therapy. Large hadron accelerators have also recently been 

introduced in a few hospitals for cancer therapy with proton or ion beams. The first of 

these was the Loma Linda University Medical Center in California, [24].

Radiotherapy uses energies of 124kev to 1.25MeV, delivering doses of 2 to 3 Gy per 

day, over a four to six week period. Semiconductor based dosimeter technology has 

been developed for use in the radiotherapy environment. Specially produced MOS 

dosimeters have been used to measure the radiation dose delivered to patients 

undergoing radiotherapy, [25]. Miniature dosimeters intended for implant into the patient 

using a catheter have to be specially designed for this purpose. Chip carriers small 

enough to fit into a catheter less than 1mm in diameter are not generally available. 

Instead epoxy resin is used to create a platform for a MOSFET and to secure wires into 

the catheter. The dosimeter must also be able to withstand the medical sterilisation 

process, at temperatures of 150°C or more for periods of 30 minutes. Ionising radiation 

incident upon the MOSFET held in the catheter tip produces electron-hole pairs within 

the silicon dioxide layer. The positive holes become trapped in the SiOz insulating layer 

between the gate and the silicon surface. Post-irradiation, this additional trapped positive 

charge demands that the gate voltage be increased to a more negative value to maintain 

the same source/drain current. The net effect is to translate the characteristic current- 

voltage curve to a more negative value without changing the shape, (see Chapter 3, 

figure 3-7). The dose deposited in the SiOg layer is linearly proportional to the population 

of trapped charge in the SiOg, which is in turn proportional to the change in gate voltage 

required to produce a specified source-drain current.
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1.4 Nuclear Power
A nuclear reactor is a prolific source of potentially hazardous nuclear radiation. The most 

crucial area for equipment and components in a nuclear power station is in the reactor 

containment. Most of the radiation originates from the fission process itself, which 

simultaneously releases energetic neutrons and gamma rays. The gamma dose rate, 

(10'^ to 10Vad/h) and neutron flux, (1 to 10®cm^/s) are moderate. The neutrons range in 

energy from 18 MeV to thermal (0.025eV) and the gamma radiation from 10 to 0.1 MeV. 

The lower energy gamma rays are so rapidly absorbed on production that they can be 

effectively ignored. In turn, the fission fragments produced are highly radioactive 

nuclides that emit a, (3, and y- radiation. These heavily ionising fission fragments and 

charged particles are easily attenuated within a few centimetres of dense material.

Under normal operating conditions most of the charged particle radiation does not 

penetrate beyond the fuel elements and certainly not beyond the reactor core. Shielding 

of charged particle radiation is much less a problem than shielding against the fast 

neutrons and high energy gamma radiation released in the reactor core and reactor 

shield. Attenuation of the neutron and gamma ray hazard is usually achieved by 

surrounding the reactor core with 2 to 3 metres of concrete.

Effective shielding and monitoring of electronic instruments, engineering equipment and 

power plant personnel are all essential. The requirement for a guaranteed operating 

lifetime until decommissioning of the plant, (40 years or so) leads to significant 

accumulated doses and necessitates careful qualification testing. Shielding and 

monitoring of instruments and equipment must also remain reliable until after 

decommissioning is complete. Safety equipment must also be operational both during 

and after a radiation related accident. Awareness of the possible dose rate effects upon 

components for prolonged use in such an environment is vital. A number of modern 

semiconductor technologies have been demonstrated to degrade in a manner that is 

dose rate dependent, showing more severe degradation in low dose rate environments

[26].

Silicon-Carbide, (SiC) transistors are able to operate in the extreme temperature and 

radiation environment encountered in a nuclear power plant. Scozzie et al, [27] recently 

reported successful in-core irradiation of 6H-SiC depletion mode Junction Field Effect 

Transistors (JFET’s) at 25°C and 300°C in a nuclear reactor operated at 200kW  with 

total neutron flux of the order of lO^Wcm^ without significant degradation in the device 

characteristics. SiC is a promising new material for use in semiconductor technology for 

amplifier and multiplexer circuits used for sensor and control functions in extreme 

nuclear environments.
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On a smaller scale, nuclear power is also used on board spacecraft in the form of the 

Radioactive Thermal Generator (RTG), which has been designed for various d.c. and 

a.c. power levels. An RTG consists of a radioisotope heat source which can provide 

power by thermoelectric means or provide thermal energy to a rotating generator. 

Closed-cycle thermal engines are about twice as efficient as solar cells. Rotating 

generators can provide sine wave a.c. power with better regulation than solar cell 

designs. As with a large scale nuclear reactor plant, safety issues must also be 

considered when using an RTG such that the design must ensure that the generator 

remains intact and shielded, even after a catastrophic launch failure.

1.5 Defence
The radiation environment in the vicinity of a nuclear weapon following detonation is 

relevant to other strategic and tactical military weapons and communication systems that 

are required to function immediately afterwards. In the early 1960’s, the importance of 

this requirement was first noticed. The communications satellite, Telstar, was launched 

the day after the Starfish high altitude (400km) nuclear test detonation. Large numbers 

of energetic particles released by the detonation became trapped in the Earth’s magnetic 

field causing an artificial radiation belt to form, which lasted until the early 1970’s. Within 

four months of launch Telstar failed as a consequence of damage to its circuitry due to 

the total ionising dose effects of the enhanced Van Allen belt radiation environment. In 

this way, the Starfish detonation was responsible for destroying 7 satellites within 7 

months, [28]. Despite the cessation of high altitude nuclear testing, military and 

important communication satellites continue to be designed to withstand a high altitude 

nuclear detonation.

The energy generated by detonation of a nuclear bomb is delivered to the surrounding 

environment by four means; thermal, blast, nuclear radiation and electromagnetic pulse. 

Within microseconds of a terrestrial detonation the surrounding air is turned into a 

plasma reaching millions of degrees Celsius, following absorption of low keV X-rays. The 

ensuing blast accounts for half the energy released, thermal radiation 35% and prompt 

nuclear radiation 10%, (gamma radiation emitted during the actual nuclear burn time). 

Prompt gamma radiation is released as a consequence of fission reactions, neutron 

capture and inelastic neutron scattering events occurring during the intense generation 

of nuclear energy. The prompt radiation dose can break the bonds of the leads on 

susceptible integrated circuits and can cause electronic circuits to experience latch-up, 

burnout and temporary upset. The dose received in a silicon semiconductor material 

from prompt gamma radiation at a distance R, can be calculated as follows;
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7 x 1 0 ' Y"' '
Dy = -------^  rads{Si) Equation 1-1 from p.217, [29].

Where is the dose in silicon (rads), Y  is the nuclear detonation yield (kilotons) and R 

is the distance from the nuclear detonation (km). The detonation yield can range from a 

few hundred kilotons to a few megatons. Therefore, the total dose at 1km from the 

epicentre is of the order of a few krads(Si). The radiation output consists of X-rays, 

gamma rays, alpha and beta particles, neutrons and secondary particles. As much as 

90% of the 1 to 15 MeV neutrons released are absorbed within the bomb case.

One minute after the initial blast, the remaining energy released is called delayed, or 

residual, radiation. This consists of gamma radiation, neutrons, positrons and electrons 

as a consequence of radioactive decay of prompt fission fragments. For approximately 

one second after a nuclear explosion, the decay rate from residual nuclear radiation is 

nearly constant. Thereafter, the dose rate can be calculated using the approximate 

calculation;

R — Rq
\To/

Equation 1-2 from p.217, [29].

Where R is the dose rate, (usually in rads/hr) at any elapsed time after the reference 

time to, when the dose rate was Rq. The fission fragments causing this dose rate contain 

more than 300 different isotopes of 36 elements. The time dependence comes from a 

sum over all the isotopes, and the exponent of -1.2 has been found to be accurate to 

within 25% for the first six months after detonation, [29].

Electromagnetic Pulse Radiation (EMP), is a secondary effect of nuclear weapon 

detonations. Following detonation, X  and gamma radiation impinging upon the upper 

atmosphere creates an electron flux by secondary reactions. This electron flux radiates 

mainly within the 1 to 100MHz range in the radio wave frequency of the magnetic 

spectrum. This will induce voltages or currents in electronic circuits. Neutrons are 

capable of producing ionising events in materials near the sensitive electronics of 

interest. Fast neutrons can produce recoil protons by elastic collison in hydrogen rich 

materials such as many plastics. Slow neutron reactions can produce a  particles, 

principally via the Li®(n, a)He^ and B^°(n, a)Li^ reactions. However, the protons and a  

particles produced by these mechanisms have very short ranges and so would make no 

significant contribution to the ionising dose in MOS transistors. For a very high altitude 

nuclear explosion sensitive electronics within low Earth orbit satellites are potentially at 

risk of damage. Distribution of radioactive debris in space is thought to be dependent on 

the local geomagnetic field lines. The mainly ionized radioactive weapon debris would be
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expected to spiral along along the geomagnetic field lines in accordance with the Earth’s 

existing charged particle motion within the radiation belts, enhancing the existing 

radiation environment of the Earth.

1.6 Industry
Dose rates and energies of radiation environments in industry are generally very low. 

Radioactive tracing techniques are widely used in industry. For example, geologists use 

radioactive tracers to follow water flow through underground systems. Radioactive 

tracing is also used to check the cement grouting which attaches off-shore oil platforms 

to the sea bed. Gamma ray photography is used to inspect thin sections of steel, like 

those found in the pressure vessels of nuclear reactors. Imaging of the combustion 

chambers of jet turbines and measurement and monitoring of wear and tear inside 

machinery also uses radiation sources.
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Components and their applications

2. SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY AND DEVICES

In this chapter a broad introduction will be provided into semiconductor components and 

some of their applications, rather than a detailed account of these extensive topics. 

Further information can be obtained from the references quoted at the end of this 

chapter.

The first Integrated Circuits (ICs) were made between the late 1950’s and early 1960’s 

and were fairly simple circuits with less than a hundred components per chip. These 

were called Small Scale Integrated (SSI) circuits. The complexity of devices has 

increased rapidly ever since. Medium Scale Integration (MSI) with thousands of 

components per chip followed SSI. Then Large Scale Integration (LSI) ensued with 

hundreds of thousands of components per chip, until today’s Very Large Scale 

Integrated (VLSI) circuits where components can reach the order of several million per 

chip. Simultaneously, the physical dimensions of chips have decreased by about 13%  

per year since 1958. For example, in the early 1970’s the gate length of a transistor 

device was of the order of 7.5pm and the corresponding transistor area was GxlO^pm^.

In more recent times, for a gate length of 1 pm the device area has shrunk to less than 

1% of that in 1970.

2.1 Integrated circuits and their manufacture

An Integrated Circuit (10) is a densely populated miniature electronic circuit comprising 

of small capacitors, transistors, diodes and resistors. These constituent parts are all 

made from and connected together upon a “chip” of silicon. The physical dimensions of 

a typical chip are of the order of 5mm square by 0.5mm thick. Figure 2-1 illustrates a 

typical 10 package.

The basic fabrication process for making an 10 chip uses polished silicon wafers with a 

specific resistivity and orientation as the starting material. The stages of chip 

manufacture are shown in Figure 2-2. The silicon wafer is first coated in with an oxide 

layer and then a photoresist layer. The photoresist is a liquid plastic which hardens to an 

acid resistant solid when exposed to ultraviolet light. A glass plate photomask consisting 

of a chromium pattern which defines a particular set of circuit elements, (the gates in a 

transistor, or the metal interconnections between components) is placed over the chip
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surface, above the photoresist. Ultraviolet light is then projected through the photomask 

onto the chip surface. The image of the photomask is typically reduced by a factor of 

four or five, making it much easier to pattern the mask accurately, since its features are 

much larger than those printed on the silicon wafer. Just as a negative is printed on a 

piece of photographic paper so the chip circuit is printed onto the surface of the silicon 

wafer. Developing chemicals are then used to dissolve the regions of photoresist that 

were exposed to UV light. The circuit pattern is then imprinted by etching away the areas 

that were not protected by the photoresist. Finally the exposed areas can be doped by 

exposing the wafer at high temperature to the vapour of usually boron or phosphorous, 

such that the atoms diffuse through the exposed regions to the silicon below. The p- and 

n-type regions are so obtained for the various components, which are then 

interconnected to yield the required circuit by depositing thin strips of metal.

plastic case
'chip'

connection
from 'chip'
to pin

smal
notch

metal
pin

0.1 inch

pin 1

Figure 2-1 An Integrated Circuit (10) in its protective case wtiich may be made from plastic or 
ceramic material. This particular type of package is called Dual In Line (OIL) where the pins range 
from 6 to 40 or more in number spaced at 0.1 inches apart in two lines on either side of the case. 
Taken from p. 73, [1].

photoresist (a liquid plastic which  
hardens to  an acid-resistant solid 
when exposed to u ltravio let)

oxide

silicon w afer

u ltrav io le t photom ask  
(w ith  parts 
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ultrav io le t)

photoresist
removed

oxide removed by 
etching w ith  acid

developer removes 
unhardened photoresist

alum inium
connections

oxide

doped silicon

window s

Figure 2-2 The stages o f integrated circuit manufacture. From p. 73, [1].

2.2 The ideal MOS capacitor

A cross section of a MOS capacitor is given in Figure 2-3, where d is the thickness of the 

oxide layer and V is the applied bias voltage on the metal plate field. The oxide layer 

acts as an insulator, so no charge carriers can traverse the metal/oxide boundary since
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the resistivity of the oxide is infinite. The energy band diagram for an ideal p-type 

semiconductor MOS capacitor is shown in Figure 2-4 where the applied voltage is zero. 

The energy bands are flat when there is no applied voltage. The only charges in the 

capacitor under any biasing conditions are those in the semiconductor and those with 

equal but opposite sign on the metal surface adjacent to the oxide.

Metal, 
e.g. A!

(p-type semiconductor)

SIO2 
(Insulator)

Ohmic contact

Figure 2-3 A cross section of a MOS capacitor, where d is the thickness of the oxide and V is the 
applied voltage on the metal plate field.

Metal

d

p-type
semiconductorOxide

Cc

E,
Ef

Ev

Figure 2-4 The energy band diagram for an ideal MOS capacitor when the applied voltage is zero.

When an ideal MOS capacitor is biased with positive or negative voltages, three cases 

can exist at the semiconductor surface; accumulation, depletion and inversion. When a 

negative voltage is applied to the metal plate, the bands near the semiconductor surface 

are bent upwards. In the ideal case, no current flows in the device regardless of the 

applied voltage and the Fermi level remains constant. The carrier density in the 

semiconductor depends on the energy difference; (Ej-Ef) in equation 2-1.

Equation 2-1 from p. 188, [2]

Where; Pp = hole concentration in the p-type material (cm'^)

Intrinsic carrier density, n; « 1.0x10^°cm'^

Ej = intrinsic level energy (eV) and Ef = Fermi energy level (eV) 

k = Boltzmann contant and T  = temperature (Kelvin)
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The upward bending of the energy bands at the semiconductor surface causes an 

increase in the energy difference (Ej-Ef), which leads to enhanced concentration and an 

accumulation of holes near the oxide/semiconductor interface (Figure 2-5).

v<o

0 0

build up of 
holes

Figure 2-5 An energy band diagram for n ideal MOS capacitor under “accumulation" conditions.

Depletion occurs when a small positive bias is applied to the metal plate resulting in the 

energy bands bending downwards and the majority carriers (positive holes) becoming 

depleted (Figure 2-6). The space charge per unit area, Qsc in the semiconductor is given 

by the charge (q) in the depletion region;

Q,,=-qN^W Equation 2-2 from p. 189, [2]

W  represents the width of the surface depletion region and is the acceptor 

concentration.

v>o

Ef

Ec
Ei
Ef
Ev

Figure 2-6 An energy band diagram for an ideal MOS capacitor under “depletion. ”

When a larger positive bias is applied the energy bands bend downwards even further, 

such that the intrinsic level, E, at the surface crosses over the Fermi level as illustrated in
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Figure 2-7. The electron concentration, np also depends on the energy difference, (Ej-Ef) 

given in equation 2-3.

Equation 2-3 from p. 189, [2]

electron build 
up

V » 0
%

width of inversion 
region

Figure 2-7 An energy band diagram for an ideal MOS capacitor under “inversion.”

Under conditions where the energy difference (Ej-Ef) is greater than zero, the electron 

concentration np at the surface is greater than n, and the hole concentration given by 

equation 2-1 becomes less than nj. The number of minority carrier electrons at the 

surface is greater than the number of majority carrier holes and so inversion occurs. As 

the bands are bent further, the conduction band edge comes close to the Fermi level. 

The electron concentration at the surface now rises rapidly. Most of the additional 

negative charges in the semiconductor now consist of the charge due to the electrons in 

an n-type inversion layer, 10 to lOOA wide, which is always much smaller than the 

depletion layer width. Once the inversion layer is formed the depletion region no longer 

expands. Any increase in applied voltage bias at the metal plate simply increases the 

inversion.

The threshold voltage, Vfhreshoid. required to produce inversion is:

%threshold Equation 2-4 from p. 193, [2]

where; q = electron charge, = acceptor concentration, W  = depletion width, Xqx= oxide 

thickness, Sqx = permittivity of the oxide (10'^^Fcm'^ for Si) and Vs= surface voltage.

Inversion occurs when the inversion layer becomes as strongly n-type as the original 

silicon was p-type, a condition which depends purely on the doping levels in the material. 

Hence the surface voltage required for inversion to occur is:
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1/ = - k T \ n  
Q n.

Equation 2-5

The creation of an enhancement, depletion or inversion region is the basis on which 

MOSFET devices operate.

2.3 MOSFET technology

There are four types of MOSFET, depending on the type of inversion layer, (Figure 2-8). 

A normally “o ff (enhancement) MOSFET device is such that if the gate bias is zero 

Volts, (the equivalent of 0 Volts applied to the metal plate in Figure 2-3) the channel 

conductance is very low and a positive gate bias is required to form the n-channel. 

However, should an n-channel exist at zero gate bias and a negative gate voltage is 

required to deplete carriers in the channel to reduce the channel conductance, then the 

MOSFET is a normally “on” (depletion) n-channel device. Similarly, there are p-channel 

normally “o ff (enhancement) and p-channel normally “on” (depletion) MOSFET devices.

TYPE CROSS SECTION OUTPUT
CHARACTERISTICS

TRANSFER
CHARACTERISTICS

n-CHANNEL
ENHANCEMENT

(NORMALLY
OFF)

Ve»4V

Z
OVrn ♦
Vo

n-CHANNEL
DEPLETION
(NORMALLY

ON)

n-CHANNEL

Vo-1V

'Tn
0
Vo

P-CHANNEL
ENHANCEMENT

(NORMALLY
OFF) 7

Vo 
Vt p O

P-CHANNEL
DEPLETION
(NORMALLY

ON)

P-CHANNEL

Vo 
0 ♦

Vtp

Id

Figure 2-8 Cross sections and transfer characteristics of four types of MOSFETs. From 

p.209, [2].

The MOSFET is the dominant technology used in VLSI circuits such as microprocessors 

and semiconductor memories, since it can be scaled to very small dimensions (Table 2- 

1). Hence the MOSFET is well suited for use as a basic building block to create complex
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integrated circuits. The first MOSFET was made in 1960 using a thermally grown silicon 

dioxide substrate, (a basic technique which still prevails in MOSFET manufacture today).

Channel 
Length, (pm)

Junction 
Depth, (pm)

Source-Drain 
Voltage Vd, (V)

Threshold 
Voltage Vy, (V)

Gate oxide 
thickness, (pm)

0.75 0.30 5.0 1.0 0.040

0.5 0.20 4.0 0.7 0.025

0.25 0.10 2.5 0.5 0.016

0.1 0.05 1.0 0.2 0.010
Table 2-1 MOSFET dimensions. From p.219, [2].

2.4 CMOS technology

Complimentary Metal Oxide Silicon (CMOS) devices are essentially groups of integrated 

MOSFETs. Figure 2-9a illustrates a CMOS inverter which is constructed by joining the 

gate of the upper PMOS device to the gate of the lower NMOS device. Both these 

devices are enhancement mode MOSFETs with threshold voltages less than zero for the 

PMOS device and greater than zero for the NMOS device. The PMOS device is turned 

“on” and the NMOS device is “off’ when the input voltage V, is at ground, or at small 

positive values. Hence the output voltage V q is very close to the gate to ground potential 

V dd, a condition which is used to represent a logic 1. When the input is at V dd, the PMOS 

with the gate source potential V^g at 0 is turned “off’ and the NMOS is turned “on,” (Vj = 

V dd > Vjn, the threshold voltage). Consequently, Vq is zero which is used to represent a 

logic 0.

In either logic state, one device in the path from V dd to ground is non-conductive. The 

current that flows in either steady state is a small leakage current. Only when both 

devices are “on” during switching does a significant current flow through the CMOS  

inverter. Hence, CMOS inverters require very low power (of the order of nW) to operate. 

Low power consumption is one of the most attractive qualities of CMOS devices for use 

in VLSI circuits.
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Figure 2-9 A CMOS inverter, (a) illustrates a circuit diagram, (b) the circuit layout and (c) the cross 
section along the dotted line A-A’ of (b). Taken from p.492, [2].

2.5 Analogue to Digital Converters

Much of the following description of ADC types has been adapted from references [3, 4, 

5, 6], This section provides a summary of the main ADC architectures in current use.

2.5.1 The flash ADC

A flash ADC (also called a "comparator" or "parallel" ADC) relies on the interconnection 

of resistors to create a voltage divider that establishes the reference voltage, V̂ , to each 

comparator. The incoming signal Vj is fed simultaneously to N comparators, where N 

represents the number of bits. The parallel output of all the comparators indicates the 

input voltage levels to within the resolution of the device. The main advantage of this 

type of ADC is in its short conversion time allowing 15 to 300 Mega-Samples Per 

Second (MSPS). Commercial flash ADC’s are available with 4 to 10 bit outputs; beyond 

which the large number of comparators required to give acceptable resolution increases 

the overall cost, bulk and power consumption of the device.

Two-step, or half-flash encoders are a hybrid of the flash ADC, where the input is first 

flash-converted to half the eventual precision making devices of greater than 10 bit 

precision more viable. This is then reconverted to an analogue signal using a DAC and 

the difference between this and the input is flash converted to produce the LSBs. Half

flash converters are cheaper to produce and enable greater resolution and speed of
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conversion, using relatively low power. An example circuit for a two bit flash conversion 

device is illustrated in Figure 2-10.

R/2

01

02

03

04

R/2

Ground

To Logic 
Oircuit 

or 
ROM 

Memory 
Address 
Register

Figure 2-10 A parallel flash ADC circuit. V, is the reference voltage, % is the input voltage to the 
device, R represents resistance and 0  comparator.

2.5.2 The counting ADC

The Counting ADC (or counter-ramp converter) is frequently used as a tracking 

converter or as a servo connector. Figure 2-11 illustrates a typical circuit.

Clock pulses are applied to a counter through an AND gate which in turn sends an 

output to the DAC. The voltage output of the DAC is proportional to the count of the 

counter. When the DAC signal is greater than the input voltage, V, the output of the 

comparator switches from 1 to 0. One input to the AND gate now becomes a 0 and the 

clock can no longer send pulses to the counter. The clock input register becomes a 1 so 

that it stores the counts. This is then the digital representation of the input voltage, V..

When the start signal is given, the counter is reset and the process is repeated. The 

added voltage Vg is necessary to reduce the quantisation error of this circuit. Vg is fixed 

and equal to half the voltage change in the output of the DAC due to change in the LSB 

of the counter. In general, the inclusion of Vg halves the maximum error.
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Figure 2-11 The counting ADC circuit

2.5.3 The Wilkinson ADC

The Wilkinson ADC is of a similar type to the counting ADC, but approaches the 

conversion from the opposite direction by “counting down” to the correct result. The 

Wilkinson ADC circuit is illustrated in Figure 2-12.

J T
^ ^ S T O P

constant
'^ c u rre n t, I

START Output
1

Counter P

Clock

time, t

Figure 2-12 The Wiikinson ADC circuit

The incoming voltage signal is stored on the capacitor in the circuit. Meanwhile, the 

clock generator releases pulses until the capacitor is discharged. By providing a very 

stable constant current, the capacitor discharges in a predictable manner.

The number of clock pulses released during the time taken for the voltage to drop to 

zero is proportional to the input voltage. Hence the output digital code can be calculated. 

The main application of the Wilkinson ADC is in instruments performing pulse height 

analysis.

2.5.4 The successive approximation ADC

The Successive Approximation ADC undertakes a series of approximations to obtain the 

digital representation of the input voltage, V.. The digital output is reconverted to an

analogue equivalent and compared with the original input signal. A more precise
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approximation can then be determined from the result. An example circuit is shown in 

Figure 2-13.

To demonstrate this ADC’s conversion algorithm, assume an input is obtained from a 

sample and hold circuit. Therefore V  is constant during the time for analogue to digital 

conversion, providing the ADC with a constant signal during each sampling period. 

Provided the sampling period is brief and the frequency of sampling high, then little if any 

information is lost. Using four bit representation to represent the input voltage, 

successive approximations are used to acquire the four unknown input bits; x̂ , x ,̂ x̂  and 

Xq. The digital code, 1000 is first input to the DAC in the circuit and the output of the 

DAC is compared with V.. If is greater than V., then 1000 is known to be too large and 

therefore the Most Significant Bit (MSB) is 0. Similarly, if is less than V , then the MSB 

is 1. After this first trial, the MSB x  ̂has now been determined. The following bits, x̂ , x̂  

and Xq are then all determined in turn using the same method. The logic circuit also 

receives an input from the comparator, which indicates the result of the test. If the 

comparator output is 1, the bit under test is unchanged. If the comparator output is 0, the 

bit under test is changed to 0. After the four bits have been determined, the logic circuit 

outputs a 1 to the Central Processor (CP) terminal of the output register, which then 

records the digital representation of the input voltage V.. The result for an N bit converter 

is therefore determined in N cycles, allowing conversion times of 1 to 50ps.

Logic
Circuit

CP DAC

Comparator
Output register 

CP

Figure 2-13 The successive approximation ADC circuit.

2.5.5 The dual slope ADC

A dual slope ADC is extensively used in digital voltmeters and its circuit utilises both the 

integrator and the comparator conversion techniques. The method involves comparing 

the input voltage with a voltage generated by a stable ramp, which is generated using a 

constant current source and a capacitor. The capacitor is charged using a current that is 

accurately proportional to the input level. The time taken to discharge the capacitor at a 

constant current is then measured using a counter, (see Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15).
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Figure 2-14 A Voltage -  time graph for the dual slope ADC.
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Figure 2-15 The dual slope ADC circuit.

The number of clock pulses recorded during discharge of the capacitor allows a 

conversion to a digital level. When conversion is complete, the clock is reset, the 

capacitor grounded to increase accuracy and the cycle starts again.

Provided the discharge current is of high precision, the circuit components and clock 

counter do not need to be exceptionally stable. The rate of charging and discharging the 

circuit is inversely proportional to the capacitance.

The dual slope ADC is often used in applications requiring low voltage measurements. 

Since the input signal is averaged, any high frequency noise or interference in this signal 

is averaged out. A further advantage is the accuracy, which is achieved without the need 

for precision resistors. However, the clock pulse generator must be relatively stable to
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allow accuracy during the measuring interval. This time is short and so it is relatively 

easy to achieve stability over short periods of time. Dual slope integration provides the 

cheapest means of providing accurate conversion with high stability. For this reason it is 

often used in precision voltmeters and in ADC’s of 10 to 18 bit resolution and 10 to 30 

mW power consumption. The main disadvantage of dual slope ADC’s is their relatively 

slow conversion times.

2.5.6 The ratiometric ADC

A ratiometric ADC relies on the ratio between the input voltage, Vj, and a fixed known 

reference voltage to provide the digital output. Such an ADC was used within the 

circuitry of the coronal diagnostic spectrometer, on board the European Space Agency’s 

SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) satellite, (see 2.7.1.4). The most direct 

limitation upon this design of ADC is that for a given supply voltage, there is an optimum 

reference voltage as a consequence of the signal to noise ratio between the input 

voltage V  and For example, if were 5V at a V. of 0.5V, then the signal to noise 

ratio would be much worse than if V  were 5V or greater. Following this example, some 

ratiometric ADCs can exhibit serious signal to noise ratio problems for a V. of 2.5V; i.e. 

not much less than the reference voltage. The offset error is a sum combination of the 

comparator error and the switching noise within a ratiometric ADC. Therefore, a 

ratiometric ADC requires as large a V̂ ^̂  and V  as is possible for the circuit in which it 

operates.

2.5.7 The delta-sigma ADC
A schematic diagram of a delta-sigma converter is given in Figure 2-16. The analogue 

input signal, A(t) and the estimate of the analogue input E(t) derived by the delta 

modulator processor are continually presented to the comparator. The comparator 

output wave form is sampled once per clock cycle and held at the sampled value for the 

duration of the cock cycle. If at the time of sampling the comparator output is a logic 0, 

then a 0 is transmitted as the digital output 0 (t) of the circuit. Conversely, if the 

comparator output is a logic 1 then a 1 is transmitted as the digital output of the circuit.

The estimate of the analogue input is calculated using the following algorithm. If at the 

time of sampling the comparator output its value is 1, then the analogue input A(t) must 

be greater than the estimate E(t) and so E(t) is increased by a step Sq. If at the time of 

sampling the comparator output has a value of 0, then the A(t) must be less than E(t) 

and so the estimated value is decreased by a step Sq. In this way each bit of the ADC  

output is determined.
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Figure 2-16 A schematic diagram of the delta-sigma ADC. (S/H = sample and hold).

One advantage of delta modulation is the relative ease with which the estimate E(t) of 

the analogue input signal can be recovered from the digital output signal 0 (t) transmitted 

from the circuit. This can be done with a simple integrator processor which initiates a 

digital to analogue conversion, reversing the process used to obtain the estimated 

analogue signal. However, the algorithm used to calculate the estimated analogue input 

is susceptible to slope-overload error. The magnitude of the slope of the estimated 

analogue input A(t) cannot exceed the ratio of the step size Sq to the time taken for the 

processor to convert changes in the digital output of the circuit, T̂ . If the slope of the 

analogue input signal should persist at a value greater than SqU^ for an extended time, 

the difference between the analogue input and it’s estimate may become quite large,

(see Figure 2-17). This disparity is called the slope-overload error.

Slope =  S J T ,

Figure 2-17 Slope overload error.

To decrease the magnitude of the slope-overload error, the step size Sq can be 

increased, which results in a corresponding increase in the quantisation error. 

Alternatively, the sampling rate fo can be increased which leads to an increase in the 

bandwidth required to transmit the signal 0(t). Adaptive delta modulation combats this
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problem further by varying the magnitude of So depending on the previous history of the 

analogue input signal. This approach is particularly useful for digital voice encoding and 

other audio applications.

2.5.8 The pipeline ADC
“Pipeline” describes a system architecture which increases the performance of a 

processor (or other electronic system) by breaking a series of operations into smaller 

steps. Where possible, these steps are then carried out in parallel which consequently 

decreases the overall time required to complete a complete set of operations. Pipeline 

architecture is common amongst almost all Digital Signal Processor (DSP) systems 

available today. In recent times, DACs and ADCs have begun to incorporate DSP or 

logic processor circuits within their device architecture to fulfil market demand for high 

resolution, high speed, low power processing electronics. Inclusion of an on board DSP 

allows self calibration of the device to be carried out, reducing the effects of component 

mismatches. However, the digital cross talk which can arise from the conversion 

correction circuitry can degrade the overall noise and linearity qualities of the device. 

However, concurrent processing of analogue signals results in both power and speed 

advantages over flash and muti-step ADC architectures. An example of pipeline ADC  

architecture is given by Milgrome et al [7]. Here the timing circuit of a 12 bit ADC is 

“pipelined” to increase the count speed of the Wilkinson type ADC, (Figure 2-18). The 

counter speed is effectively doubled by carrying out the clock and carry signals in 

parallel, allowing a maximum count rate of 250MHz.
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Figure 2-18 The pipielined counter circuit for a 12 bit “Wilkinson” type ADC. Taken from [7].

2.5.9 ADC performance evaluation

Techniques for assessing the performance of ADC’s may be divided into three 

categories; functional, qualitative and quantitative. Functional testing is simply observing 

whether the device is working or not. No further consideration is given to the details of 

the device’s operation. A qualitative examination of the device attempts to indicate 

deviations from the expected performance, but without details of magnitude no 

conclusions may be made as to how or why deviations occurred. Quantitative 

evaluations are the preferred method of manufacturers, since the results efficiently 

convey the properties of a device to the consumer. This is also the most effective 

method for radiation tolerance estimates.

Testing may be further divided into dynamic and static DC evaluation. Dynamic testing 

involves the use of sine wave or saw-tooth input signals, allowing characterisation of a 

device at different frequencies with a rapidly changing signal. This can provide an 

accurate quantitative picture of the performance of a device, but care is needed when 

interpreting the results.

2.5.9.1 Differential non-linearity

The Differential Non Linearity (DNL) of a device can be measured using a dynamic input 

signal and recording the corresponding ADC output for each code (or bin) of the ADC 

under test in a frequency histogram from zero to 2^ bits for an N-bit ADC, (Figure 2-19). 

DNL is a measure of the width of each code (or bin) normalised relative to the ideal code
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(or bin) width. If n, is the number of conversions recorded for code i of the ADC and n is 

the mean number of counts per code;

U - n )
DNL for code i  = Equation 2-6 from [8]

The DNL for the ADC is defined as the maximum DNL recorded for all bins of the ADC 

under test. A DNL of -1 indicates a missing code, 0 DNL is the ideal output code bin 

width and a DNL of +1 indicates an output code bin is twice as wide as it should be.

-0.75

0 4,096 8,192 12,288 16,384 20,480 24,576 28,672
ADC output bin number

Figure 2-19 A DNL histogram recorded fo ra  16 bit ADC, AD676 under normal, un-irradiated 
conditions. Two billion conversions were recorded.

Consider a three bit ADC, such that the converter’s output is the sequence of codes 

corresponding to binary 000 to 111, (decimal 0 to 7). Each code should yield the ideal 

analogue value. If bit one of the device is half a bit low with respect to bits two and three, 

(Figure 2-20) the digital output will jump to the code 100 (decimal 4) half a bit sooner 

than it would in the ideal case. The effect on the output is to cause a narrowing of the 

step width coinciding with the code 011 (decimal 3) immediately before the code 100, 

when bit one changes to 1 and bits two and three turn to 0. Conversely, if bit one were 

half a bit high with respect to bits two and three, the width coinciding with the code 011 

(decimal 3) would be half a bit too large. In both cases, the widths corresponding to 

output levels 4 to 7 will have a correct 1 bit amplitude.

Noise in the analogue input to the ADC will also introduce an uncertainty in the 

converted digital code along the x axis in Figure 2-20. DNL causes a variation in the 

output step height for a DAC transition and a variation in the step width for an ADC 

transition code.

Although a triangular wave form, or saw-tooth, is regularly used as an input signal to 

measure DNL because of its simplicity and plain probability density function, distortion of 

the wave form can be a significant disadvantage. It is difficult to guarantee the linearity
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of a triangle wave. A 1% change in the gradient of the ramp would change the expected 

number of codes by 1% and these errors rapidly accumulate during a DNL test. 

Therefore, the input source must be known with better precision than the converter 

being tested [8,9].

Bit 1 Is half a bit 
low

Digital 
output, N . . Actual

Output

Ideal
Output

Analogue In

Figure 2-20 Effects of DNL on ADC output

The DNL can be measured using any wave form with a known probability density 

function. Sine waves are often used since they may be generated with low distortion, 

even at high frequencies. However, complex analysis of results can be necessary and 

hence prone to error. The non-linear distribution of codes demands a much larger 

number of samples for the same statistical accuracy, over the entire range of the device.

DNL testing of DACs is done in much the same way, i.e. using a known input and 

comparing it with the output. A programmable digital input, perhaps a Programmable 

Read Only Memory (PROM) or microprocessor can be used to provide a known input 

signal. The output can be analysed using an oscilloscope or a bus-interfaceable 

voltmeter, [10].

2.S.9.2 Integral non-linearity

Integral non-linearity (INL), “relative accuracy,” or “linearity error,” is defined as the 

difference between the measured transfer characteristic and the best fitted straight line. 

The ideal transfer function for an ADC is a straight line drawn between “zero” and “full 

scale.” The point used as zero is defined as 1/2 LSB before the most negative code 

transition. Full scale is defined as a level 1.5 LSB beyond the most positive code 

transition. INL is the worst case deviation of a code from the straight line. The deviation 

of each code is measured from the middle of that code. The concepts of INL and DNL 

are applicable to all ADCs.
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Figure 2-21 Integral Non Linearity.

2.5.9 3 ADC noise

Overall noise was measured in the context of this project by grounding the ADC input (or 

using any static d.c. input) and accumulating a histogram of number of the number of 

conversions versus ADC output bin number. In ideal circumstances, when using a 

ground input, only ADC output bin zero should have any counts in it. Counts recorded in 

other bins are the result of ADC noise. The histogram follows a Gaussian distribution 

and so the mean, variance and standard deviation of the distribution can be calculated 

using the following equations:

Y f x  
Mean = (bin)

I f

Variance =
Z '

(bins^)

Standard deviation = ^/Variance (bins)

Equation 2-7

Equation 2-8

Equation 2-9

Where, f represents the frequency of ADC conversions per bin and x represents the 

ADC output bin value.

An ADC has a nominal internal gain for its output range which usually results in a static 

d.c. input producing an ADC output value with a small offset. For example, a ground 

input to the ADC may produce an ADC output histogram distribution which is centred 

about a value a few bins away from zero. To correct this, the internal gain of the ADC 

can be adjusted using external potentiometers such that a ground input signal would 

always produce a bin 0 output from the ADC. However for the purposes of this program 

of study it was desirable to keep the circuits surrounding the devices under test as 

simple as possible without any gain adjustments and so no gain adjustments were 

made.
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2.6 Digital to Analogue Converters

A Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) gives an analogue output voltage which is 

proportional to an input parallel digital signal, (for example an eight bit binary signal: x̂ ,

X , Xg,...,x^, x^). An operational amplifier is used to sum a number of currents which are

either zero or non zero, depending on whether the corresponding bit is a 0 or a 1. The 

current corresponding to the Most Significant Bit (MSB) is twice that corresponding to 

the next significant bit and so forth.

Figure 2-22 illustrates a simple DAC circuit. The major disadvantage of such a circuit is 

its requirement for a large number of resistance values. An alternative approach is to 

arrange the resistors in a ladder network, (Figure 2-23) which has the advantage of 

allowing all the necessary current distributions to be obtained using only two values of 

resistance; R and R„.

2R

3R

4R

Figure 2-22 A simple DAC circuit.

2R

2R

2R

2R

2R

Figure 2-23 A "ladder" DAC circuit.

A positive logic system demands that if the voltage on a circuit line is high then this 

represents a binary 1. If the voltage is low, this represents a binary 0. Each of the 

switches in both of these example DAC circuits are controlled by a one bit line. When a 

bit corresponding to a switch is 1, the switch is thrown to the up position. If the bit is 0 

the switch is thrown down to ground. (All the switches are obviously electronic). By 

adjusting the op-amp input in both Figure 2-22 and Figure 2-23, (VRq/SR and VR0/ I 6R 

respectively) the level of the output voltage can be adjusted to a desired level. However, 

the input and output voltages of a DAC are limited and specified by the manufacturer. If 

the DAC is built using discrete components, then the resistance ratio can be varied. In 

an integrated circuit device, the resistance ratio is fixed by the manufacturer and cannot 

be varied by the user. Consequently, variation of input voltages is the only way the 

output level can be varied.
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The smallest step size is called the "resolution" of the device and is dictated by the 

number of bits the DAC can accommodate. For example, if a DAC accommodates four 

bits it has 16 possible levels (since corresponds to 2̂ * levels). Therefore, the 

resolution is 1 in 15, or 6.25%.

The ideal DAC is linear, in that the output voltage is a linear function of the input binary 

number. In practice no DAC is truly linear, mainly due to non exact resistor values within 

its circuits. A contribution to the overall resistance of the circuit also arises from non 

ideal electronic switches used in the circuitry of the DAC itself. This lack of linearity 

contributes towards an overall lack of accuracy. Another contribution arises from input 

voltage drift which results in a drift in output voltage. If the resistance of Rq alters during 

operation, then a change in output voltage occurs, but no change in linearity results. The 

internal components of a DAC are subject to imperfections, particularly the op-amp's. 

Accuracy is also affected by the operating conditions. For example, the "temperature 

sensitivity" is usually quoted by the manufacturer, indicating the ideal temperature range 

within which the device should be operated. A change in environment temperature will 

result in changes in the resistance of the associated circuitry, leading to changes in 

amplifier characteristics and culminating in changes in output. A typical DAC has a 

temperature sensitivity of ±50ppm/°C, or ±0.005% in output voltage per °C.

When the digital output to a DAC changes, the analogue output of the DAC does not 

manifest this change instantaneously. The response has a rise time and sometimes an 

associated overshoot. These quantities should be specified by the manufacturer, since 

any delay associated with the digital to analogue conversion is undesirable. The "settling 

time" (also called the "track/hold acquisition time") is the time that elapses from the 

moment that the digital input switches, to the moment that the output reaches and 

remains within a specified range of its final value. The specified range within which the 

final value is accepted as such is arbitrary and specified by the manufacturer, but 

typically this is ±0.2% of the final value. A typical settling time is approximately 500ns. 

Settling time applies to DAC, sample and hold circuits and some ADC inputs. A more 

general definition is that settling time is the time between the start of a full scale input 

step and the moment when the analogue signal starts to remain within a specified error 

band. However, some semi-parallel processing of inputs and outputs is often possible, 

especially with “hybrid” devices. These aspects should be recognised when quoting 

settling time.
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2.7 ADC Applications

Digitisation of data presents distinct advantages when compared with analogue signals 

for the purposes of transmission, storage, input to other components in a system and 

subsequent data processing. ADCs convert analogue signals into a digital form suitable 

for subsequent numerical processing. In many situations it is necessary to convert a 

continuous, very slowly varying analogue voltage level into a form (i.e. digital) that can 

be rapidly transmitted over a long distance. For instance digital telephones, remote 

sensors such as thermistors, cable television, and remote automatic weather stations 

are all examples of this. In these and many other situations, data is taken, digitised and 

transmitted to a user at regular intervals. Similarly ADCs are at the essence of digital 

oscilloscopes which are used in a large number of applications particularly to do with 

electronic circuit development.

In event counting detectors the ADC is triggered by the random occurrence of the arrival 

of a particle or photon. The information from the system may include pulse height 

(=energy), location (1 or 2 dimensions), pulse rise-time, and other quality factors specific 

to the application. This set of data may be analysed and used together to reject 

unwanted background events such as cosmic rays. Typical event-counting systems 

include gas counters of various types, scintillators, photocathode devices, and 

microcalorimeters.

By repeated sampling of an event the pulse shape may be determined. This can be used 

to perform sophisticated data analysis on an event by event basis and so permit a higher 

performance from the system. The extra complexity and processing circuitry involved 

can often be justified considering the saving in data volume. Driftless Gas Scintillation 

Proportional Counters (GSPG’s) and X-ray Microcalorimeters use this approach. Event 

pulse shape analysis can give information concerning event energy, event position 

and/or some measure of the "quality" of a recorded event. For example, in determining 

whether an event is genuine or just random noise resulting from pulse rise time.

Often the required parameter in a system is reached only after a mathematical operation 

such as a division or normalisation. For instance the X  position co-ordinate on a Wedge 

and Strip Anode, [11] is found from W /(W +S+Z), where; W  = Wedge, 8  = Strip, Z = Z  

position. This normalisation may be achieved through a special analogue circuit, 

numerically or within the ADC. In the latter case a ratiometric ADC is used and the 

divisor is fed into the system as the reference voltage. It should be recognised that the 

use of numeric division may lead to very serious digitisation-like errors. Koike [12] 

describes an analytical examination of digitisation errors. In general, digital division is
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superior to the analogue alternative for position sensing systems, data acquisition speed 

and electronic stability. However, the digitising process causes a positional quantisation 

difficulty, which reduces the position differential linearity and hence is by definition a 

digitisation error. These digitisation errors are difficult to correct, since they depend on 

the pulse height distribution of the detector output. Geesmann et al [13] describe 

digitisation errors in the context of Micro Channel Plate (MGR) detectors as used in 

nuclear physics, diagnostic radiology and astronomy. In this case, the magnitude of 

detected charge, a continuous quantity, is subject to digitisation errors when truncated to 

discrete digital values for processing. These are just two examples of the discretion that 

must be taken when digitising analogue quantities.

2.7A Some specific ADC applications

2.7.1.1 The Thermistor

A typical “housekeeping” application of an ADC is that of the thermistor. A thermistor, or 

thermal resistor, is a semiconductor device which acts as a transducer, in that the 

resistance of the device changes markedly with temperature. Hence, thermistors are 

predominantly used for the measurement and control of temperature, being heated 

either externally or internally by the current they carry. A circuit for a simple electronic 

thermometer is illustrated in Figure 2-24.

Thermistord.c. supply

ADC

Variable
resistor

Figure 2-24 A simple thermistor circuit.

Temperature changes cause the resistance of the thermistor to change and the current 

through the milliammeter changes. The resistor R may be adjusted to select a desired 

output voltage range for input to an ADC, providing the user with a digital output. A low 

speed, 8 bit precision ADC such as a dual slope or successive approximation ADC 

would typically be used for this application. Thermistors are available as one of two 

types. The negative temperature coefficient device, is where the resistance of the device 

decreases as the temperature increases. This is the type used in the thermometer circuit 

above. Alternatively, positive temperature coefficient devices have a resistance which 

increases sharply above a given temperature. These devices are mainly used to prevent
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damage in circuits which may experience a large temperature rise, for example one in 

which an electric motor may become overloaded.

2.7.1.2 The Proportional Counter

All Proportional Counter chamber systems commonly used in event orientated 

experiments are composed of an amplifier/discriminator front end capable of low 

measurement thresholds, (e.g. 1mV, 2pA), delay line circuits of either active or passive 

type in the range of 200 to OOOnsec, latch circuitry with approximately lOnsec resolution 

and a readout usually via a computer interface. A Wilkinson ADC is typically used for this 

application. The magnitude of the incoming pulse to the detector is stored on the 

capacitor of the Wilkinson ADC circuit. The clock generator releases pulses until the 

capacitor is discharged, allocating that particular pulse to an energy channel, where one 

event is recorded in memory. The magnitude of the pulse, (the energy of the incident 

particle), is therefore proportional to the channel number. However, a high resolution, 

(channel width), demands a high processing time. An ADC must have good Differential 

Non-Linearity for spectrometer applications. Emery et al [14] describe the test method 

used to evaluate an ADC for inclusion in a spectrometer system. Differential and integral 

non-linearity were measured as part of the evaluation process.

2.7.1.3 The Microcalorimeter

A Microcalorimeter (Figure 2-25) is used by radiation physicists to carry out direct 

measurement of absorbed dose. The energy that is absorbed in a medium from 

radiation ultimately appears as heat energy and as a consequence a small rise in 

temperature occurs in the absorbing medium. Despite this temperature change being 

small, sensitive methods are available to make such a measurement possible. One 

method is to exploit the properties of the Wheatstone bridge circuit. In this case, a 

thermistor is used in a similar manner to the electronic thermometer. A thermistor is 

capable of demonstrating a large change in resistance; approximately 5% for a 1 °C 

change in temperature. A microcalorimeter thermistor able to carry out the small 

measurement demanded in this application would be about the size of a pin head and 

have a resistance in the order of 10®Q.

Calorimeters may be designed to measure an energy fluence or to measure energy 

locally absorbed. The calorimeter is technically more difficult than a practical ionisation 

chamber, but has the advantage of being simpler to construct and use than an absolute 

ion chamber. It also has the additional advantage of being a direct measurement device
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and does not demand separate calculations of stopping power, absorption and 

attenuation coefficients.

mo

Thermistor 
/  leads

Thermal
InsulationX-ray

Vacuum

Figure 2-25 A schematic diagram of a microcaiorimeter.

Milgrome et al [7] describe a Wilkinson type 12 bit ADC which was specifically designed 

for use in nuclear science applications. One of its first applications was within the dual 

readout system of a scintillating calorimeter at a high energy physics superconducting 

super collider. The ADC featured as small as possible areas of silicon to reduce the 

radiation sensitive volumes of the device to a minimum and low power consumption 

which was achieved using CMOS fabrication technology.

2.7.1.4 The SOHO Spectrometer

An example of system design for a specific task is given by Breeveld et al [11] where a 

spectrometer system for observing coronal discharges from the sun was desired for the 

SOHO project. In order to provide a high positional resolution for observed events and a 

sensitivity to UV photons, a detector system consisting of a Multi-Channel Plate, (MCP), 

stack with anode readout was used, (Figure 2-26).

The anode is one dimensional and spiral (SPAN = SPiral ANode) in order to meet the 

positional resolution and through-put requirements. A spiral anode consists of a series of 

wires which spiral across the surface of the anode with decreasing amplitude, but equal 

frequency. Hence, for any position within the anode, a geometric calculation can be 

performed for each point in terms of distance along the wire and amplitude. The SPAN 

uses a group of three anodes to encode one dimension. One anode is used to normalise 

the relative values of the other two, which are then digitised to 8 bit accuracy and 

combined to provide an 11 bit position. A schematic diagram of the Grazing Incidence 

Spectrometer (GIS) processing electronics is given in Figure 2-27.
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Figure 2-26 The SOHO Grazing Incidence Spectrometer.
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Figure 2-27 The GIS analogue electronics. Taken from [11].

Two of the anode signals are digitised by ratiometric flash ADCs, referenced by the sum 

of the three signals. The two 8 bit values are then used as the address in a look up table 

that gives the event in one dimension. The element of the array in memory 

corresponding to this position is then incremented by one to record the event. The look 

up table is pre-calculated, based on data from a flat field of electrons and holds the co

ordinates for every possible position on the anode. In order to achieve an accurate 

record of all the events entering the spectrometer, calculation of the SPAN position 

algorithm is not possible in real time. This is due to the high rate of events and the large 

number of positional locations on the anode. A conventional wedge and wedge anode 

would not provide the high spatial resolution demanded by the system.
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CHAPTER THREE

Radiation Damage Processes in Electronics

3. IONIZING RADIATION AND ATOMIC DISPLACEMENT 

EFFECTS IN ELECTRONICS

During the 1960's, research into radiation damage to electronic components was called 

for by the advent of the space age and national interests in nuclear defence strategies. 

Progress in component design for other applications such as the nuclear power industry, 

medical radiation applications and particle physics often indirectly benefited from 

research carried out in the pursuit of fulfilling these primary concerns. In principle, 

research is still motivated in this way today, although dedicated research is now more 

commonplace outside the space and military fields.

Ionising radiation effects can be divided into three basic categories; transient radiation 

effects, total dose effects and displacement damage. Transient effects are dependent on 

the rate at which ionising radiation is delivered to the device or circuit. Total dose effects 

are a consequence of accumulated radiation dose. Displacement damage is the result of 

atoms in a material structure being dislodged from their original positions by incident 

radiation. These three categories are used as a basis for arranging this chapter. The 

possible processes by which radiation induced damage occurs in MOS devices are 

summarised in Figure 3-1. In MOS components, ionisation will arise within both the 

silicon dioxide and silicon layers of the device.

Table 3-1 summarises the types of irradiating particles and their possible interactions. 

Photon interactions of 0.1 to lOMeV in silicon will predominantly result in Compton 

scattering events, (see Figure 3-2).

Types of irradiating particles Possible types of interaction

Photons:

X-rays, gamma rays

Photoelectric effect, Compton scattering. Pair 
production.

Charged Particles:

electrons, protons, alpha particles, 
beta particles, ions.

Ionisation, coulomb interactions, Rutherford 
scattering, nuclear interactions, (heavy 
particles).

Neutrons scattering, absorption, nuclear reactions.

Table 3-1 Summary of irradiating particles and their possible interactions.
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MOS DEVICE
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Figure 3-1 Schematic diagram illustrating the possible processes by which ionising radiation in an 
MOS device leads to the creation of oxide charge, neutral traps and interface traps. From p.37 [1].
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3.1 Transient effects

Transient Radiation Effects in Electronics (TREE) are dependent on the rate at which 

ionising radiation is delivered to the device or circuit, rather than the accumulated total 

dose. As the dose rate increases, so the rate of electron-hole pairs created during 

ionisation increases, both in the insulator and silicon substrate layers. The electric fields 

present within the various regions of a device will separate electron-hole pairs, which will 

then contribute towards, or cause, an electrical current to flow within the device. The 

magnitude of this current depends directly on the dose rate. At high dose rates (greater 

than 10® to lO^rads/s) these currents may be large enough to affect the operation of the 

circuit. For example, for a dose rate of 10®rad(Si)/s, electron-hole pair concentrations of 

10^®cm ® will be produced. (Table 3-2 illustrates this point for several different semi

conductor materials). This is much higher than the doping densities of most active semi

conductor elements. Junctions are overwhelmed, such that currents flow in directions 

not normally permissible and voltages much larger than those being used as signals are 

created. For example, should a heavy ion pass through the device, it would leave a high 

density track of electron-hole pairs in its wake. These electron-hole pairs could then 

contribute towards a relatively large localised current in a small region of the device.

The currents induced by electron-hole pairs can be much larger than those expected 

during normal operation of the device. Induced currents may therefore, swamp normal 

currents, or produce large voltage drops along circuit interconnections, either of which 

will be detrimental to regular circuit operation. The contents of memory elements could 

be altered, or the logic operations of the circuit could be affected, particularly if the 

induced charge exceeds the critical charge required to change the logic state of an 

element. This corruption of stored data or circuit operation without permanent damage is 

called a “soft error.” When errors are introduced as a consequence of a short lived burst 

of ionising radiation, they are called “transient upsets.” When caused by a single 

energetic ion, it is called a “Single Event Upset” (SEU). A “hard error” is used to describe 

damage which is permanent. Usually a permanent change in the operation of the device 

results, or total failure. A typical example of a hard error is a stuck bit in a memory 

device, or missing code(s) in an ADC output.

Total device failure occurs in high dose rate environments and is usually a consequence 

of the circuit being triggered into a very high current state. High enough so that junction 

integrity may be destroyed or metalization lines may fail by electromigration.

Complementary Metal Oxide Silicon, (CMOS) devices are susceptible to triggering into a 

high current state. When a triggering current is applied, as by an ionising radiation event.
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a low resistance state where very large currents can flow at low voltages (1 to 2V) can 

be induced. This situation is called “latch-up.” Unless the power is turned off, the device 

may eventually be destroyed or permanently damaged. A micro-latch is a type of latch- 

up where the device current is elevated, but below the circuit’s specified maximum. A 

power re-set is required to resume normal operation. Single Event Burnout (SEB) is a 

highly localised destructive burnout of the drain-source in power MOSFET’s. Destructive 

burnout of a gate insulator in a power MOSFET is called a Single Event Gate Rupture 

(SEGR).

CMOS devices have been shown by Iwata and Ohzone [3] to demonstrate a 

temperature dependence for single event latch-up. CMOS device susceptibility to single 

event latch-up decreases as the temperature decreases. However, this immunity to 

latch-up reaches its optimum at about 120K. For lower temperatures than this the 

immunity decreases very rapidly and at 77K the immunity is about the same, or less 

than at room temperature. The first verified proton induced latch-up in space was 

observed in 1991 on board the ESA Earth Resources Satellite, ERS-1, [4]. A precision 

range instrument on board the satellite failed following transient high current 

consumption while flying within The South Atlantic Anomaly region. During the five days 

of functioning operation, this particular instrument exhibited a number of soft errors. At 

the time of failure the on board telemetry showed an increase of primary power which 

lasted for 16 to 32 seconds. The latch-up failure process was repeated during 

subsequent laboratory ground testing of the flight spare precision range instrument using 

a proton beam. MOS transistors can also be placed in a similar high current, low voltage 

state called, “snapback” by an appropriate trigger current. Turning the power off is 

generally the only way to remove CMOS and MOS devices from these high current 

states.

Material Energy required to create 
an e - hole pair, (eV)

Density,
(g/cm^)

Pair density created 
per rad, (pairs/cm^)

Gallium Arsenide, 
(GaAs)

-4 .8 5.32 -7x10^^

Silicon, (Si) -3.6 2.32 4x10^^

Silicon Dioxide, 
(SiOz)

17 2.2 8.1x10'"

Table 3-2 The energy required to create electron-hole pairs in some typical semiconductor 
materials, (1rad  =  6.25x10^^eVg~‘‘).
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3.1.1 Single event effects

In the space environment, Single Event Effects (SEE) are usually caused by energetic 

heavy ions or the nuclear reaction products of an energetic proton. A SEE is any effect 

caused by the passage of a single ionising particle through a device. A Single Event 

Upset (SEU) is the change of state of a bi-stable element caused by the impact of such 

a single ionising particle event, or may be manifested as a transient pulse. The effect is 

temporary and can be corrected by re-writing the affected element or triggering it back to 

its intended state.

Approximately one electron-hole pair is created for every 3.6eV deposited. A minimum 

ionising proton event can create about 80 electron-hole pairs per pm. If the charge 

deposited in a memory cell exceeds the critical charge required to initiate a change of 

logic state this will result in a bit-flip. The progress in technology has lead to smaller 

device geometry, which results in a decrease in critical charge and consequently 

increased susceptibility to SEU. The relationship between susceptibility to SEU and 

critical charge is not linear. For a small geometry device, the ion path and hence the 

deposited charge is reduced. Some satellite electronic circuits are able to use error 

detection and correction codes to correct bit-flips resulting from SEU’s as they occur. 

Data storage recorders often have error detection and correction software. SEU’s in 

Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) chips were first observed during the 1970’s. 

They were found to be a consequence of the trace amounts of alpha particle emitting 

uranium and thorium isotopes used in device packaging materials and also cosmic rays. 

Multiple bit errors are also possible, depending on the diameter of the ionisation track in 

comparison with the internal cell layout of a memory device and the amount of deposited 

charge diffusion. Adjacent memory cells may not necessarily have adjacent memory 

addresses, which can make the process of relating a SEU to a specific location in 

memory difficult. The evolution of different technologies and their susceptibility to SEU’s 

is illustrated in Figure 3-3.

The vulnerability of a device to SEUs is dependent on the minimum Linear Energy 

Transfer (LET) required to produce an upset and corresponds to a charge deposition 

comparable with the critical charge. Critical charge is related to the volume of the 

sensitive region and the degree of charge funnelling into the depletion region of the 

device. A dependence on saturated cross section also exists. The cross section of a 

device becomes saturated when all incident ions are capable of producing an upset and 

no increase in upset rate is seen for an increase in LET. The cross section is quoted in 

cm  ̂and is a function of the surface area of the sensitive nodes.
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Figure 3-3 The evolution o f single event effects susceptibility. Taken from [5],

3.2 Total dose effects

Total dose effects describe the accumulated damage incurred through interactions with 

charged particles in a circuit chip. Total dose is a measure of the energy deposited per 

unit mass of a specified material and is quoted in rads; where 1rad is equal to O.OJkg'V 

Hence, the number of electron-hole pairs generated during ionisation is directly 

proportional to the energy absorbed by the device material. Subsequently, the total 

damage, (in terms of trapped charge or interface traps) is also roughly proportional to 

the total dose of radiation received by the device. The consequences of total dose 

effects are particularly relevant to MOS devices and circuits, which will suffer 

performance degradation in one or more parameters. MOS transistors demonstrate 

shifts in gain or shifts in threshold voltages. Integrated circuits may show higher leakage 

currents as a consequence of large quantities of charge trapped in the oxide layers, slow 

down or even completely fail to function. The damage occurs principally in the insulator 

(SiOz) layers of the circuit. Bi-polar 10 devices may also fail, since they have sensitive 

oxide isolations and high gain n-p-n transistors at low currents. These effects are a 

consequence of the device type. Manifestations of these radiation induced effects in a 

particular device may not be constant with time elapsed following irradiation. They may 

also depend on the dose rate at which the radiation was received [6, 7]. The total dose 

tolerance for various semiconductor technologies is summarised in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4 Total dose radiation tolerance o f various types o f semiconductor technology. From [5].

The radiation damage occurring in the SiOg layers of the circuit results in the build up of 

trapped charge in the oxide and an increase in the number of interface and bulk oxide 

traps. The possible processes by which charge and trap sites arise were summarised in 

Figure 3-1. The electron-holes created by ionisation are injected into the SiOg by photo

emission from the contacts. These carriers can recombine, or transport through the 

oxide. The fraction of electron-hole pairs that do not recombine is called the electron- 

hole yield. Since electrons are highly mobile in SiOg they will move towards the contacts 

within pico-seconds. The holes have a very low effective mobility and those that do not 

recombine transport via a complex stochastic trap hopping process. Some of the holes 

may become trapped within the oxide, resulting in a net positive charge. Large 

concentrations of oxide-trapped charge causes leakage currents in integrated circuits. In 

a MOS device with a positively applied gate bias, the holes move to the SiOg/Si interface 

where they capture electrons and create interface traps. In conjunction with electron- 

hole generation, chemical bonds in the SiOg structure can be broken. When the 

electrons and holes recombine, some of these bonds can reform. However, some will 

remain broken and act as electrically active defects. They then serve as trapping sites 

for carriers or as interface traps. If the bonds are related to the hydrogen or hydroxyl 

groups, they can release impurities when broken. These impurities are then mobile 

within the SiOg with the opportunity to migrate to the SiOg/Si interface. At the interface 

they undergo a reaction and create interface traps. Defects resulting from irradiation
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may also migrate to the SiOg/Si interface in this way. interface trapped charge can 

decrease the mobility of carriers and results in an increase of threshold voltage for n- 

channel transistors and a decrease for p-channel transistors. Shifts in threshold voltages 

are also affected by whether the device was powered at the time of irradiation or not.
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Figure 3-5 Band diagram o f an MOS device with a positive gate bias. The main processes for 
radiation induced charge generation are shown. From [2].

3.2.1 Post irradiation effects
Post-irradiation, the interface traps may exchange charge freely with the silicon 

substrate. Their charge state depends on the bias applied to the device, but it is usually 

positive. A positive bias applied to the gate electrode of a p-channel transistor results in 

a net negative charge and vice versa for an n-channel transistor. Large quantities of 

interface trapped charge can decrease the mobility of carriers and increase the 

threshold voltage of n-channel transistors. Should the trapped charge begin to relax over 

time at room temperature, the threshold voltage of the device may overshoot its original 

value [8]. This rebound of the threshold voltage can cause serious failures of IC's 

installed in good condition in equipment after irradiation tests and later failing due to 

rebound effects. This occurred in pre-irradiated components which had passed radiation 

acceptance tests on delivery during development of NASA’s Galilieo satellite and ESA’s 

Ulysses satellite. The same components subsequently failed re-tests some months later 

(see p. 124 [9]).

The amount of charge trapped in the oxide layer and interface traps increases with 

accumulated total dose. The rate of increase of these two factors determines the 

radiation hardness of the device. A radiation hard device should be able to withstand
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doses of greater than 10® rads(Si) without significant performance degradation. If a 

device exhibits signs of deterioration below 10"̂  rads(Si) it is labelled radiation soft.

The consequences of total dose radiation damage manifest themselves in devices in 

various ways. In MOS capacitors the oxide trapped charge shifts the C-V curve in the 

negative direction. The interface traps stretch out the Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) curve, 

such that a greater change in applied bias voltage is needed to effect the same change 

in capacitance compared with before irradiation, (Figure 3-6). The same effects can be 

observed in MOS transistors. In Figure 3-7, the drain current of an n-channel MOS  

transistor is plotted against the gate voltage, both before and after irradiation. The curve 

also shifts in the negative direction, indicating that the threshold voltage of the transistor 

is more negative, or that a less positive voltage is required to turn the transistor on. 

Following irradiation, the gradient of the curve is also less, indicating that a greater 

change in applied bias is needed to result in the same change in current. The total 

current passed through the device at a given voltage and the gain of the transistor are 

also decreased by the radiation damage. The reduced gain of the MOS transistor is 

incurred by reduced carrier mobility in the channel due to interface traps. A reduction in 

channel conductance and transconductance results, leading to the drop in gain.

Interface traps 
(3) ,  all acceptor-like

Interlace traps
all donor-like \ (2 ) POST RAD /

VLOG I q

PRE-RAD

GATE VOLTAGE

Figure 3-6 Influence of interface traps on the 
high frequency MOS C-V curve: curve 1 with 
no interface traps; curve 2 with only donor-like 
interface traps; curve 3 with only acceptor-like 
interface traps. From p. 20 [1],

Figure 3-7 A representative plot of the 
logarithm of the drain current of an n-channel 
MOS transistor as a function of gate voltage 
both before and after irradiation. From p. 38 [1].

Nearly all present day CMOS IC’s have thick oxide layers covering all areas of the chip 

except the functional elements called, “field oxides. ” This acts as a spacer between the 

interconnects and the silicon, preventing any interaction between the two. Build up of 

charge in the region lying over the edge of the source and drain of the device will tend to 

cause inversion and hence an n-type channel which shunts the main channel. The most 

frequent mode of failure of CMOS IC’s under irradiation is the onset of a source-drain
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leakage in the n-channel element caused by the field oxide structure. This effect was 

observed by Lee et al [10] when total dose testing commercial 12 bit successive 

approximation BiCMOS ADCs, AD674, MX7672 and MX674A. Threshold voltage shift is 

effectively dependent on the square of the thickness oxide layer. As the thickness of the 

oxide layer increases so more charge can be trapped in its volume, which then lowers 

the electric field and increases total dose damage. This is often the first point of failure in 

commercial IC ’s compared with radiation hardened IC’s. Table 3-3 summarises the 

factors which can affect device response to radiation.

During irradiation: After irradiation:

Total radiation dose and its energy 

Dose rate 

Applied bias 

Temperature

Type of transistor 

Time after irradiation 

Applied bias 

Temperature

Relative hardness of the device

Table 3-3 A summary of the factors affecting device response to radiation.

Recovery of a device following irradiation can be described by many different terms. 

Relaxation is a term often used to characterise the specific changes of bonds or 

charges. Removal of trapped charge is called annealing, which may lead to recovery or 

a worsening of the effects of radiation.

Short term annealing effects were first noticed in the 1960’s when it was discovered that 

the trapped charge in a MOS device could be removed without trace by heating the 

device to temperatures above 200°C. The cycle of irradiating then annealing can be 

repeated many times with little deviation in performance each time. Annealing of both 

trapped charge and displacement damage is possible. The exact mechanism for thermal 

annealing has not been established. At the current time it is thought to be brought about 

by electrons being injected into the Si-SiOg interface from the silicon, thus neutralising 

the effects of holes created during irradiation. The temperature dependence of the 

annealing process for MOSFET’s irradiated with 1.5MeV electrons is illustrated in Figure

3-8. Most of the recovery effects occur between 150 and 300°C. Recovery of the device 

is frequently quantified by monitoring changes in the voltage shift in irradiated MOS  

devices. Isochronal annealing involves a series of constant duration annealing intervals 

at progressively higher temperatures.
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Figure 3-8 Thermal annealing, (gate Voltage = 0) of radiation damage in MOSFETs. The recovery 
past zero is attributed to the annealing of manufacturing process induced damage - probably 
interface traps. From p. 164 [1].

Figure 3-9 illustrates isothermal annealing as a function of time. Device samples have 

been held at a given temperature and the decay of the threshold voltage recorded. At 

cryogenic temperatures, both radiation hard and soft MOS devices can exhibit larger 

radiation induced shifts than at room temperature or above. Holes quickly travel to the 

interface at room temperatures, where they are discharged or partially trapped. At very 

low temperatures, practically all the holes are trapped where they are formed in shallow 

traps which permeate the oxide. The net effect can be far worse than for irradiation at 

room temperature, since the damage is effectively “frozen in.” If the device is 

subsequently warmed to room temperature then the trapped charge may then escape.

1.0

100 "C
0.8

150*C

0.4

250 “C
0.2

300"C

- 0.2, 1000.01
LOG (t) (HOURS)

Figure 3-9 Isothermal annealing (gate voltage = 0) of radiation damage in MOSFETs. From p. 165 
IV.
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3.3 Displacement Damage

In addition to ionisation effects, high energy protons and other high energy particles can 

also cause displacement damage (also called bulk damage) in silicon and other 

semiconductor materials. The fraction of deposited energy not involved with the 

ionisation process is called the Non-Ionising Energy Loss (NIEL). Displacement damage 

describes the effects of displacement of atoms from their original positions within the 

lattice. Displacement may be a result of a nuclear interaction, where an energetic 

nuclear particle collides with the material. Alternatively, atomic displacement can occur if 

the radiation induced ionisation energy received by an atom exceeds the energy 

required to displace the atom (the displacement energy). As the incident particle collides 

with the atom, the atom recoils from its lattice site. Displacement of the atom leaves a 

vacancy; also defined as a lattice defect. Lattice defects give rise to energy level states 

within the forbidden band-gap. These energy levels within the band-gap can affect 

device properties by recombination, generation of electron-hole pairs, trapping of 

carriers, compensation of donors or receptors or tunnelling of carriers, depending on the 

energy level of the defect, the temperature and the location within the device. The 

displaced atom may undergo many collisions with other atoms, depending on the initial 

ionisation energy transferred and produce a cascade of further displacements. Should 

the displaced atoms reach a vacancy (either the atom’s original site, or a new location) 

this will lead to recombination or the atom may become lodged in an interstitial position 

in the lattice. Approximately 90% of the displaced atom and vacancy pairs recombine 

within a minute after irradiation at room temperature. Vacancies are usually mobile and if 

they escape recombination a vacancy either combines with impurity atoms or clusters 

with other vacancies often becoming electronically active. Interstitial atoms are generally 

less active. Electronically active refers to behaviour similar to that of dopants found in 

semiconductors. In this sense vacancies arising from displacement damage act as a 

source of carriers by increasing the thermal generation rate of electron-hole pairs. 

Defects also act as trap sites decreasing minority carrier lifetime and increasing the 

number of collisions experienced by a moving charge, thereby reducing carrier mobility. 

Consequently, displacement damage is of primary concern for minority carrier, (e.g. 

bipolar transistors) and opto-electronic devices. It is relatively unimportant for MOS 

transistors [2].

As the size of integrated circuits decreases with time, so displacement damage effects 

are increasing in importance. Srour et al [11] indicated that the effectiveness of single 

particle induced displacement damage is dependent on whether it occurs in a moderate 

or high field region within the device.
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3.4 Specific effects in ADCs
Although it is now accepted that analogue and mixed signal ICs are susceptible to SEE, 

such devices have rarely been tested for such effects. Previous work has encompassed 

the development of single event phenomena test techniques [12,13] analysis and 

discussion of observed effects, and straightforward reporting of tests results obtained to 

characterise a device for operation in the space environment, often for a specific mission 

[14,15,16].

At the present time no standard exists as to the minimum required data set to collect to 

characterise an analogue circuit. Since there are no standard test circuits in existence, 

most device test circuits currently comprise of the manufacturer’s recommended burn in 

configuration. Nearly all data collected is evaluated on the basis of the voltage amplitude 

of the SEE induced pulse which is reflected in the magnitude of the digital output of the 

ADC. The testing technique should allow relevant data to be extracted from the vast 

quantity of output data generated by the ADC. A common technique is to display ADC  

output data in a frequency histogram, using either a static or dynamic analogue test 

signal as input to the device under test. Digital output data can be either stored 

sequentially for later analysis, or added to the histogram during the test using additional 

test hardware [17,18].

The test techniques and subsequent data analysis to characterise analogue and mixed 

signal devices have been derived from those used for memory device testing [19] or 

existing ADC characterisation methods [20]. ADCs tested to date have demonstrated 

temporary data errors, lingering errors and a non-destructive, self correcting latch-up 

mode consisting of continuous errors which can be corrected by re-calibrating the device 

under test [21]. Specific problems have been encountered which are peculiar to SEE  

testing delta-sigma architecture ADCs which include a DSP to improve device 

performance [22]. The DSP compensates for input offset and provides digital filtering of 

the sampled input. In this type of device should a single event upset occur in the 

calibration RAM this can affect all subsequent data outputs. In conventional successive 

approximation or flash ADCs a single event upset would only affect one sample at a 

time, since unlike delta-sigma converters these types of ADC do not process more than 

one sample at a time.

The effect of SEE induced errors on a system as a whole rather than within a device 

itself is also of concern [23]. Sample error rate calculations derived from the empirical 

data used to characterise a device show that transient upset events will be a regular 

occurrence in many orbits. The effects of transient errors on system performance must 

be analysed and anticipated during system design [24]. Until recently most space
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satellite engineers, project managers and designers were primarily concerned with the 

consequences of total dose effects. SEE has become more important with the 

increasing transition from the use of specially radiation hardened components to those 

which are commercially available “off the shelf.” The desire to reduce power, mass and 

volume of space systems has also increased the use of devices that are susceptible to 

SEE.
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Test Equipment

4. TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

The experimental technique used to observe single event effects was required to meet 

the following objectives;

• To induce transient upsets without permanent damage occurring to the device under 

test or the surrounding test circuitry.

• To allow any radiation induced charge or current to decay away rapidly enough for 

the device under test to recover almost instantaneously following a transient event.

• To allow real time recording of the number of transient events occurring within a given 

time, in a known flux of fission particles from the radiation source.

To meet these requirements it is necessary to operate the devices in a highly controlled 

way, both before and after exposure to ionising radiation. Since these exposures mimic 

those encountered in the space environment, they are therefore hazardous to life.

Hence the measurements performed during irradiation were performed remotely. This 

leads to the general requirements for the test equipment as summarised in Table 4-1.

Technical Requirements Operational Requirements

Low system level noise, less than the order 
of mV r.m.s. Saw-tooth wave input to be 
linear to within ±1%.

Repairable on site.

Able to interface with all the devices to be 
tested.

Electronics to be separate from user interface.

Enough on-board memory capacity to record 
all relevant data. A minimum of two banks of 
64kwords are required for a 16 bit ADC.

General head electronics to be protected from 
radiation environment and the mechanical and 
electrical interface must be compatible with 
standard radiation facilities.

Ideally no drift, or at least minimal drift. Able to record data in real time at better than the 
speed of conversion of the fastest device, 
(O.Sps).

Table 4-1 A summary of the general requirements for the test equipment.
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4.1 Test E qu ipm ent

The relationship between the various components of the testing system is illustrated in 

Figure 4-1 and the roles of the various components of the system are out lined in Table

4-2.

DAG
Daughterboard

Analogue
Motherboard

A D C
Daughterboard

Control
Switch

AA/
Drivers /  

R eceivers
Drivers / 

R eceivers
Drivers / 

Receivers

Digital
Memory

Board
Data

Memory

Program m e
Mem ory

A D S P
-21020

Data
Memory

ADSP 21020 EZ- 
Lab evaluation 

board
R S 232

Interface
A D S P
-2111

PC

Figure 4-1 A schematic diagram of the test apparatus.

Item of test equipment Function

Piggy back boards, 
(ADCs)

To provide a standard interface to the analogue board, with 
all necessary power supplies and reference voltages.

Analogue board Provides analogue testing input signals for the ADCs

Digital board Provides extra memory, input and output ports for the DSP 
board

DSP Manipulation & histogramming of data during testing

Personal Computer Control requests to load programmes, initiate and 
terminate testing programmes, data transfer and post 
processing.

Software Software written to command test equipment hardware and 
process data

Table 4-2 The various roles o f the test equipment.
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4.1.1 Detailed Design

4.1.1.1 Components

The European Space Research and Technology Centre, (ESTEC) have provided 

samples of four types of ADC and three types of DAC for testing. Sira Ltd has provided 

additional samples of each type of ADC. All the components are manufactured by 

Analog Devices and are either 16 or 12 bit devices.

Each component type has its own individual piggy back board, designed to interface with 

the analogue board via 40 way I DC pin connection sockets, providing power and digital 

data connections. Each individual piggy back board holds the converter to be tested, the 

voltage reference if required, de-coupling capacitors, resistors and any other additional 

circuitry required to run the converter. Individual piggy back boards are necessary to 

provide a standard interface to the analogue motherboard, since most of the ADCs and 

DACs have different pin outs. Using piggy back boards also means the Device Under 

Test (DUT) can be provided with a degree of controlled isolation from any unnecessary 

surrounding electronics during the irradiation. Noise levels are also reduced by 

separating analogue and digital junctions.

Semiconductor devices respond differently to radiation depending on the “process 

parameters” under which a device has been manufactured. Repeatability in quality and 

process control are desirable attributes for both the commercial chip manufacturer and 

the product consumer. However, the particulars of any adjustments in the manufacturing 

process over time are usually considered proprietary information by the manufacturer 

and are rarely divulged in any detail. Any changes in the manufacturing process are not 

normally visible to the user and may appear trivial details to the manufacturer. However, 

any small variations between different batches of chips may have profound implications 

on the radiation response of a device. For this reason during the course of this project 

more than one device sample has been tested, and samples selected from as wide a 

production period as possible.

4.1.1.2 ADCs

The four types of ADC available for testing are summarised in Table 4-3 and the serial 

numbers of each device are given in Table 4-4. The 12 bit AD 1671 has not yet been 

tested, although samples are available for possible future study at a later date. The 

A D I671 has been designed for high speed signal conversion applications, such as 

infrared imaging, communications, smart munitions, target acquisition and satellite
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imagery. However, it has the highest power consumption of all the ADCs available for 

testing. By comparison, the 12 bit AD7893 has the lowest power consumption, making it 

ideal for battery powered applications and is physically the smallest ADC available to 

test; 0.3”, 8 pin, dual in line packaged.

The 40 pin, 0.6” dual in line AD7884 is the largest ADC. This device has been designed 

for automatic test equipment, medical instrumentation, industrial control, data acquisition 

systems and robotics applications. Although the AD7884 has ceased to be 

manufactured by Analog Devices, its successor the AD7885 probably has the same chip 

architecture, but different pin outs as a 28 pin device compared to the 40 pin AD7884. 

The AD7885 shares the same schematic layout as the AD7884, except a byte, (8+8) 

output data format is used. It was decided to persist with testing the AD7884 on the 

basis of the device sharing enough characteristics with the AD7885 to make 

characterising the AD7884 worthwhile. Also, at the time of testing AD7884 samples were 

still freely available from distribution houses.

The AD676 has on-chip auto-calibration, whereas the other ADCs have an offset and 

gain adjustment available. The AD676 is intended for use in d.c. measurement 

applications supporting a microprocessor, or for a.c. signal processing applications 

interfacing to a digital signal processor.
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ADC type: AD7893BN-10 AD676AD AD1671AQ AD7884AQ

Quantity available to 
test

3 5 4 3

Quantity tested 1 4 0 2

Number of bits 12 16 12 16

Number of pins 8 28 28 40

Power supply +5V +5V, ±12V ±5V ±5V

Reference voltage 2.5V +5V +2.5V +3V

Internal or external 
reference voltage?

External
AD780AN

External AD586 Internal External
AD780

Voltage in (analogue 
input range)

±10V ±Vref i.e. ±5V ±2.5V ±5V

ADC output Serial Parallel Parallel Parallel

Technology CMOSCLC^MOS)
Digital control die: 
Analog Devices' 

DSP CMOS 
process 

Analogue die: Bi- 
M OSII

CMOS LC^MOS

Internal or external 
clock?

Internal serial 
clock

External clock Internal clock Internal clock

Architecture Serial interface, 
successive 

approximation

Parallel interface, 
successive 

approximation

Parallel flash 
conversion

Parallel flash

Operational 
temperature range 
(°C)

-40 to +85 -40 to +85 -40 to +85 -40 to +85

Power consumption 
(mW)

30, (50 max.) 235 570 250

Differential Non 
Linearity (DNL)

±1 LSB max. 15 bits min 11 LSB’s min ±1 LSB max.

Sampling rate 166kSPS lOOkSPS 1.25MSPS 188kSPS

Conversion time (ps) 5.5 10 0.8 5.3

Table 4-3 The ADCs available for testing.
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ADC Type Device 
sample label

Internal serial numbers External serial numbers

AD676AD A Device not opened. 9205 A TK9083 

Philippines 09083009083

B 18766 and a 1991 date code 
(visible on digital chip)

A18701 R1 (visible on the 
analogue chip)

9205 A TK9083 

Philippines 330544009083

0 B18701, MTGAM HL DG MM EN 
PF PS SMS SD and a 1996 date 
code (visible on digital chip)

A18766 MPT EN ADI 1992 (visible 
on the analogue chip)

9703 A B54434 

Philippines B54434

D B18701, MT GAM HL DG MM EN 
PF PS SMS SD and a 1996 date 
code (visible on digital chip)

A18766 MPT EN ADI 1992 (visible 
on the analogue chip)

9702 A B54434 

Philippines B54233

E B18701, MT GAM HL DG MM EN 
PF PS SMS SD and a 1996 date 
code (visible on digital chip)

A18766 MPT EN ADI 1992 (visible 
on the analogue chip)

9702 A B54233 

Philippines B54233

AD7884AQ A No visible markings 9323

OF26184.1 Taiwan

B Device not opened. 9323

OF26184.1 Taiwan

0 No visible markings 9405

OF32157.1 Taiwan

AD7893SQ
-10

A Device not opened. 9446 67252 

83868 C Philippines

B Device was permanently damaged 
when opened, hence not tested.

R D M B V

9446 67252 

83868 0  Philippines

C A D M B V 9446 67252 

83868 C Philippines

AD1671AQ A Device not opened. A009301 Philippines 
342852192437

B Device not opened. A009252 Philippines 
193803192434

0 Device not opened. B42890 Philippines 9643

D Device not opened. B42890 Philippines 9643

Table 4-4 The internal and external serial numbers of the ADCs available for testing.
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4.1.1.3 DAC’s

Although the DAC samples were available for this program of research, these samples 

were not eventually tested. This section is included to provide complete information.

All the DACs are designed for microprocessor control applications. The 16 bit AD7846 

has the lowest power consumption, but the longest settling time. Each DAC is a 28 pin, 

0.6” ceramic dual in line packaged device, of equal dimensions. All the DAC’s are 

available from the manufacturer in plastic or ceramic packaging, or as smaller surface 

mount devices.

DACs: AD7846AD AD569AD AD667AD

Quantity available to 
test

2 2 2

Number of bits 16 16 12

Number of pins 28 28 28

Power supply ±15V ±12V ±15V

Reference voltage ±5V ±5V 10V

Internal or external 
reference voltage?

External AD588 External AD588 Internal

Voltage out (analogue 
output range)

±5V, ±10V ±5V ±2.5V, ±5V, +5V, 
+10V

Power consumption 
(mW)

100 1000 300

Settling time 9ps Max to 0.003%  
FSR

3ps to 16 bits 3ps Max to 0.01%

Technology LC^MOS Analog Devices’ Bi-MOS 
II process

CMOS

Differential Non 
linearity

±1 LSB ±1 LSB Less than 1 LSB

Operational 
temperature range
r c )

-25 to +85 -25 to +85 -25 to +85

Applications Microprocessor 
based control, 
position 
measurement.

Robotics, closed-loop 
positioning, high 
resolution ADC’s, 
Microprocessor based 
control.

Microprocessor 
based control.

Table 4-5 The DACs available for testing.

4.1.2 The analogue motherboard

The analogue motherboard (Figure 4-2) provides the analogue signals for testing the 

devices and provides an interface for communication with the digital and DSP boards via 

three ports. One port provides a connection for control of the analogue multiplexors.
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allowing selection of one of the possible inputs provided by the analogue board. The two 

remaining ports connect the ADC and DAC sockets on the analogue board to the digital 

board. Communication of converted data between the device under test and the digital 

board is then possible. The analogue board can provide a saw-tooth wave input as a test 

signal for the ADCs. The user is able to select the slope and speed of the saw-tooth 

wave produced by an op-amp integrator circuit on the analogue board. The linearity of 

the ramp input produced in this way has been measured to be accurate to within ±0.4%. 

The relatively small regions within ±5% of the turning points of the saw-tooth wave are 

linear to within ±1%. Input signals to the ADC from the DAC piggy back board are also 

possible. Ground and d.c. signals test signals are also available via an op-amp circuit.

Ground “

Buffer 
Analogue / 

Digital 
Board 

DAC Port

Relay MultiplexorOp-Amp

Selectable Rate 
Triangle Wave 

Generator
A/VW

T
Analogue / 

Digital Board 
Control Port

ADC

T

Semi-conductor
Logic

Buffer 
Analogue / 

Digital 
Board ADC 

Port

Figure 4-2 A schematic diagram of the analogue motherboard.

The power supply for the analogue board is ±15 Volts. After passing through a power 

filter and a system of regulators, this provides, ±5, ±12 and ±15 Volt power supplies for 

the ADC and DAC connectors.

4.1.3 The digital board

The principle task of the digital board (Figure 4-3) is to act as an expansion card for the 

data memory banks of the DSP board. Ten SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) 

chips provide between them memory for two, 64kword arrays, each 32 bits deep. Data 

collected during the run time of the programme is stored in data memory for later 

retrieval to the PC. The digital board is interfaced to the analogue board via the three 

input/output ports; ADC, DAC and control. (These are the opposite ends of the three 

ports on the analogue board). Although present, a fourth port on the digital board is 

redundant for this particular ADC/DAC testing application. This is because the digital 

board has sockets for expansion of the programme memory of the DSP board, but these
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are not in use for this particular application and so the positions for the programme 

memory SRAM chips remain empty.

Data Buffers

Address Buffers Address Buffers Program Buffers

Data RAM Program RAM

Port 1. Connected 
to Control Port on 
Analogue Board

Port 0. Connected 
to DAC Port on 

Analogue Board

Port 3. Left 
unconnected

DSP Board Port JP1 DSP Board Port JP2

Port 2. Connected 
to ADC Port on 

Analogue Board

Expanded Program 
Memory not used for 

this application

Figure 4-3 A schematic diagram o f the digital board.

4.1.4 The DSP board

The ADSP-21020 is a 32 bit IEEE floating point, Analog Devices’ DSP microprocessor 

with 30ns instruction cycle time (Figure 4-4). A +5V and ±12V power supply is required 

for the DSP board.

Digital signal processing has many advantages over analogue signal processing. Tasks 

involving a combination of signal processing and control, (i.e. making decisions based 

on received bits) are particularly suited to DSP systems. For example, speech synthesis 

and high speed modems involving error correction coding involve a level of signal 

processing and control which would be extremely difficult to implement using analogue 

control. Digital systems are also less sensitive to their environment than analogue 

systems, whose operation is affected by the surrounding temperature and environment. 

Analogue components are manufactured within specific tolerances; albeit of a few 

percent. The overall response of an analogue system depends on the collective 

response of all the components in the system. Consequently, two analogue systems of 

exactly the same design will have slightly different responses due to slight variations in 

their constituent components. Correctly functioning digital components will always 

produce the same outputs given the same inputs. This insensitivity to environment and 

component tolerances allows digital systems to behave in a predictable repeatable 

manner. If a DSP system is based on re-programmable processors it can be
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reprogrammed at will to perform a variety of tasks. A DSP chip was specifically used in 

this programme of study for this reason.

A DSP chip’s ability to perform high speed numeric calculations was another attribute 

considered important for this project, given the rapid conversion times of the devices 

under test. Each conversion needs to be recorded in a 16 bit wide histogram on a time 

scale compatible with the fastest of the devices to test. This demands speeds of less 

than O.Bps.

Clock

Peripherals

Data MemoryProgramme
Memory

ADSP-21020

Figure 4-4 A schematic diagram of the ADSP-21020 evaluation board.

4.1.5 The personal computer

The personal computer in use for this project is a Dan PC1541T with Intel Pentium 

processor. A lower grade PC could also run the DSP software, but due to the large 

arrays of data collected during this project and subsequent post-processing and analysis 

of this data, a high speed PC provides a significant advantage for the user.

The PC is used to compile all software run on the DSP board and to download 

programmes and upload data from the DSP board. An ADSP-21020 EZ-ICE Emulator 

tool is used for real time debugging of ADSP-21020 programmes in a window based 

user interface environment. The emulator software provides an interface for observing, 

debugging and testing activities by connecting directly to the target processor through a 

JTAG (Joint Testing Action Group, IEEE standard 1149.1 Test Access Port) interface. 

Using the emulator, the user can monitor system behaviour and view or alter memory 

locations and processor registers. Little or no degradation occurs in processor 

performance by using the emulator for programme execution. Transfer of recorded data 

from data memory to the PC hard drive is also faster using the emulator interface, 

compared with that available using other possible interfaces. Hence, when testing the 

ADCs and DACs, the emulator is the preferred interface to use.
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4.2 Component testing software

Two core programs for ADC testing were developed. A ground input test providing a 

static input and a dynamic saw-tooth input test. Consequently, any changes in ADC  

performance between static and dynamic inputs under irradiation conditions could be 

observed. The ground input test yielded information about the magnitude and bin 

location of radiation induced transient upsets. The saw-tooth wave test provided data on 

the magnitude and approximate time of occurrence of transient events during the test. 

The ADC converted value and expected ADC converted value were also recorded as 

well as a differential non-linearity histogram for the device.

4.2.1 Ground input testing

The ground input test set the input of the ADC under test to ground. Analogue to digital 

conversions were continuously recorded in an ADC output code histogram, (i.e. the 

number of ADC conversions versus ADC output code). All conversions recorded in bins 

of the output code histogram except the central bin of the distribution are the result of 

noise. Under control (un-irradiated) conditions the standard deviation of the ground input 

histograms for each of the AD676, AD7884 and AD7893 samples tested was 

consistently measured to be of the order of 1 Least Significant Bit (LSB). The standard 

deviation was 1.0±0.1bins for the AD676 and AD7884 sample devices and 0.9±0.5bins 

for the AD7893 samples. A typical ground test histogram recorded for the AD676 sample 

labelled B' before it was de-lidded or irradiated (Figure 4-5) shows an offset of minus 2 

bins from the true location (i.e. bin 0) for zero Volts. Ideally, this histogram should be 

centred about bin 0. In practice the ADC is converting each sampled input to a value two 

units (bins) less than the true value. An ADC has a nominal internal gain for its output 

range which can be adjusted using external potentiometers such that a ground input 

signal would produce a bin 0 output from the ADC. However for the purposes of this 

program of study it was desirable to keep the DUT daughter board circuits as simple as 

possible without any gain adjustments.

The standard deviation may be effectively considered constant for consecutive 

measurements under control conditions indicating that the technical requirement for 

minimal drift in consecutive measurements had been met. To maintain the frequency of 

counts per bin at a constant level would demand channel for channel repeatability, which 

is extremely difficult to achieve.
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I 1 1

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

Bin Number

Figure 4-5 A typical ground input test histogram recorded under control conditions for the 16 bit 
self calibrating ADC; AD676. Two billion conversions were recorded in total.

4.2.2 Saw-tooth input testing

The saw-tooth wave test recorded the number of conversions for each code of the ADC 

under test in a frequency histogram from zero to 2*̂  bits for an N-bit ADC (Figure 4-6). 

This measurement yields the Differential Non Linearity (DNL) of the device. DNL is a 

measure of the width of each code normalised relative to the ideal code width. If Oj is the

number of conversions recorded for code i of the ADC and n is the mean number of 

counts per code;

(n j-n)
DNL for code i =

The DNL for the ADC is defined as the maximum DNL recorded for all bins of the ADC 

under test. A DNL of -1 indicates a missing code, 0 DNL is the ideal output code bin 

width and a DNL of +1 indicates an output code bin is twice as wide as it should be.

zQ

0 4,096 8,192 12,288 16,384 20,480 24,576 28,672
ADC output bin

Figure 4-6 A DNL histogram recorded for the AD676 sample B under control conditions. Two 
billion conversions were recorded. Bit 16 is not illustrated here.

In addition to the DNL measurement the expected value of the next conversion of the 

ADC is calculated in real time and compared with the actual conversion result. Any
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significant deviation from the expected value is recorded for closer examination as a 

potential transient SEE.

Buffer 1
containing n 

vaiues. ^

Buffer 2 
containing n 

vaiues ^

Expected Vaiue = 1/2 
(A1-A2) +A1

average value in 
Buffer 1 = A1

average vaiue in 
Buffer 2 = A2 = 1/2 (A1-A2)

Figure 4-7 Calculation of the expected value during saw-tooth wave testing. 

With reference to Figure 4-7;

Expected Value = ^(A1 -  A2) + A1 Equation 4-1

Where A1 and A2 are the average values in buffers 1 and 2. Equation 4-1 simplifies to 

equation 4-2;

Expected Value =
(3 X ^ B u ffe rl)-  ^Buffer2

2n
Equation 4-2

The number of terms held in each of the two buffers, n, is set at 64 in the software code. 

By modelling possible inputs to the calculation, the value of 64 was found to be an 

optimum buffer length. Shorter buffer lengths lead to problems with the continuity of the 

calculation at the turning points of the saw-tooth wave. Longer buffers lengths lead to a 

decrease in the accuracy with which the continually varying expected value could be 

calculated.

Each new conversion completed by the ADC under test is compared with the calculated 

expected value for the conversion. A second frequency histogram records the difference 

between the latest ADC conversion and its corresponding expected value (Figure 4-9). If 

the new conversion value differs from the expected value by more than ±15 units, it is 

recorded as a possible SEE induced transient upset event. The value of the ADCs 

conversion, the expected value and the location of the conversion during the testing 

procedure are all separately recorded. A flow chart for the saw-tooth input test software 

is given in Figure 4-8.
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If within 
the limits

If outside 
the limits

Test newest ADC 
converted value 

against limits

While (count 
TEST_RUN_LENGTH)

Set up analogue board ports

Initialise the ADC under test

Last Value = New Value

Record ADC conversions in 
DNL and difference

Start the saw tooth wave from 
its lowest position

Initialise counts and start the 
timers

Fill the two buffers for the 
expected value calculation

Clear the histograms and 
buffers

Calculate the expected value 
and the new limits

Set the saw tooth wave input 
to the lowest position and hold

Update the two buffers for the 
next calculation of the 

expected value

New Value = Last Value 
and expected value, ADC 

conversion value and count 
are recorded

Figure 4-8 A flowchart for the saw-tooth wave input test software. “New Value" is the latest ADC 
converted value Introduced to the expected value calculation. “Last Value" Is the previous ADC 
converted value Introduced to the expected value calculation.
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By changing a line of code in the software for each test programme, an “include” file is 

used to implement the correct strobe sequences to initialise conversions for each type of 

ADC. There are no input/output stream commands for the DSP software (i.e. “printf 

statements are not available). Hence the need for “include” files to alter the software for 

each device under test. Data collected during testing is written to data memory, from 

which the data may be dumped to a text file on the PC hard drive when testing is 

complete. The text file may then be read and manipulated in the normal way using the 

PC.
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Figure 4-9 A frequency histogram for the difference between the expected and actual ADC
conversion value for the AD676. Two billion conversions were recorded under control conditions.

4.2.3 Data analysis software
The data analysis software includes all programmes written to examine the test data text 

files dumped from the DSP/digital board data memory.

A C programme was written for the purpose of manipulating the data into a form suitable 

for analysis in a Microsoft Excel 7.0 spreadsheet. This C programme reads the raw data, 

(originally from the data memory of the DSP board) from a file. The file consists of a 

column list of up to 16 bits (65,536) numbers. For the maximum number of bins, 16 bits, 

this string of data is then rewritten into 17 columns, 3999 numbers deep, (except for the 

last column which holds 1552 data points). Columns of 3999 numbers are the maximum 

number of data points Excel will add to a graph. During the rewriting stage of the 

programme, sequential bin locations are added in a column adjacent to the histogram 

data in each bin and the DNL of each bin is calculated. Once the data has been rewritten 

into column form, the programme writes the data to a separate file. This file of numbers 

is then easily placed into the spreadsheet grid system used by Excel.
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A second separate programme is able to read ground input or saw-tooth input difference 

histogram data from a file and sum the number of single event upsets outside a user 

determined threshold range. An additional programme was written which will read either 

the ground input histogram data, or the saw-tooth input test difference histogram data 

and compare the recorded data between several separate files. For example, the 

programme will detect up-set events which consistently occur in particular bins of the 

histograms over separate irradiation tests, using either a ground or a saw-tooth input. 

This program was used to identify situations where upsets were consistently occurring in 

the same ADC output bin over several separate irradiation tests.
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Method

5. TEST FACILITIES AND PROCEDURE

5.1 The ESTEC ”̂ Cf CASE System
A 1.746pCi Californium-252 source was used under The European Space Research and 

Technology Centre (ESTEC) CASE facility, (Californium-252 Assessment of Single

event Effects). ^̂ ^Cf sources have been widely used in Europe and the USA since the 

early 1980’s as a convenient source of high energy heavy ions to simulate the effects of 

cosmic rays in semiconductor devices, [1]-[11]. The entire test apparatus is enclosed in 

a bell jar which can be evacuated, (Figure 5-1). The system can be interfaced with 

equipment outside the bell jar via two vacuum sealed 40-way connectors. The source is 

deposited onto a 25mm diameter stainless steel disc onto an area of approximately 

7mm diameter in the centre of the disc. The disc is mounted onto an arm within the 

vacuum chamber which may be positioned by moving the supporting pillar which passes 

through a Wilson seal in the base platform of the apparatus.

Vacuum

Cf-252 source

connectors

Figure 5-1 The ESTEC Assessment o f Single Event Effects (CASE) test facility. Adapted 

from p. 354 [12].

As with heavy ion irradiation using particle accelerators, the device under test must be 

de-lidded prior to irradiation and irradiated in a vacuum. A vacuum is required due to the 

limited range of heavy ions in air and devices are de-lidded so the Linear Energy
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Transfer (LET) at the surface of the die is accurately known. De-lidded devices were 

held in zero-insertion-force sockets to prevent damage to the pins.

®̂̂ Cf decays by spontaneous fission with an effective half life of 2.6 years, producing a 

wide range of fission particles or heavy ions. The fission particles may be divided into 

two separate groups by mass and energy. The light fragment group has a mean mass of 

106.2amu and a mean energy of 102.5MeV. The heavy fragment group has a mean 

mass of 142.2amu and a mean energy of 78.7MeV. In terms of cosmic rays, the fission 

fragments are regarded as being heavy. However, in nuclear physics terms the fission 

fragments are considered medium weight, having a mass distribution curve similar to 

that of or ^̂ ®Pu. The ®̂̂ Cf ions are highly positively charged, but this charge is 

rapidly reduced on interaction with matter. Given the mean mass and energy of the two 

®̂̂ Cf fission fragment groups, these mean values of the distribution can be allocated the 

atomic numbers corresponding to ^^^gPd, (Palladium) and "̂̂ ĝgCe, (Cerium) for the 

purpose of calculating LET. More than 90% of the fission fragments emitted by ®̂̂ Cf 

have an LET in the range of 42 to 45M eV cm^/mg at the surface of the device when held 

in a vacuum. Beneath the device surface the LET decreases rapidly, (this is illustrated in 

the next chapter in Figure 6-1). The fission fragments have a limited range in silicon of 6 

to 15pm.

Source to chip 

distance, (cm).

t  Flux, (particles/cm^/min), 

July 1996.

t  Flux, (particles/cm^/min), 

November 1996.

1 11,326 10,375

2 3,660 3,352

3 1,703 1,559

4 1,009 924

Table 5-1 Particle Flux at given source to chip distances for a 1.746pCi source, t  In this definition 
of flux, only the fission fragments are included; the a particles have been ignored.

Details of the flux of the ®̂̂ Cf source used at ESTEC are given in Table 5-1 and Figure 

5-2. As expected, the source flux follows an inverse square relationship with distance 

from the source. At distance of 2cm from the source, a surface area of 4cm^ was known 

to be “illuminated” by the particle beam to a uniformity of ±10% when the source was 

last calibrated. At the time of testing in November 1996, the current source flux was 

extrapolated from the most recent measured calibration of the source which was carried 

out at ESTEC in July 1996. A decrease of 9% in source flux was predicted to have
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occurred over the four months between the most recent calibration and the time of 

testing at ESTEC.
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Figure 5-2 A graphical representation of the source flux. These calibration points were 
measured during July and November 1996.

5.1.1 Preparation
All the devices under test were irradiated at normal incidence. By convention the angle 

of incidence is measured with respect to the surface of the device under test. Given the 

relatively low flux of the source, the accumulated total dose may be considered 

negligible, as may also the influence of a  particles from the source. The de-lidded 

devices were fitted into the appropriate daughter board and slotted into the analogue 

test board. The analogue board was then secured into place on the platform of the 

CASE apparatus and the ribbon cables attached to the connectors. The source to chip 

distance was recorded and the glass bell jar placed over the analogue board on the 

platform. While the vacuum was pumping down a set of control data was recorded for 15 

minutes with the source moved over to one side and away from the ADC under test.

5.1.2 Irradiation
Alternate sets of irradiation and control data were recorded for either 15 or 65 minute 

periods, or for several hours overnight with the source being moved over the device 

under test, or away to one side as demanded. The following sections provide a summary 

of the data recorded and the circumstances for each ADC that was tested with the 

CASE facility at ESTEC during a week long field trip.
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5.1.2.1 AD676, sample labelled ‘B’
■ 19**̂  November, 1996. A set of ground input data for a duration of 15 minutes where 

the source to chip distance was 2cm.

■ 19*'̂  November, 1996. A ground test of 60 minutes where the source to chip distance 

was 4cm.

■ 19'*’ November, 1996. A set of saw-tooth input data of 15 minute duration, where the 

source to chip distance was 2cm.

■ 19/20‘̂  November 1996. An overnight run using the saw-tooth wave input and a 

source to chip distance of 2cm.

■ 22"^ November, 1996. The AD676 consists of two on-board chips; an analogue and a 

digital chip. A series of control/irradiation sequence data was recorded where either 

the analogue or digital chip of the AD676 was shielded and the other chip exposed. 

These tests varied in duration between less than 5 minutes, 10 ,15  and 60 minutes 

for a source to chip distance of 2cm.

5.1.2.2 AD7884, samples ‘A’ and ‘C’
■ 20*  ̂ November, 1996. A set of ground input data for a duration of 15 minutes where 

the source to chip distance was 2cm for the AD7884 sample labelled ‘A .’

■ 20'^ November, 1996. A ground test of 60 minutes where the source to chip distance 

was 2cm for sample A .’

■ 20*  ̂November, 1996. A set of saw-tooth input data of 15 minutes duration, where 

the source to chip distance was 2cm for sample A ’ and one control and irradiation 

under these conditions for sample ‘C .’

■ 20/21®* November, 1996. An overnight run using the saw-tooth wave input and a 

source to chip distance of 2cm for sample ‘C .’

5.1.2.3 AD7893, sample ‘C’
■ 21®* November, 1996. A set of ground input data for a duration of 15 minutes where 

the source to chip distance was 2cm.

■ 21®* November, 1996. A ground test of 60 minutes where the source to chip distance 

was 1cm.

■ 21®* November, 1996. A set of saw-tooth input data of 15 minutes duration, where 

the source to chip distance was 1cm.
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■ 21/22"'* November, 1996. An overnight run using the saw-tooth wave input and a

source to chip distance of 1cm.

5.2 Heavy ion irradiation using a particle accelerator facility
The data collected using the ESTEC CASE system provided a valuable first indication of 

the likely behaviour of each device under heavy ion irradiation reaching a total fluence 

between 5.0x10"* to 9.5x10® particles/cm^ and an LET of 42 to 45M eV cm^/mg incident at 

the surface of the die. Although the CASE method is able to provide a convenient initial 

insight into the behaviour of a device under heavy ion irradiation, it does not provide a 

means of characterising the behaviour of a device under heavy ion irradiation in any 

great detail. The greater range of ion LET (and consistency with depth in Si) and ion 

energies provided by a particle accelerator facility allows more in depth testing of each 

device under a more diverse set of circumstances than the CASE system is able to offer. 

An accelerator can provide heavy ions with LET between 2 and lOOMeV cm^/mg and 

fluxes of the order of 60 times greater than that of the CASE Cf source, (compare 

0.6x10® particles/cm^/min at the accelerator with 0.01x10® particles/cm^/min for the 

ESTEC ®̂̂ Cf source). An overnight irradiation test which delivered a fluence of 9.5x10® 

particles/cm^ using the ESTEC ^^Cf source could be carried out at a particle accelerator 

facility in approximately 15 minutes. The data collated by testing the ADCs with the 

ESTEC CASE facility allowed a well defined test plan to be drawn up for a campaign of 

testing at the cyclotron.

5.2.1 The CYCLONE heavy ion irradiation faciiity
In addition to CASE testing, the ADC’s, AD676, AD7884 and AD7893 were also tested 

using the cyclotron facility at The Université Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, 

Belgium. The CYCIotron of LOuvain-la-NEuve (CYCLONE) is suitable for heavy ion 

single event effect testing and is endorsed by The European Space Agency for this 

purpose, [13].

Using CYCLONE, heavy ions can be provided for the energy range 9.2 to 459M eV and 

an LET range of 0.4 to 55.9MeV/mg/cm^ at normal incidence to the device under test. 

The range in silicon of all the available heavy ion species at the cyclotron is between 42 

to 130pm. Only ions available from cocktail #1 were used, (Table 5-2) although a second 

cocktail and an alpha beam were also available. Within the same cocktail it is possible to 

change ion species within a few minutes. For all ions, the flux can be modified between 

a few particles/cm^/s to 1x10® particles/cm^/s. The particle flux is measured using a 

Passivated Implanted Planar Silicon (PIPS) detector placed in the beam line. 

Homogeneity of the beam is ±10% over the 25mm diameter of the beam profile. The
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diameter of the beam at the DUT surface is controlled by means of an aperture, or “iris,” 

situated in the beam line inside the test chamber. A Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter 

(PPAC) is used to monitor the beam flux and calculate the total fluence delivered to the 

DUT at the end of a completed test. An additional four scintillation detectors are situated 

at 90° relative to each other around the beam axis. These detectors act as beam 

uniformity monitors, but can also be used as fluence counters in place of the PPAC 

when the flux exceeds 1x1 O'* particles/cm^/s. The physical layout of the beam line is 

illustrated in Figure 5-3 and a schematic layout is given in Figure 5-4.

Ion DUT surface energy (MeV) Range in Si (pm) LET (MeV/mg/cm^)

316 43 34

40Ar8- 150 42 14.10

2°Ne4+ 78 45 5.85

15̂ 3+ 62 64 2.97

1002+ 41 80 1.7

132xe26+ 459 43 55.9

Table 5-2 Ion cocktail #1 used for SEE studies at CYCLONE. The data is taken from [13].

—  LASER

■DIFFUSION FOL Approximately 1 metre
i—>

— DOSIMETRY BOX

— VACUUM CHAMBER

Figure 5-3 The Heavy Ion beam line at Louvain-la-Neuve. From [13].
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Figure 5-4 A schematic diagram of the whole beam line from the ion production target. From [14].

5.2.2 Preparation
In accordance with the CASE tests; each device under test was de-lidded and plugged 

into its own PCB and then into the analogue board. The analogue board was then fixed 

to the board under test frame inside the test chamber and connected via ribbon cables 

through the vacuum wall of the chamber to the digital board and power supply. The 

centre of the die of each ADC under test was carefully placed on the axis of rotation of 

the frame holding the analogue board. This was to ensure that on tilting the DUT to 

increase the effective LET of the incident ions, accuracy concerning the incident angle of 

the ions relative to the surface of the die and in the subsequent ion path length within the 

device would be maintained. The test chamber was then closed and evacuated prior to 

commencement of testing.

The test board could be remotely repositioned within the sealed chamber in the x, y, and 

z planes, or rotated through ±90° using the motorised frame to which the board under 

test had been attached. The position of the board and current status of the beam line 

could be controlled and monitored via a computer with a C/C++ user interface. A CCD  

camera within the test chamber allowed the user to view the DUT from the adjacent 

control room. A laser was used to accurately position the DUT within the beam profile 

before testing commenced.
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5.2.3 Irradiation
Two field trips were carried out at the CYCLONE irradiation facility between 9“"-13*'^ April 

and 29^ May - 2"'* June, 1997. Three ADC’s were irradiated; the 12 bit AD7893 sample 

C and the 16 bit ADC’s AD7884 samples A & C and AD676 samples B, C, D & E. The 

AD7893 was irradiated with argon and krypton ions at 0°, 45° and 60° incidence, yielding 

an effective LET range between 14.10 and 68MeV cm^/mg. The AD7884 samples were 

irradiated with boron, neon, argon and krypton ions at 0°, 45° and 60° incidence, 

spanning an effective LET range of 1.7 to 68.0 MeV cm^/mg. The AD676 was tested 

under irradiation with boron, neon and argon ions, using incident angles of 0°, 30°, 45° 

and 60°, covering an effective LET range of 1.7 to 28.2 MeV cm^/mg. In accordance with 

CASE testing, cycles of control/irradiation measurements were made for each ADC.

5.2.3.1 Total Dose Effects
To eliminate the possibility that any of the effects observed in the operation of the three 

ADC’s tested being the consequence of total dose effects, let us consider the maximum 

total accumulated dose that any ADC sample tested could have acquired over the 

duration of the project.

Dose = Z(LET)
Particle Track length, x

[Fluence] Equation 5-1

Where the LET is measured in MeV cm^/mg and the fluence in particles/cm^, yielding the 

dose in MeV/mg. (By means of conversion, one rad is the equivalent of 6.25 x 10^  ̂eV g'

No ADC sample was irradiated more than 25 times with a fluence ever exceeding 

1x10®particles/cm^ for each irradiation test. For one or two samples a single test may 

also have been carried out where the fluence reached 4.5x10®particles/cm^. The highest 

LET ion used for testing was krypton, where the highest effective LET deposited over a 

single krypton ion track length was 68.00 MeV cm^/mg at 60° incidence. For a fluence of 

1x10®particles/cm^, the absorbed dose in silicon would be 3.3x10'^ rad(Si). For a fluence 

of 4.5x10® particles/cm^ the absorbed dose would be 1.5x10'^ rad(Si). Hence, for 25 

tests with a fluence of 1x10® particles/cm^ and one test where the fluence was 4.5x10® 

particles/cm^ the absorbed dose would be 0.98 rad(Si). This can be considered 

negligible and so total dose effects can be ignored with regard to the observed results. 

Total dose effects are not normally observed in semiconductor device operation until a 

dose of the order of 10Orad has been accumulated.
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All the effects manifested in the ADCs under irradiation were short lived and never 

permanent. Therefore all effects were transient in nature.

5.3 Data Collection and Storage

At the end of the time allocated for a particular test run, the test software was manually 

interrupted and recording of data stopped. The data was then downloaded to the PC 

from the DSP board for storage. A qualitative view of the collected data could be 

gleaned from the EZ-ICE emulator VDU display, giving an early indication of the possible 

observation of the effects of heavy ion irradiation on ADC conversion and the rate of 

transient upsets. This procedure was followed for both CASE and cyclotron test 

campaigns.

5.4 Data Analysis

A set of single event cross sections was calculated from each set of radiation data 

recorded for each device. The single event effect cross section is a measure of the 

sensitivity of a device to radiation induced functional errors and hence is a measure of 

the sensitive region of the device. The cross section is calculated according to equation

5-2;

Cross section, a = — - —  cm^/particle Equation 5-2
F Cose

where F denotes the total fluence of particles (particles/cm^), N is the number of 

recorded device conversion errors and 0 is the angle of incidence of the radiation beam 

with respect to the chip surface normal. This relationship assumes that the sensitive 

volume of the device is thin compared to the lateral dimensions and that the LET of the 

incident ion is constant along its path length [10]. It is important that this assumption is 

acknowledged in relation to data obtained at angles other than normal incidence. It is 

possible to add a correction factor to equation 5-2 for data which is measured at angles 

other than normal incidence; although this requires accurate knowledge of the device 

geometry. In respect of this, attempts were made to acquire a basic schematic cross 

section for each of the three ADC’s tested during this programme of study from the 

manufacturer. Analog Devices. Unfortunately Analog Devices considered this 

information to be proprietary and could not supply the author with even approximate 

details of device geometry.
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5.4.1 Ground !nput Data

The mean, variance and standard deviation were calculated for each histogram of 

ground test data. In this way a quantitative measure of the effect the presence of 

radiation had upon device conversion could be made. The threshold to be set at each 

side of the histogram for the purpose of determining which bins held events which were 

transient up-sets due to the presence of the radiation source was determined from the 

histograms recorded under control conditions. In the irradiation ground input histograms, 

the bins outside the range of bins the control data sets spanned over for a particular 

device were considered conversion errors. The number of recorded errors and the 

fluence were then used to calculate the upset cross section using equation 5-2.

5.4.2 Saw-tooth Input Data

A histogram of the difference between the ADC converted value and the expected value 

was recorded for each ADC under test. From the control data, thresholds could be set to 

detect erroneous data using the same method as for the ground test input histogram. In 

addition to the difference histogram, a DNL histogram was also recorded. From this the 

DNL of the device could be calculated and any missing codes detected.

5.5 Error Analysis

The error analysis for the calculation of the cross section was undertaken in the following 

way:

Fluence = Flux x Time Equation 5-3

Where; Time measured in minutes has an error of ±0.5, or half the smallest measured 

unit. The flux has an experimental error of ±5%. Therefore the error on the fluence was 

calculated thus;

Fluencee,ro,
Fluence

FlUXgri-or
Flux

Equation 5-4

Subsequently, the error on the cross section was calculated as follows;
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a

FluencSe,^,
Fluence y

Nerror

N
Equation 5-5

Where the number of incorrect ADC conversions, N, has an error of Nen-or- Nerror was 

calculated as =V n  in accordance with Poisson statistics^. Measurements of cross 

section were checked for consistency. Two independent measurements of cross section, 

cTA±cTerror.A and OB±Oerror.B are consistent if;

^  V e rro r,^  )  error,B  )  EqUdtlon 5-6

t  A Poisson probability distribution function is only symmetrical for large numbers of 

observations. For small numbers of observations the distribution function becomes 

asymmetrical. This point should be noted with regard to some of the error bars plotted 

for measured cross section data points, plotted in some graphs of chapter 6.
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CHAPTER SIX

Results

6. THE RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS OF SINGLE EVENT 

EFFECTS IN ADC’s

The results are presented for the ADC’s, AD7893, AD7884 and AD676 which were 

tested for single event upset events under irradiation at ESTEC with ^̂ Ĉf heavy ion 

fission fragments and at the CYCLONE heavy ion irradiation facility at The Université 

Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, [1],

The graph shown in Figure 6-1 illustrates the incident ion LET versus depth in silicon for 

the types of heavy ion used to irradiate the ADCs and Table 6-1 gives some of the 

properties of these ions. The rapid change in ion LET with depth in silicon should be 

noted for the cerium and palladium ions which are the two main heavy ion fragments 

emitted by ®̂̂ Cf. The sensitive volumes of the ADC’s tested is believed to be within 

15pm of the surface of the die.

50
 41 MeV Boron ions

45

40 78 MeV Neon Ions

35
O)

150 MeV Argon ions30

25
316 MeV Krypton ions

20

15
79 MeV Cerium ions 
(Cf fission product)

10

5  103 MeV Palladium
ions (Cf fission 
product)0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Depth in silicon (urn)

Figure 6-1 The relationship between LET and depth in Silicon for the ions used at the CYCLONE 
irradiation facility and for the two main Californium-252 fission products; cerium and palladium 
ions. Note how the LET varies rapidly with depth for the californium fission products (Data was 
obtained from the IBM TRansport o f Ions in Matter TRIM95 Monte Carlo programme).
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Ion Energy (MeV) Range in Silicon (pm) LET (MeV cm^/mg)
1002+ 41 80.0 1.7

2°Ne4+ 78 45.0 5.85
40Ar8- 150 42.0 14.1
84̂ 1̂7+ 316 43.0 34.0

'"'Ce t 78.7 13.6 45.0
106pd J 102.5 17.5 46.0

Table 6-1 The properties of the ions used to irradiate the devices under test, t  Ce and Pd are the 
two main heavy ions produced by spontaneous fission of^^^Cf.

6.1 The 12 bitADC-AD7893

Three AD7893 samples were available; designated A, B and C. Only sample C was 

tested during this programme of study. B was permanently damaged while removing the 

ceramic lid of the device and so could not be tested. Sample A was retained as an un

irradiated reference sample.

6.1.1 Ground Input Test Data

6.1.1.1 irradiation data

The mean of the ground input histogram was bin -2.5 for the control data. That is to say 

the device has an offset o f -2.5 bins from bin zero. The mean standard deviation of the 

control data histograms was 0.8 bins. The first set of control data and radiation #1, 

(Figure 6-2) were quite badly affected by some form of external noise compared with the 

subsequent data sets. By the second control - radiation cycle, this noise had reduced 

significantly and was not observed again in any subsequent measurements. Noise was 

often observed during the first few minutes of operation of the AD7893 under control 

conditions. After a few minutes operation the device would warm up and the observed 

noise would diminish. This almost certainly accounts for the behaviour illustrated in 

Figure 6-2.

Five tests of duration 15 minutes and one of 64 minutes were made while irradiating the 

chip using the ESTEC CASE system. No transient events were observed during any of 

the 15 minute tests. One transient event was recorded in bin +19 during the 64 minute 

irradiation test. From this single transient event, the transient event cross section for the 

AD7893 sample C was estimated to be (1.5±1.5)x10'®cm^/particle. The limited range of 

the 2^Cf ion fragments in silicon may have been responsible for these inconclusive 

results.
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Radiation test number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Number of conversions 
recorded, (million)

18.0 17.8 17.8 17.8 17.8 76.1

Test duration, (min) 15 15 15 15 15 64

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 50,280 50,280 50,280 50,280 50,280 664,000

Minimum bin an event was 
recorded in

-17 -17 -5 -4 -5 -14

Maximum bin an event was 
recorded in

4 4 -1 -1 -1 19

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the 
histogram)

-2.6 -2.3 -2.4 -2.4 -2.2 -2.5

Standard deviation of the 
histogram distribution (bins)

1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5

Number of transient errors 0 0 0 0 0 1+1

Table 6-2 Ground test data for the AD7893 - sample 
using the ESTEC CASE system.

C. The device sample was irradiated with

6.1.1.2 Cyclotron heavy ion irradiation data

The mean of the control ground input histograms was -1 bin for the control data 

recorded at the cyclotron. That is to say the device has an offset of -1 bin from bin zero. 

The mean standard deviation of the control data histograms was 1.4 bins. The first sets 

of control data #1, #2 and #3 (Figure 6-3) were quite badly affected by noise compared 

with the subsequent data sets. By the fourth control - radiation cycle, the noise had 

reduced significantly and was not observed again in any subsequent measurements. 

(This behaviour was also described in section 6.1.1.1). A summary of the measurements 

made at the heavy ion facility is given in Table 6-3. The bin locations of the single event 

upsets recorded during irradiation of the AD7893 with argon and krypton ions are given 

in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5. The mean standard deviation of all the control ground input 

histograms recorded was 1.4 bins. Given this, an error of ±3 times this standard 

deviation, (±3a in statistical terms) or ±4.3 bins on the bin location a count was recorded 

in can be assumed. Using this error analysis in relation to the data given in Table 6-4; 

note the upset event recorded in bin -515 ± 4 bins. The transition level for bit 9 is in bin 

512. Hence the upset event observed in bin -515 could be associated with bit transition 

level 9, when using this analysis which allows for statistical noise. The reader can see 

that this analysis has been carried out in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5, illustrating that many 

of the observed transient upset events often occur in bins lying on the threshold of a bit 

transition level.
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Figure 6-3 The ground input test results for the AD7893 sample C irradiation at the cyclotron 
facility. All the control data runs were approximately 5 minutes in duration. Noise affected the first 
three sets of control data recorded, but was not observed in the subsequent control 
measurements. The irradiation tests lasted less than three minutes each. Details of the irradiation 
test data is given in Table 6-3.
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Radiation test number #1 #2

Number of conversions recorded, (million) 3.15 3.04

Test duration, (min) 2 2.5

Incident ion Ar Kr

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 8.0x10^ 6.8x10®

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 1.0x10® 1.0x10®

LET (MeV cm^/mg) 14.10 34.00

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 0

Minimum bin an event was recorded in -515 -274

Maximum bin an event was recorded in 512 1024

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the histogram) -2.33 0.13

Standard deviation of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

2.13 0.95

Number of transient noise events 8 25

Transient event cross section (cmVdevice) (8±5)x10-® (3±1)x10®

Table 6-3 Ground test radiation data for the AD7893 - sample C.

Radiation #1

Bin location of transient event Number of events recorded in that bin Bit transition level

-515 1 bin -512 = bit 9

-52 1 bit 5 or bit 6?

-30 1 bin -32 = Bit 5

-29 1 bin -32 = Bit 5

-17 2 bin -16 = Bit 4

7 1 bin -8 = Bit 3

512 1 bin 512 = Bit 9

Total number of events = 8

Table 6-4 Transient upset events recorded during irradiation of the AD7893 sample C with Argon 
ions at normal incidence to the chip surface.
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Radiation #2

Bin location of transient event Number of events recorded in that bin Bit transition 
level

-274 1

5 2

7 1 bin -8 = bit 3

8 4 bin -8 = bit 3

11 3

14 1

16 1 bin 16 = bit 4

25 1

34 1 bin 32 = bit 5

46 1

64 1 bin 64 = bit 6

65 1 bin 64 = bit 6

97 1

104 1

128 1 bin 128 = bit 7

214 1

235 1

1024 2 bin 1024 = bit 10

Total number of events = 25

Table 6-5 Transient upset events recorded during irradiation of the AD7893 sample C with Krypton 
ions at normal incidence to the chip surface.

6.1.2 Saw-tooth Input Test Data

6.1.2.1 irradiation data

Transient events can be determined from the histogram of number of events versus the 

difference between the ADC converted value and the expected value. Five sets of 

control data were recorded for the AD7893 sample 0 , each of 15 minutes duration. The 

ADC converted value minus the expected value never extended beyond the range of -16 

to +17. Three sets of radiation data were recorded over a duration of 15 minutes and 

one overnight run of 917 minutes, (15 hours 17 minutes). In the second radiation run of 

15 minutes, only one “incorrect” conversion was recorded which was 86 units less than 

the expected value. In the overnight test run, 28 transient upset events were recorded; 

the largest in magnitude being an ADC conversion value 2,219 units greater than the 

expected value occurring approximately 9 hours into the test. Details of the 28 transient
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events recorded during the overnight radiation test run are given in Table 6-6 and Figure 

6-4. These observed events appeared to occur randomly with respect to time.

‘Count Est. time, 

(min)

Est. time, 

(hours)

ADC converted value Expected Value [ADC - Expected 

Value]

13,765,278 7 0.12 2119 2174 -55

99,684,624 51 0.85 575 651 -76

130,434,775 67 1.12 3561 3536 25

200,346,189 103 1.71 2444 2839 -395

370,305,739 190 3.17 1087 1123 -36

401,991,600 206 3.44 286 306 -20

476,285,162 244 4.07 2108 3989 -1881

628,591,038 322 5.37 2467 3491 -1024

762,162,905 391 6.52 179 1202 -1023

820,538,643 421 7.02 703 723 -20

876,958,590 450 7.50 2026 1514 512

911,570,450 468 7.79 2825 3848 -1023

923,015,660 473 7.89 571 432 139

925,342,630 475 7.91 1155 1236 -81

950,143,441 487 8.12 384 353 31

1,080,172,689 554 9.23 2673 454 2219

1,268,987,080 651 10.85 3359 3379 -20

1,318,579,767 676 11.27 2707 2724 -17

1,339,813,850 687 11.45 3612 3592 20

1,455,027,318 746 12.44 1792 1553 239

1,478,813,822 759 12.64 828 1837 -1009

1,496,530,095 768 12.79 1984 1928 56

1,496,730,873 768 12.80 2928 2871 57

1,562,136,124 801 13.36 434 1470 -1036

1,642,811,736 843 14.05 51 213 -162

1,648,508,870 846 14.09 2607 2588 19

1,779,487,073 913 15.21 3711 3762 -51

1,782,291,055 914 15.24 2146 2402 -256

Table 6-6 Transient upset events recorded during the overnight irradiation of AD7893 sample C 
with

* Count increments each time the ADC converts a value during the test. Count is used to estimate 
the time elapsed during a test, assuming the rate of ADC conversion remains linear.
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Figure 6-4 The transient upset events recorded during irradiation #4 with (see Table 6-7) 
recorded for the AD7893 sample C. The test duration was 15.3 hours and the fluence 9.5x1& 
particles/crrF.

Radiation test number Radiation

#1

Radiation #2 Radiation #3 Radiation #4

Number of conversions 

recorded, (million)

29.9 29.0 28.5 1794.1

Test duration, (min) 15 15 15 917

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 155,625 155,625 155,625 9,513,875

Minimum bin an event 

was recorded in

-13 -86 -12 -1881

Maximum bin an event 

was recorded in

15 16 15 512

Number transient 

events

0 1+1 0 28+5

Transient event cross 

section, (cm^/device)

(6±7)x10-® (2.9±0.6)x10-®

Table 6-7 Saw-tooth input test results for the AD7893 labelled C. The device sample was Irradiated 
using the ESTEC CASE system.

The DNL of the AD7893 did not alter significantly from that observed under control 

conditions when the chip was irradiated. Nor were any missing codes or other anomalies 

revealed in the code density histograms.

To illustrate how the transient event cross section is affected by the threshold limits 

chosen for accepting or rejecting an event as an error, N, the bit transition levels are
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used as thresholds in Table 6-8. Since erroneous conversions were only observed in 

any number for the AD7893 during the overnight irradiation run #4, this set of data 

is used in the table. For example, the bit 4 transition level occurs at bin 16, so events 

recorded in bins 16 or more and -16 or less are considered errors. Events within bins -15 

to +15 inclusive are treated as correct conversions and do not contribute towards the 

total number of errors, N, used to calculate the transient event cross section. Similarly, a 

is calculated for subsequent bit transition levels. Figure 6-5 illustrates the data in the 

table graphically.

1.0E+01

1.0E-01

O

1.0E-03

2 1.0E-05

Ü

1.0E-07
10 11

Bit

Figure 6-5 A graph o f the transient event cross section data taken from table 6-8 for the AD7893 
sample C. The transition bits of the ADC have been used as thresholds for identifying transient 
noise events for calculation of the device transient event cross section. As the bit threshold 
increases, so the transient event cross section decreases as fewer events are included in the 
calculation of the transient event cross section. The transient event cross section calculated for 
bits 2 and 3 is heavily influenced by noise rather than transient upsets.
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Figure 6-6 The transient event cross section calculated for each individual bit of the AD7893 
sample C under irradiation with ^^^Cf using data from Table 6-9.

In addition, the transient event cross section per bit was also calculated. The number of 

events recorded in each bin of a given bit were summed and used to calculate a 

transient event cross section for that particular bit, (Table 6-9).
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Bit Thresholds for errors, (i.e. all bins 
outside the given bit)

Number of events outside 
the given range

Transient event 
cross section, a  
(cmVparticle)

2 Events in bins greater than +4 or 
less than -4 are counted as errors

21,026,412+4,585 2.2+0.1

3 Events in bins greater than +8 or 
less than -8 are counted as errors

235,668+485 0.025+0.001

4 Events in bins greater than +16 
or less than -16 are counted as 
errors

29+5 (3.0+0.6) xIO-®

5 Events in bins greater than +32 
or less than -32 are counted as 
errors

20+4 (2.1±0.5)x10®

6 Events in bins greater than +64 
or less than -64 are counted as 
errors

15+4 (1.6+0.4)x10®

7 Events in bins greater than +128 
or less than -128 are counted as 
errors

13+4 (1.4±0.4)x10-®

8 Events in bins greater than +256 
or less than -256 are counted as 
errors

10+3 (1.1±0.3)x10®

9 Events in bins greater than +512 
or less than -512 are counted as 
errors

8±3 (8±2)x10"

10 Events in bins greater than +1024 
or less than -1024 are counted as 
errors

4+2 (4+2)x10"

11 Events in bins greater than +2048 
or less than -2048 are counted as 
errors

1±1 (1+1)x10"

Table 6-8 AD7893 sample C; using the bit transition ieveis as threshoids for identification of single 
event upsets in order to caiculate the transient event cross section of the device. The tabie is 
intended to show the reiationship between the choice of threshold level for identifying transient 
upsets and the transient event cross section.
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Bit Bin range of the bit Number of events, N per 
bit.

Transient event cross 
Section, a  (cmVparticle) for 
each bit.

2 4 to 7 2329349+1526 0.24+0.01

3 8 to 15 235639+485 0.02+0.001

4 16 to 31 9+3 (9±3)x10-^

5 32 to 63 5+2 (5±2)x10"

6 64 to 127 2+1 (2+1)x10"

7 128 to 255 3+2 (3+2)x10"

8 256 to 511 2+1 (2±1)x10-^

9 512 to 1023 4+2 (4+2)x10"

10 1024 to 2047 3+2 (3+2)x10"

11 2048 to 4095 1±1 (1±3)x10-^

12 4096 to 8191 0 -

Table 6-9 The AD7893 sample C; the transient event cross section calculated per bit.

6.1.2.2 Cyclotron heavy Ion irradiation data

Six sets of control data were recorded for the AD7893 sample 0 , each between 5 to 9 

minutes long and one overnight control run of just under eleven hours while testing at 

the cyclotron. The counts recorded in the [ADC converted value - Expected value] 

histogram did not extend beyond the range of bin -11 to +10 during all of these control 

runs. Seven runs were recorded under irradiation conditions using incident ions of argon 

and krypton over a range of effective LET’s from 14.1 to 68.0 MeV cmVmg. The range of 

effective LET’s was achieved by tilting the ADC under test through an angle of either 0, 

45 or 60 degrees about its axis of rotation. Details of these cyclotron heavy ion 

irradiation tests and the measured transient event cross sections are given in Table 6- 

10.
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Radiation test # #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7

Number of 
conversions 
recorded, 
(million)

5.4 11.0 9.3 3.8 6.6 9.5 9.8

Test duration, 
(min)

3 5 5 2 3 5 5

Incident ion Ar Ar Ar Ar Kr Kr Kr

Flux
(particles/cm^/s)

7.5x103 5.0x10* 5.0x10* 8x10* 5.8x10* 3.5x10* 3.3x10*

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

1x10* 1x10* 1x10* 1x10* 1x10* 1x10* 1x10*

Effective LET 
(MeV cm^/mg)

14.10 19.94 28.20 14.10 34.00 48.08 68.00

Beam angle of
incidence
(degrees)

0 45 60 0 0 45 60

Minimum bin an 
event was 
recorded in

-1137 -1840 -358 -194 -2048 -1064 -2042

Maximum bin an 
event was 
recorded in

106 27 836 94 1024 1018 2043

Standard 
deviation of the 
histogram 
distribution 
(bins)

0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 1.2 0.9 2.0

Number of 
transient noise 
events

10 12 8 9 20 26 64

Transient event 
cross section 
(cm^/device)

(1.0±0.6 
)x10*

(1.2±0.6)
xIO*

(8±5)x10-* (8.9+0.4)
xIO-*

(2±1)
xIO*

(3±1)x10* (6±2)x10*

Table 6-10 Saw-tooth input test results for the AD7893 labelled C.

Figure 6-7 illustrates the single event upset curve obtained for the AD7893 and includes 

all the transient event cross section values measured from both ground and saw-tooth 

wave input testing. The transient event cross section values measured using ground or 

saw-tooth inputs but the same ion LET were consistent with each other, providing an 

indication of the relative accuracy of the other measurements plotted on the SEU curve.

In Figure 6-7, the points plotted on the SEU curve from measurements using ^^Cf ions is 

situated “below” the cyclotron observed points. This is a consequence of the low 

numbers of upset events observed under irradiation with “̂ Cf, which would result in a 

much larger error in the measured cross section values. The error bars plotted in Figure 

6-7 are based on a Poisson statistical analysis which is inappropriate for a small number 

of observations.
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The data collected during the radiation #4 run at the cyclotron, under irradiation with Ar 

ions at zero degrees incidence and a flux of 8,000 particles/cm^/s was taken after the 

chip had been operating continuously during the eleven hour overnight control run. The 

transient event cross section obtained during radiation #4, (8.9±0.4)x10 ® cm  ̂ is 

consistent with that obtained when the chip had not previously operated for more than 

10 minutes or so, but tested under the same radiation conditions during radiation #1, 

(10±6)x10 ® cm l The transient event cross section value was not observed to alter 

whether the chip had been operational for 10 minutes or several hours. However, it is 

known from previous control tests carried out at Sira and at ESTEC that the chip does 

take 5 or so minutes to begin operating quietly without displaying symptoms of noise.

A LLN data; Saw-tooth input ,  LLN data; Ground input o Cf data; Saw-tooth input ^  Cf data; Ground input

2 1.00E-05

20 30 35 40 45

Effective LET (MeV cm  ̂/ mg)

65

Figure 6-7 All the transient event cross section data recorded for the AD7893 sample C.

6.1.3 Interpretation of results for the AD7893
The AD7893 sample which was tested demonstrated a relatively low susceptibility to 

heavy ion induced transient upset events. Upset event magnitude and occurrence with 

respect to time were random in nature, without any apparent pattern to their distribution. 

The transient upset event cross section was of the order of 1x10^ to Ix lO  '^cm^/device 

between an effective LET range of 14.1 to 68.0 MeV cmVmg. A threshold or saturation 

cross section was not established for this device. Ground input and saw-tooth input test 

data were in good agreement with each other.
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6.2 The 16 bit ADC - AD7884

6.2.1 Ground Input Test Data

6.2.1.1 Irradiation data

The AD7884 sample A had an offset of +73 bins from bin 0 for a ground input. This 

offset which is caused by the nominal internal gain of an ADC for its output range was 

discussed in section 4.2.1. For testing purposes this offset was not corrected, but this 

would not have adversely affected any subsequent results, since the thresholds for 

determining the number of upset events are chosen from the control data.
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Figure 6-8 Ground input test data for the AD7884, labelled A under irradiation with Each 
irradiation test used an incident flux of 3.3x1 CF particles/cm^/min and was 15 minutes in duration, 
except radiation # 2  which was 60 minutes long. The “shoulders” adjacent to the main distribution 
are indicative of bit 6 o f the device flipping.

Of the four control measurements taken, each of 15 minutes duration, no conversions 

were recorded in the histogram in bins less than 61 or greater than bin 89. During the 

irradiation tests, conversions recorded in bins less than 61 or greater than bin 89 were 

counted as upset events for the transient event cross section calculation. The mean 

standard deviation of the control data histograms was 1.3 bins.

Two 15 minute and one 60 minute radiation runs were completed for the AD7884 

sample A. The transient event cross sections measured as a result of the three tests 

were all consistent with each other. The data are shown in Table 6-11 and illustrated 

graphically in Figure 6-8.
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Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2 Radiation #3

Number of conversions 
recorded, (million)

117.9 423.7 111.2

Test duration, (min) 15 60 15

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 50,280 201,120 50,280

Minimum bin an event 
was recorded in

-360 -24,385 -325

Maximum bin an event 
was recorded in

704 16,192 3,904

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of 
the histogram)

73.1 73.9 74.1

Standard deviation of the 
histogram distribution 
(bins)

1.4 2.0 1.4

Number of transient 
noise events

347+19 1,119+33 298+17

Transient event cross 
section, a, (cm^/device)

(6.9±0.6)x10-^ (5.6±0.3)x10-^ (5.9+0.5)x10"

Table 6-11 Ground test results for the AD7884 sample A, under irradiation with 

6.2.1.2 Cyclotron heavy ion irradiation data

The AD7884 sample 0  was irradiated under two separate visits to the CYCLONE heavy 

ion irradiation facility. On both occasions, the thresholds for determining the number of 

SEU events were selected from the control data. During the first expedition to the 

cyclotron three control and two radiation measurements were taken for the AD7884  

sample C. During the three control runs, of approximately 5 minutes each, no events 

were observed in histogram bins less than -13 or greater than bin +3. The mean 

standard deviation of the control histograms was 1.2 bins. The device was irradiated 

separately with Argon and Krypton ions at normal incidence. Details of the tests are 

given in Table 6-12. The two ground input histograms recorded during irradiation are 

shown in Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10.
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Figure 6-9 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample C, (see radiation #1 in Table 6-12). The 
device ivas irradiated with Ar ions at normal incidence, effective LET 14. lOMeV crrF/mg.
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Figure 6-10 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample C, (see radiation #2 in Table 6-12). 
The device was irradiated with Kr ions at normal Incidence and effective LET 34.00 MeV cm /̂mg.
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Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2

Number of conversions recorded, 
(million)

29.8 23.3

Test duration, (min) 3 3

Incident ion Ar Kr

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 5.0x10" 10.0x10"

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 1.0x10® 1.0x10®

LET (MeV cm^/mg) 14.10 34.00

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 0

Minimum bin an event was recorded in -27,457 -24,768

Maximum bin an event was recorded in 16,192 8,000

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the histogram) 0.38 -1.7

Standard deviation of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

10.4 23.6

Number of transient noise events 1,468 3,305

Transient event cross section (cmV 
device)

(1.5±0.2)x10" (3.3±0.5)x10"

Table 6-12 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample C.

During the second expedition to the cyclotron, three control and two radiation 

measurements were taken for the AD7884 sample C. During the three control runs, of 

approximately 5 minutes duration recording 20 to 30 million conversions each, all 

recorded conversions occurred between histogram bins -3 to +8. The mean standard 

deviation of the control histograms was 1.04 bins centred about bin +2.8. The device 

was irradiated separately with neon and argon ions at normal incidence. Details of the 

tests are given in Table 6-13. The two ground input histograms recorded during 

irradiation are shown in Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12.
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Figure 6-11 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample C under irradiation with neon ions at 
normal incidence. The effective LET was 5.85 MeV cm2/mg, (radiation #1 from Table 6-13).
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Figure 6-12 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample 0  under irradiation with argon ions at 
normal incidence and an effective LET 14.10 MeV cm /̂mg, (radiation #2 from Table 6-13).
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Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2

Number of conversions recorded, 
(million)

25.9 25.9

Test duration, (min) 4 3

Incident ion Ne Ar

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 5x10P 5.5x10*

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 1x10* 1x10*

LET (MeV cmVmg) 5.85 14.1

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 0

Minimum bin an event was recorded in -24,379 -24,385

Maximum bin an event was recorded 
in

3,904 8,000

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the histogram) 2.7 2.8

Standard deviation of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

5.15 10.1

Number of transient noise events 1811 2419

Transient event cross section (cm^ 
device)

(1.8±0.1)x10* (2.4+0.1)x10*

Table 6-13 Ground input test data for the AD7884 sample C.

6.2.2 Saw-tooth Input Test Data

6.2.2.1 “̂ Cf irradiation data

Two sets of control data and two sets of radiation data were recorded under irradiation 

with ®̂̂ Cf for each of AD7884 samples A and C. The control runs were all 15 minutes in 

duration.

The difference histogram between the ADC converted value and the expected value 

produced during the control runs for sample A recorded no events in bins less than -8 to 

+10. These were the limits chosen to detect transient events.

For sample C, the thresholds for SEU detection were set to events recorded in bins less 

than -16 and greater than +16. These thresholds were chosen as a convenient cut off 

point to record the ADC conversion value and the expected value every time the two 

values differed by more than ±15. During a long overnight run, it was thought that the 

Number of transient noise events could number several thousand, (as indeed they did). 

A trade off had to be made due to the limited memory capacity available to the test 

equipment. There was not enough digital board memory capacity available to record 

both the difference histogram and details of the SEU upset event in terms of the
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approximate time an upset had occurred, (the variable “count” in the test software), and 

the ADC conversion value and the expected value. It was decided that the difference 

histogram would not be recorded during the overnight test for this ADC. Instead any 

ADC conversion which differed from the expected conversion value by more than ±15 

units was recorded along with the expected value and the value of count.

The difference histogram could be reconstructed after completion of the test from the 

ADC conversion values and corresponding expected values that were recorded during 

the test. However, since events between bins -15 and +15 were not recorded, this 

section of the difference histogram could not be reconstructed. Details of the data 

collected for samples A and C are given in Table 6-14.

AD7884 Sample A Sample C

Radiation test number Radiation
#1

Radiation
#2

Radiation
#1

Radiation
#2

Number of
conversions recorded, 
(million)

66.8 69.7 19.9 2000

Test duration, (min) 15 15 5 446

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

155,625 155,625 16,760 1,494,992

Minimum bin an event 
was recorded in

-249 -1716 -386 348

Maximum bin an event 
was recorded in

382 574 -3639 7876

Number of transient 
upset events

963 ±31 361 ±19 63 ±8 5444 ±74

Transient event cross 
section, (cm^/device)

(6.2±0.4)
xIO^

(2.3±0.2)
xIO^

(3.8±0.6)
xIO^

(3.6±0.2)
xIO^

Table 6-14 The saw-tooth input test results for the AD7884 samples A and C under Irradiation 
with

The transient event cross section in relation to the ADC bit threshold analysis carried out 

for the AD7893 (see Table 6-4 and Table 6-5) was also applied to the AD7884 sample C 

irradiation #2 test data, (see Table 6-14). The bit threshold analysis for the AD7884 is 

given in Table 6-15 and Table 6-16.
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Figure 6-13 The DNL histogram recorded during irradiation of the AD7884, sample B. Test duration 
was 446 minutes with incident flux 3.4x10^ particles/cm^/min.
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Figure 6-14 The difference histogram recorded for the 16 bit AD7884 sample B. The test duration 
u/as 446 minutes and the flux 3.4x10^ particles/cm^/min. The central bins of the difference 
histogram indicated events within the normal noise distribution of ADC conversion and so were not 
recorded due to the memory capacity constraints of the test equipment. Flence the gap in the 
centre o f the difference histogram plot.
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Figure 6-15 A plot of the difference between the ADC converted value and the expected value 
versus ADC conversion increment count for the 16 bit AD7884 sample B. The test duration was 
446 minutes and the flux 3.4x10^ particles/cm^/min.
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Bit Thresholds for errors, (i.e. all bins 
outside the given bit)

Number of events 
outside the given 

range

Transient event 
cross section, a 

(cm^/device)

4 Events in bins greater than +16 or 
less than -16 are counted as errors

5516+74 (3.7+0.2) x10 “

5 Events in bins greater than +32 or 
less than -32 are counted as errors

821+29 (5.5+0.3)x10"

6 Events in bins greater than +64 or 
less than -64 are counted as errors

557+24 (3.7±0.2)x10“

7 Events in bins greater than +128 or 
less than -128 are counted as errors

385±20 (2.6±0.2)x10-^

8 Events in bins greater than +256 or 
less than -256 are counted as errors

159+13

9 Events in bins greater than +512 or 
less than -512 are counted as errors

20±4 (1.3±0.3)x10'“

10 Events in bins greater than +1024 or 
less than -1024 are counted as 
errors

12+3 (8+2)x10*

11 Events in bins greater than +2048 or 
less than -2048 are counted as 
errors

6+2 (4±2)x10'“

12 Events in bins greater than +4096 or 
less than -4096 are counted as 
errors

1+1 (7±7)x10-'

Table 6-15 AD7884 sample C; using the bit transition levels as thresholds for identification of 
single event upsets in order to calculate the transient event cross section of the device. The table 
is intended to show the relationship between the choice of threshold level for identifying transient 
upsets and the transient event cross section. No transient events occurred in bits 13 to 16.

Cross section, (cm2/device)
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Figure 6-16 The transition bits of the AD7884 sample C have been used as thresholds for 
identifying transient noise events for calculation of the transient event cross section for the device. 
The data is plotted from that in Table 6-15.
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Bit Bin range of the bit Number of events, 
N per bit.

Transient event cross Section, a 
(cm%it) for each bit of the 

AD7893

4 16 to 31 4695±69 (3,1±0.2)x10"

5 32 to 63 264±16 (1.8±0.1)x10'*

6 64 to 127 172+13 (1.2±0.1)x10'^

7 128 to 255 226+15 (1.5±0.1)x10-’

8 256 to 511 139+12 (9±1)x10'“

9 512 to 1023 8+3 (5+2)x10'“

10 1024 to 2047 6+2 (4±2)x10“

11 2048 to 4095 5+2 (3±2)x10'“

12 4096 to 8191 1±1 (7±7)x10-'

Table 6-16 AD7884 sample C; the transient event cross section per bit for the overnight 
irradiation data. No transient events occurred in bits 13 to 16.

Cross section, (cm2/blt)
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Figure 6-17 The transient event cross section for each individual bit of the AD7884 sample C. The 
data is taken from Table 6-16.

6.2.2.2 Cyclotron heavy ion irradiation data

The AD7884 samples A and 0  were irradiated under two separate visits to the 

CYCLONE heavy ion irradiation facility using a saw-tooth input test. On both occasions, 

the thresholds for determining the number of SEU events were selected from the control 

data.

During the first visit to the cyclotron five control tests and six irradiation tests were 

carried out on the AD7884 sample C. During the control tests, each between 5 and 18 

minutes in duration, no events were recorded in the [ADC converted value - Expected 

value] histogram, in bins less than -8 or greater than +7. The AD7884 sample C was 

irradiated with Argon and Krypton ions at 0, 45 and 60 degrees incidence. Details of the
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tests are given in Table 6-17. A plot of the SEU curve using only the data collected 

during the first visit to the cyclotron facility is illustrated in Figure 6-18.

Radiation test # #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Number of 
conversions 
recorded, (million)

12.5 21.4 38.2 10.8 18.1 24.1

Test duration, 
(min)

3 4 8 2 5 5

Incident ion Ar Ar Ar Kr Kr Kr

Flux
(particles/cm^/s)

6x10" 4x10" 2x10" 7.6x10" 3.3x10" 3.3x10"

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

1x10° 1x10° 1x10° 1x10° 1x10° Ix lO f

LET (MeV  
cm^/mg)

14.10 19.94 28.20 34.00 48.08 68.00

Beam angle of
incidence
(degrees)

0 45 60 0 45 60

Minimum bin an 
event was 
recorded in

-19,454 -27,947 -26,180 -19,848 -21,446 -28,276

Maximum bin an 
event was 
recorded in

14,870 6,457 5,875 6,318 10,044 8,107

Standard deviation 
of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

10.4 11.0 6.6 16.5 12.3 17.4

Number of 
transient noise 
events

999 2,171 1,999 2,038 2,049 2,014

Transient event 
cross section 
(cm^/device)

(1.0±0.2)
xIO^

(2.2+0.3)
xIO^

(2.0+0.3)
xIO^

(2.0+0.3
)x10'"

(2.1 ±0.3 
)x10‘"

(2.0+0.3)
xIO"

Table 6-17 Saw-tooth input irradiation data recorded for the AD7884 sample C.
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Figure 6-18 The transient event cross section data plotted for the AD7884 sample C using only 
the data from the first expedition to the cyclotron facility. The data collected under irradiation with 
^^^Cf is also illustrated on the graph.

During the second visit to the cyclotron, five control tests and five irradiation tests were 

again carried out on the AD7884 sample C. Sample A was also tested and seven control 

and twenty two irradiation tests were carried out on this device sample. During the 

control tests, each approximately 5 to 10 minutes in duration, no events were recorded 

in the [ADC converted value - Expected value] difference histogram, in bins less than -7 

or greater than +8 for sample 0  and bins -9 to +9 for sample A. Sample A was slightly 

affected by noise during one control run, such that 17 conversions were recorded 

outside the range -9 to +9 bins observed during the other six control runs. However, 

these events were ignored when determining the threshold for detecting the number of 

single event upsets in the radiation data.

Sample 0  was irradiated with neon and argon ions at 0, 45 and 60 degrees incidence. 

Sample A was tested under irradiation with boron, neon and argon ions at angles of 0,

45 and 60 degrees incidence, covering an effective LET range between 1.7 and 

28.2MeV cm^/mg. Details of the tests carried out during the second visit to the cyclotron 

for each device sample are given in Table 6-18 and Table 6-19. A plot of the SEU curve 

obtained for both devices is illustrated in Figure 6-19.
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Radiation test # #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Number of 
conversions 
recorded, (million)

26.7 16.4 11.5 30.2 23.0

Test duration, (min) 3 3 2 7 5

Incident ion Ne Ne Ne Ar Ar

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 5.0x103 5.5x10® 7.0x10® 2.5x10® 3.5x10®

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

1x10® 1x10® 1x10® 1x10® 1x10®

LET (MeV cmVmg) 11.70 8.27 5.85 28.2 19.94

Beam angle of 
incidence (degrees)

60 45 0 60 45

Minimum bin an 
event was recorded 
in

-19,100 -3,925 -528 -27,764 -23,511

Maximum bin an 
event was recorded 
in

3,718 5,416 1,115 3,607 12,317

Standard deviation 
of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

4.5 2.4 1.7 5.0 9.6

Number of transient 
noise events

1,091 1,065 1,074 1,429 1,374

Transient event 
cross section 
(cmVdevice)

(1.09+0.06)
X10-3

(1.07±0.06)
xlO-3

(1.07±0.06)
xIO®

(1.43±0.08)
xIO®

(1.37+0.08)
xIO'®

Table 6-18 Saw-tooth input irradiation data recorded for the AD7884 sample C.
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Figure 6-19 The transient event cross section data plotted for the AD7884 samples A and C. Only 
data recorded during the second visit to the cyclotron is illustrated here.
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# No. of 
conversion 
s recorded 
(millions)

Inciden 
t ion 
(and 
angle°)

Effectiv
eLET
(MeV
cm /̂mg)

Flux
(cm /̂s)

Fluenc 
e (cm )̂

Standard 
deviation of the 
histogram 
distribution 
(bins)

No. of 
transien 
t noise 
events

Transient 
event cross 
section 
(cm^/device)

1 24.4 Ar (60) 28.20 2.5x10^ 1x10'’ 7.9 1692 (1.69+0.09)
xIO'^

2 12.7 Ar (45) 19.94 6.0x10^ 1x10'’ 9.3 1640 (1.64±0.09)
xIO'^

3 9.11 Ar (0) 14.10 8.7x10^ 1x10” 11.3 1606 (1.61 ±0.09) 
xIO^

4 9.12 Ne
(60)

11.70 4.5x10^ 1x10” 2.8 552 (5.5+0.4) xIO"*

5 13.3 Ne
(45)

8.27 6.5x10^ 1x10” 4.0 1144 (1.14±0.07)
xIO'^

6 8.88 Ne (0) 5.85 8.5x10'’ 1x10” 4.6 1127 (1.13±0.07)
xIO^

7 19.5 Ne
(60)

11.7 3.7x10'’ 1x10” 6.6 1320 (1.32±0.08)
xIO^

8 13.8 B(60) 3.40 5.0x10'’ 1x10” 1.0 688 (6.9±0.4) xIO-^

9 9.77 B(45) 2.40 7.0x10' 1x10” 1.0 629 (6.3±0.4) xIO^

1
0

8.61 B(0) 1.7 i . o x i c r 1x10” 1.4 623 (6.2±0.4) xIO"*

1
1

9.36 Ar (0) 14.10 8.5x10' 1x10” 13.6 1632 (1.63±0.09)
xIO’̂

1
2

18.0 Ar(0) 14.10 2.5x10
3

6x105 2.8 445 (7.4±0.5) xIO- 
4

1
3

39.1 Ar(0) 14.10 0.2x10
3

1x105 1.0 81 (8.1±1.0)x10-
4

1
4

4.17 Ar(60) 28.20 0.1x10
3

5x104 1.0 22 (4.4±1.0) xIOr 
4

1
5

20.4 Ar(60) 28.20 1.0x10
3

3x105 5.4 269 (9±0.7)x 10t4

1
6

10.7 Ar (0) 14.10 8.5x10' 1x10” 6.7 1550 (1.55±0.09)
xIO'^

1
7

6.85 Ar (45) 19.94 6.5x10' 5x10” 5.3 677 (1.35±0.09)
xIO’^

1
8

10.8 Ar (60) 28.20 5.7x10' 5x10” 6.8 635 (1.27+0.08)
xIO'^

1
9

19.2 Ar (60) 28.20 0.6x10' 2x10” 3.7 230 (1.2±0.1)x10"

2
0

36.9 Ar (45) 19.94 1.2x10' 5x10” 4.5 646 (1.29±0.08)
xIO'^

2
1

22.3 Ar (0) 14.10 1.8x10' 5x10” 4.1 592 (1.18±0.08)
xIO'^

2
2

379.5 Ar (60) 28.20 0.6x10' 1x10” 2.2 1110 (1.11 ±0.06) 
xIO'^

Table 6-19 Saw-tooth input irradiation data recorded for the AD7884 sample A. Values in italics 
relate to data collected while the stability of the heavy ion beam flux was called into question. The 
resulting transient event cross section data is consequently lower than would be expected in 
relation to the rest of the observed data.
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Figure 6-20 illustrates all the transient event cross section data recorded during the 

course of this programme of study for the AD7884 samples A and C.
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Sample C
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Sample C

o Cf data; 
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a Cf data; saw
tooth input 
sample C

A LLN data; saw
tooth input 
Sample A
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Effective LET (MeV cm2/mg)

Figure 6-20 All the transient event cross section data measured for the AD7884 samples A and 
C. Points illustrated by a cross on a square background represent data acquired from sample A 
during a period o f suspected flux instability in the incident argon ion beam.

6.2.3 Interpretation of results for the AD7884
Transient noise events were observed between effective LET of 1.7 and 68.0 MeV  

cm^/mg. A saturation cross section of (1.3±0.1)x10‘  ̂ cm^/device was measured for the 

AD7884. Saturation began to occur at an incident LET of greater than 30 MeV cm^/mg. 

The lowest LET provided by the cyclotron facility was 1.7 MeV cm^/mg with boron ions at 

normal incidence. The SEU threshold cross section for the AD7884 is very low, being 

less than 1.7 MeV cm^/mg.

The good agreement of the ^^^Cf data with that of the cyclotron data indicated that the 

sensitive volume of the device was within a few pm of the surface of the AD7884 die. 

W ere the radiation sensitive volume not at the immediate surface of the die, the ^^^Cf 

data would lie below the main SEU cross section curve obtained under irradiation with 

heavy ions at the cyclotron. (This is quite common when comparing measurements 

made at an accelerator with those obtained with ^^^Cf). After the fission fragments 

emitted by ^^^Cf have travelled only 5pm in silicon, the LET of the particles has dropped 

from a mean incident surface value of 43.5 MeV cm^/mg to about 33 M eV cm^/mg. At

10pm the LET is of the order of 20 MeV cm^/mg. Conversely, accelerator produced ions 

have a much higher range and consistency of effective LET with depth in silicon, (see 

Figure 6-1).
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Upset events were consistently observed to occur in certain bins over separate 

irradiation tests. This phenomena is most evident in the ground input test data, (see 

Figure 6-21 for AD7884 sample C data and Figure 6-22 for AD7884 sample A data). 

Consistency of occurrence of upset events in the same bin over several different 

irradiation tests becomes less probable the further away from the centre of the Gaussian 

distribution function (centred at bin 0) events are recorded. For example, for many upset 

events to be recorded consistently in bin 32, over three or four tests is not as significant 

as if these events were to be observed in bin 4096. The standard deviation of the 

Gaussian distribution of events in the ground input histogram always increases under 

radiation conditions. Hence bins near the centre of the histogram can be considered to 

be within the ADC conversion “noise” region created by the presence of the radiation 

source. However, in Figure 6-21, three to four hundred upset events can clearly be seen 

to have occurred in bin -64 over all four separate irradiation runs. Similarly in bin +64 

nearly 100 events have occurred. The same reoccurrence of events in certain bins some 

distance from the centre of the distribution, (+64, +192, +320,+832 and 3904) over four 

separate radiation tests must be systematic, rather than simply due to chance 

occurrence. These observations are discussed in more detail in chapter 7, section 7.3.

1000
Ar ions, LET 14.10

_ Kr ions, LET 34.00

Ne ions, LET 5.85

Ar ions, LET 14.10
100

± è è 2
0> 00 o  M

too> ro 
00«0 o>

ADC output bin

Figure 6-21 Transient upset events whicti consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all four ground input tests carried out at the cyclotron for AD7884 sample 0. In addition to the 
events illustrated in this graph, the ADC output bin 3904, there were 2, 5, 3 and 2 events recorded 
with respect to the order of the legend key shown in the graph. The units for LET given in the graph 
legend are MeV cm^/mg.
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Figure 6-22 illustrates the same consistent occurrence of events in certain bins for the 

other AD7884 sample A under irradiation with Although the effect is less striking 

than for sample C under irradiation at the cyclotron, the fact that there were 4, 28 and 5 

events recorded in bin -138 of all three ground input irradiation tests suggests that this 

consistency of upset event magnitude is not unique to one particular AD7884 sample.

Consistency in upset event magnitude is also evident in dynamic saw-tooth input tests, 

although not quite as pronounced, (Figure 6-23). Only one or two events are recorded in 

the same bin for several separate tests at bins far from the centre of the main 

distribution. When this is compared with the ten or so counts observed under the same 

circumstances when ground input testing, the hypothesis becomes weaker for dynamic 

input test results.

# Fluence 50.3E3 /cm2, test duration 15 mins 

X Fluence 50.3E3 /cm2, test duration 15 mins

_ Fluence 0.2E6 /cm2, test duration 60 mins

45

c
g0)
0
1
E
3
Z

t s j o o o o > ^ K > o o o a > . ^ i o o
ADC output bin

Figure 6-22 Transient upset events which consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all three ground input tests carried out under irradiation with for the AD7884 sample A. In 
addition to the events illustrated in this graph, the ADC output bin -138, there were 4, 28 and 5 
events recorded with respect to the order of the legend key shown in the graph.
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Figure 6-23 Transient upset events whicti consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all nine saw-tooth input tests carried out under heavy ion irradiation at the cyclotron for the AD7884 
sample A.

6.3 The 16 bit ADC -AD676

The AD676 device package contains two dice; one is an analogue circuit and the other a 

digital circuit. AD676 performance is optimised by correction of internal non-linearity by 

the digital chip auto-calibration circuit which adds a correction factor to the ADC output 

from the digital chip RAM. Data was collected for whole AD676 chip irradiation and for 

isolated irradiation of the digital and analogue circuits.

6.3.1 Whole Chip Irradiation

6.3.1.1 Ground input Test Data

6.3.1.1.1 irradiation data

AD676 sample B was tested under irradiation with ^̂ Ĉf. Of the six control runs carried 

out, each of 15 minutes in duration, for all but two runs no events were recorded in bins 

less than -13 or greater than +6. The third control run, taken between radiation runs 2 

and 3, recorded a single event in bin 344. Similarly, control run 5 recorded a single event 

in bin 358, between radiation runs 4 and 5. These single event upsets which occurred 

during control runs may have been due to an external noise source or scattered ion 

fragments emitted from the ®̂̂ Cf source. Of all previous control data sets carried out at 

Sira prior to this field trip at ESTEC for this particular AD676 sample, no single events of 

this magnitude have ever been recorded while ground testing, even through long
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overnight runs. For calculation of threshold limits, these two single events were ignored 

and treated as if the result of noise. An error margin of ±Vn , (the number of upsets 

detected) has been allowed for in the calculation of the device cross section. This error 

margin would adequately account for the anomalous events in the control data. The 

mean of all the control data histograms was bin -1.1 and the mean standard deviation of 

all the distributions was also 1.1 bin.

Of the three types of ADC tested during the course of this programme of study, the 

AD676 produced some of the most complex and interesting data. The first three AD676 

^®̂ Cf irradiation runs all had double peaks in the histogram data. Radiation tests #4 and 

#5 had a single peak to the distribution. All the radiation histograms had single, or small 

numbers of events either side of the main distribution. The device cross section 

calculation for radiation test #3 was very large, due to a bit flip affecting bit 5 of the ADC  

which has shifted the main distribution 30 or so bins along the x axis (see radiation #3 in 

Figure 6-24). Further details of the AD676 ground input data is given in Table 6-20.

Radiation test number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Number of
conversions recorded, 
(million)

61.7 60.6 60.8 62.0 258.5

Test duration, (min) 15 15 15 15 60

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

50,280 50,280 50,280 50,280 55,440

Minimum bin an event 
was recorded in

-1,773 -32,768 -378 -535 -71

Maximum bin an event 
was recorded in

763 267 127 30,720 186

Mean bin, (i.e. centre 
of the histogram)

1.7 -3.7 31.8 -1.0 -0.6

Standard deviation of 
the histogram 
distribution (bins)

1.4 5.5 5.5 4.0 1.0

Number of transient 
errors

51,968
±228

96 ±10 59,222,96 
5 ±7,696

88 ±9 73 ±9

Cross section, a, 
(cm^/device)

1.0 ±0.1 (1.9±0.2)
xIO^

1,178 ±71 (1.8 ±0.2) 
xIO^

(1.3 ±0.2) 
xIO^

Table 6-20 Ground test data for the AD676 sample B under Irradiation with Radiation tests 
#1, #2 and #3 have all suffered bit flips. Radiation U1 is affected by bit 2 flipping, radiation #2 by a 
combination of bits 1 and 2 and radiation #3 by bit 5. The control data histograms recorded values 
between bins -13 to +6 under normal operation. For the bit flip to distort the cross section 
calculation it had to occur outside this control distribution; hence the large distribution in the 
calculated cross sections for this device.
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Figure 6-24 A selection of ground input histograms for the AD676, sample B under irradiation with 
Cf. Radiation tests #1, #2 and #3 have all suffered bit flips, yielding two Gaussian distributions 

in their respective histograms. All tests illustrated above are 15 minutes in duration, except 
radiation #5 which was 60 minutes.

6.3.1.1.2 Cyclotron irradiation data

Ground input testing was carried out on sample E of the five AD676’s available for 

testing at the cyclotron. Saw-tooth input tests were carried out on samples C, D and E of 

the AD676. All three of these samples are assumed to have been manufactured more 

recently than the device sample labelled B, which was tested under irradiation with ^®̂ Cf 

using both ground and saw-tooth input tests and also with argon and neon ions at the 

cyclotron using a saw-tooth input, (see later).

During all the ground input control runs recorded at the cyclotron for sample E, events 

were not observed in histogram bins less than -12 or greater than +15. These bins were 

used as the thresholds for determining SEU events. The mean standard deviation of the 

control histograms was 1.07 bins and the histograms were all centred at +2.4 bins from 

bin 0. This control data was used for sample E in relation to both the observed whole 

chip and digital chip data. Table 6-21 shows the measurements taken for AD676 sample
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E using a ground input test at the cyclotron. This data is also illustrated graphically in 

Figure 6-25, Figure 6-26 and Figure 6-27.

Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2 Radiation #3

Number of conversions recorded, 
(million)

42.8 91.6 49.3

Test duration, (min) 3.5 8.3 4.6

Incident ion Ne B B

Flux (particies/cm^/s) 4.8x10" 2.0x10" 3.6x10"

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 1x10° 1x10° 1x10°

LET (MeV cmVmg) 5.85 3.40 1.70

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 60 0

Minimum bin an event was recorded 
in

-1140 -539 -409

Maximum bin an event was recorded 
in

1160 604 274

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the 
histogram)

2.35 2.26 2.42

Standard deviation of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

1.67 1.17 1.18

Number of transient noise events 278 230 183

Transient noise event cross section 
(cm^/device)

(2.8±0.2)x10-^ (2.3±0.2)x10-^ (1.8±0.2)x10’
4

Table 6-21 Ground input test data for whole chip Irradiation of AD676 sample E.
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Figure 6-25 Ground input test histogram recorded for whole chip irradiation with neon ions at 
normal incidence for AD676 sample E, (radiation #1 in Table 6-21).
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Figure 6-26 Ground Input test histogram recorded for whole chip irradiation with boron ions at 60 
degrees incidence forAD676 sample E, (radiation #2 in Table 6-21).
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Figure 6-27 Ground input test histogram recorded for whole chip irradiation with boron ions at 
normal incidence for AD676 sample E, (radiation #3 in Table 6-21).

6.3.1.2 Saw-tooth Input Test Data

6.3.1.2.1 irradiation data

Three radiation tests were carried out where the whole of the de-lidded AD676 chip 

wafer was exposed to the ^^Cf source. During the corresponding control measurements, 

no events were recorded in the difference histogram below bin -6 or above bin +6.

The first irradiation run terminated after approximately 4.5 minutes, before the 

anticipated test duration of 15 minutes. Figure 6-28 shows a graph of the difference 

between the ADC converted value and the expected value, versus count for radiation run 

#1. “Count” is a running tally of the number of ADC conversions completed during the 

test. The graph shows how the difference between the ADC converted value and the 

expected value becomes progressively larger, until the test fails after approximately 13.4 

million conversions. At this point the ADC became jammed, repeatedly converting the
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same value. This kind of “lingering” error was also observed by Wilson and Dorn [2] in 

the AD677 which shares a similar architecture to the AD676, having a separate 

analogue and digital circuits. Under these circumstances, the test software discards the 

current ADC converted value when calculating the next expected value. Instead it uses 

the previous accepted ADC conversion value for the calculation. Under this method, 

when a succession of ADC conversions are discarded for the expected value calculation, 

the difference between the expected value and subsequent ADC conversions gradually 

increases to a point where there is no chance of a recovery. The software crashes and 

the test ends prematurely. This only occurs when the ADC suffers several upsets in 

immediate succession and has only manifested itself in the AD676 tests. Details of the 

saw-tooth input test data is given in Table 6-23.
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Figure 6-28 Transient noise events recorded during whole AD676 die irradiation #1.
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Figure 6-29 Graphical representation of the start of the test failure for whole chip irradiation #1.

The DNL histogram recorded during radiation run #2 had two bins with significantly 

larger values of DNL than the other bins of the ADC. Bin 16,383 had a DNL of 3.25, 

indicating that this bin was just over three times wider than ideal. Bin 49,151 had a DNL 

of 3.96, meaning this bin was almost five times wider than it should have been. All the 

other bins have a DNL within the range -0.6 to +0.2.
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The radiation #3 DNL histogram, (Figure 6-30) had 127 bins that had a value of DNL 

greater than 1.0. Of these 127 bins, all were roughly three to five times wider than the 

ideal. The number of bins with a DNL greater than 1.0 per bit followed a distinct pattern 

shown in Table 6-22. No bins in bits 8 or less had a DNL greater than 1.0. No missing 

codes were observed in any AD676 whole chip irradiation data.

Bit Bin range of the bit Number of bins with DNL > 1 .0  per bit

7 128 to 255 1

8 256 to 511 0

9 512 to 1,023 1

10 1,024 to 2,047 2

11 2,048 to 4,095 4

12 4,096 to 8,191 8

13 8,192 to 16,383 16

14 16,384 to 32,767 32

15 32,768 to 65,536 64

Table 6-22 AD676 sample B, saw-tooth

0 4,096 8,192 12,288 16,384 20,480 24,576 28,672

ADC output bin

Figure 6-30 The DNL plot recorded for the third whole AD676 die irradiation with The fluence 
reached was 50.3x10 particles/cm^ during the 15 minute test.

Figure 6-31 shows the difference histogram recorded during radiation #3, which 

illustrates the effect of bit 3 of the ADC flipping during the test.
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Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2 Radiation #3

Number of conversions 

recorded, (million)

13.4 43.7 44.8

Test duration, (min) 4.5 (estimated) 15 15

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 15,084, (estimated) 50,280 50,280

Minimum bin an event 

was recorded in

-28,672 -16,383 -250

Maximum bin an event 

was recorded in

3,327 1,015 456

Number upset events 

using control data to 

threshold for error events

Calculation not possible 

due to corruption of the 

difference histogram by 

the lingering error 

suffered by the device 

during the test

758 ±28 99,824 ±316

Number upset events 

outside range ±15 bins 

from zero

27±5 transient upsets

2,704 ±52 lingering 

errors

78±9 transient 

upsets

0 lingering errors

73±9 transient 

upsets

0 lingering errors

Transient event cross 

section (cm^/device) 

using control data to 

threshold

(1.8±0.2)xia^ (1.5±0.1)x10-2 2.0 ±0.1

Transient event cross 

section, (cm^/device) 

using range outside ±15 

bins from zero to 

threshold

(1.8±0.4)x10"

transient event cross 

section

(1.8±0.1)x10''

lingering error cross 

section

(1.6±0.2)x10-3

transient event cross 

section

(1.5±0.2)x10-3

transient event 

cross section

Table 6-23 Whole chip Irradiation data for the AD676 recorded during saw-tooth input testing. 
Two values for the device cross section have been calculated; one using the control data to 
threshold for upset events, the other using ±15 bins from bin 0 as a threshold. Extending the 
threshold for determining upset events to ±15 bins from bin 0 allows calculation of the device cross 
section to account for the bit flip which occurred during radiation #3.
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Figure 6-31 The difference histogram recorded for the AD676 sample B under irradiation with 
Cf, (see radiation #3 in Table 6-23). The control data for this device all occurred between bins 

±6 of the histogram. During this test it seems that bit 3 has flipped. Hence the two separate 
distributions centred about bin -8 and the other at bin +8.

6.3.1.2.2 Cyclotron Irradiation Data

Two separate expeditions were made to the cyclotron. The first campaign was not very 

successful in terms of testing the AD676. For the second expedition, the test software 

was altered to include a re-calibration cycle for the AD676 to combat some of the 

problems encountered during the first cyclotron campaign.

During the first cyclotron campaign, saw-tooth wave input tests were carried out for the 

whole AD676 sample B chip under irradiation with argon and neon ions at normal 

incidence to the chip surface. The argon ions were delivered to the chip surface in two 

separate tests at a flux of 1,000 and 2,000 particles/cm^/s respectively. On both 

occasions the test failed after a fluence of 1001,159 and then 71,366 particles/cm^ was 

reached. The test failed in the sense that the current delivered to the analogue board 

began to rise from its normal operational value of 40mA towards 50mA. Fearing that a 

device latch-up may have been imminent, the power supply to the test equipment was 

switched off and all data recorded thus far was lost. All three of the control runs carried 

out between the two Ar-150 irradiation tests indicated that the ADC under test had 

reverted back to normal operation. The ADC was then left to run under control 

conditions overnight.

The Overnight control run also terminated prematurely. The test appeared to run 

successfully for just over six hours until the ADC had completed 1,174,519,018
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conversions. At this point the ADC converted a value of 132 compared with the expected 

value of 11,910. Prior to this, no transient upset events had been recorded by the test 

software; which is to say that the ADC converted value and the expected converted 

value had always been within ±15 units of each other. In this case it is difficult to 

conclude whether the ADC jammed after a single event upset leading to collapse of the 

test software, or vice versa. This set of control data was ignored for later data analysis 

and calculation of the SEU curve.

Whole chip irradiation with neon ions was carried out in three separate tests at normal 

incidence to the device surface. Each of these tests was halted early, since the ADC  

became jammed, converting the same value, 65,535 every conversion cycle. In each of 

the three tests, no transient upset events were recorded prior to the ADC conversion 

seizure. Given that the ADC had effectively jammed, the test software algorithm for 

calculating the subsequent expected value the ADC would convert collapsed. It would 

appear from this data that just one upset event was all that was required to halt ADC  

conversion. An event cross section could not be calculated from the data recorded 

during these tests. The data collected under control conditions between the irradiation 

tests indicated that the device had returned to normal operation after each radiation test. 

Details of these three tests are given in Table 6-24.

For the second follow up expedition to the cyclotron, the test software for AD676 saw

tooth input testing had been changed. During previous ^®̂ Cf irradiation tests, the ADC 

was observed to be subject to lingering errors; see [3] and section 6.3.1.2.1. This would 

lead to the test stopping prematurely with loss of the recorded data. The new test 

software introduced a re-calibration and test restart after every ten recorded transient 

upsets. Under these conditions, should the ADC become jammed, repeatedly converting 

the same value, the test would restart and no data would be lost. This new test method 

proved to be successful resulting in much data being collected for the AD676.

Three AD676 samples were irradiated over a range of LET from 1.70 to 28.20 MeV  

cm^/mg. Sixteen separate transient event cross section data points were observed for 

the three devices. The [ADC converted value - Expected value] difference histogram 

recorded for sample C under control conditions recorded no events in bins less than -5 

or greater than +7 inclusive. Similarly, the sample D control data fell between bins -11 to 

+6 and sample E between bins -16 to +12. Sample E appeared to suffer from noise 

effects during some of the control measurements.
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Radiation test number #1 #2 #3

Number of conversions recorded at test 

halt

1,431,425 5,069,015 3,591,76

7

Test duration, (min) 1 1.5 1

Incident ion Ne Ne Ne

Flux, (particles/cm^/s) 8.8x10" 4.4x10" 1.5x10"

Fluence, (particles/cm"^) 406,342 402,679 94,715

LET (MeV cm^/mg) 5.85 5.85 5.85

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 0 0

ADC converted value at test halt (i.e. 

lingering error value)

65,535 65,535 65,535

Expected value at test halt 37,709 7132 57,321

Number of transient events detected before 

test halt

N/A N/A N/A

Transient event cross section (cm^/device) N/A N/A N/A

Table 6-24 AD676 sample B, data for whole chip irradiation with neon ions.

Sample C was consecutively irradiated with argon ions at 0, 45, 60 and then 0 degrees 

incidence, (Table 6-25). Similarly, sample D was irradiated in the same sequential order 

with argon ions at 0, 45 and 60 degrees incidence, (Table 6-26). After testing at 60° with 

an LET of 28.20M eV cm^/mg, both device samples appeared to cease to be able to 

convert values accurately. Even under control conditions, the ADC’s exhibited the same 

transient upset behaviour during conversion as observed under radiation conditions. 

After sample 0  demonstrated this semi-permanent mode of damage, testing was 

stopped and device sample D selected for test. Device D also exhibited the same semi

permanent mode of damage after the test at 60° incidence and an effective LET of 

28.20M eV cm^/mg was completed. A few days later, on return to Sira from the cyclotron, 

each of the device samples was re-tested under control conditions to see if this apparent 

damage effect after testing at the cyclotron was in actual fact permanent. All the device 

samples behaved normally and did not show any indication of permanent damage. This 

semi-permanent effect on ADC performance was not observed in sample E, using the 

lower LET heavy ions; neon and boron, (Table 6-27).
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# No. of 
conversion 
s recorded 
(millions)

Inciden 
t ion 
(and 
angle")

Effective
LET
(MeV
cm^/mg)

Flux
(/cm /̂s)

Fluenc
e
(/cm )̂

Standard 
deviation of the 
histogram 
distribution (bins)

No. of 
upset 
events

Transient 
event cross 
section 
(cm^/device)

1 44.5 Ar (0) 14.10 I.OxlOf 1x1 ( f 2.0 109,13
3

0.109 ±0.005

2 10.9 Ar (45) 19.94 2.3x10' 1x1(f 3.3 22,621 (2.3±0.1)x10‘
2

3 5.07 Ar (60) 28.20 1.5x10' 1x1(f 5.5 112,69
4

0.113 ±0.006

4 5.71 Ar (0) 14.10 2.8x10' 1x10° 10.2 6,292 (6.3±0.3) xIO'
3

Table 6-25 Saw-tooth input irradiation data recorded for the AD676 sample C.

# No. of 
conversion 
s recorded 
(millions)

Inciden 
t ion 
(and 
angle")

Effective
LET
(MeV
cm^/mg)

Flux
(/cm /̂s)

Fluenc
e
(/cm )̂

Standard 
deviation of the 
histogram 
distribution (bins)

No. of 
upset 
events

Transient 
event cross 
section 
(cm^/device)

1 12.6 Ar (0) 14.10 2,300 1x10° 2.6 1,430 (1 43±0.08) 
xIO^

2 20.8 Ar (45) 19.94 1,500 1x10° 9.8 9,886 (1.00±0.05)
xIO’̂

3 6.74 Ar (60) 28.20 900 0.2x106 25.0 863 (8.6±0^5) xIO"

Table 6-26 Saw-tooth input Irradiation data recorded for the AD676 sample D.

The AD676 under whole chip Irradiation seemed to suffer three modes of heavy ion 

induced single event effect. The first was the classic temporary data conversion error, or 

transient upset. The second observed effect was the lingering error, where the ADC  

became jammed, repeatedly converting the same value regardless of the changing 

analogue input. This kind of error could be resolved by initiating a re-calibration of the 

ADC. Both the first and second effects were short lived effects, without permanent effect 

on ADC operation. The third single event effect was that observed in AD676 samples C 

and D, under irradiation with argon ions over an LET range of 14.10 to 28.20M eV  

cm^/mg. Here the device appeared to suffer a series of lingering errors without 

immediate recovery, even after a re-calibration was initiated. This series of consecutive 

lingering errors seemed to be the precursor to the semi-permanent effect on device 

operation, or a kind of “temporary latch-up." It would appear that turning off the power to 

the ADC and then re-powering the device would solve this temporary latch-up 

phenomenon. When demonstrating this temporary latch-up state, the AD676 samples 

were not observed to draw more current than would typically occur during a saw-tooth 

input test procedure. Figure 6-32 illustrates these three modes of failure as observed in 

AD676 sample C. Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-34 show the transient and lingering upset 

events recorded for sample E under irradiation with neon and boron ions.
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# No. of 
conversion 
s recorded 
(millions)

Inciden 
t ion 
(and 
angle°)

Effective
LET
(MeV
cm /̂mg)

Flux
(/cm /̂s
)

Fluence
(/cm )̂

Standard 
Deviation of the 
histogram 
distribution (bins)

No. of 
upset 
events

Transient 
event cross 
section 
(cm )̂

1 6.09 Ne (0) 5.85 4.7x10
3

1x10* 23.0 228 (2.3±0.2)
xIO"^

2 7.81 Ne
(45)

8.27 3.0x10
3

1x10* 13.8 281 (2.8±0.2)
xIO"'

3 18.7 Ne
(60)

11.70 2.2x10
3

1x10* 9.4 479 (4.8±0.3)
xIO"^

4 10.9 B(0) 1.70 4.5x10
3

1x10* 14.7 185 (1.9±0.2)
xIO^

5 14.6 8(45) 2.40 3.2x10
3

1x10* 16.5 246 (2.5±0.2)
xIO^

6 19.6 B(60) 3.40 2.0x10
3

1x10* 3.0 294 (2.9±0.2)
xIO^

7 8.90 8(0) 1.70 3.5x10
3

1x10* 10.7 200 (2.0±0.2)
xIO"^

8 15.6 8(45) 2.40 2.5x10
3

Ix ic f 7.0 267 (2.7±0.2)
xIO"*

9 22.5 B(60) 3.40 1.5x10
3

1x10* 13.2 396 (4.0±0.3)
xIO"^

Table 6-27 Saw-tooth input irradiation data recorded for the AD676 sample E.
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Figure 6-32 The ADC converted value plotted against the log of the upset event number for the 
AD676 sample C, under irradiation with argon ions at an LET of 28.20MeV cm /̂mg. Only upset 
events greater than ±15 units from the expected converted value are recorded here.
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Figure 6-33 The ADC converted value plotted against the upset event number for the AD676 
sample E, under irradiation with neon ions at an LET of 5.85 MeV cm /̂mg, (see radiation #1 in 
Table 6-27). Only upset events greater than ±15 units from the expected converted value are 
recorded here.
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Figure 6-34 The ADC converted value plotted against the upset event number for the AD676 
sample E, under irradiation with boron ions at an LET of 1.70 MeV cm /̂mg, (see radiation #7 in 
Table 6-27). Only upset events greater than ±15 units from the expected converted value are 
recorded here.

In some of the saw-tooth input tests carried out at the cyclotron under irradiation with 

argon ions incident on the AD676 sample D, (see Table 6-26) bits 3, 4 and 5 were 

observed to flip. This is indicated by the clusters of events at the bit transition levels 

shown in Figure 6-35, Figure 6-36 and Figure 6-37. The quantity of lingering errors was 

observed to rise as the effective LET of the incident ions increased.
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Figure 6-35 The difference histogram recorded for the AD676 sample D under irradiation with 
argon ions at normal incidence and effective LET 14.10 MeV cm^/mg.
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Figure 6-36 The difference histogram recorded for the AD676 sample D under irradiation with 
argon ions at 4 5 ° incidence and effective LET 19.94 MeV cm^/mg.
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Figure 6-37 The difference histogram recorded for the AD676 sample D under irradiation with 
argon ions at 60 °incidence and effective LET 28.20 MeV cm^/mg.
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Figure 6-38 illustrates the upset event cross section curve for whole chip irradiation of 

the AD676. In this case the cross section is calculated from all the recorded conversion 

errors, without discriminating between “transient” or “lingering” errors. However, if 

“transient” and “lingering” upset events are treated as two distinct sets of data, two 

separate event cross section curves can be plotted, (see Figure 6-39 and Figure 6-40).
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Figure 6-38 The event cross section data plotted for the AD676, samples C, D and E under whole 
chip irradiation with heavy ions during the second expedition to the cyclotron facility at Louvain-la- 
Neuve. (In this case, the event cross section calculation includes both transient and lingering 
errors). All the data was recorded using a saw-tooth input unless specified otherwise in the graph 
legend.
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Figure 6-39 The transient event cross section data plotted for the AD676, samples C, D and E 
under whole chip irradiation with heavy ions during the second expedition to the cyclotron facility 
at Louvain-la-Neuve. (In this case, the transient event cross section calculation includes only 
transient upset events greater than ±15 bins from their expected value, NOT lingering errors). All 
the data was recorded using a saw-tooth input unless specified othenfl/ise in the graph legend.
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Figure 6-40 The lingering error event cross section data plotted for the AD676, samples C, D and 
E under whole chip irradiation with heavy ions during the second expedition to the cyclotron 
facility at Louvain-la-Neuve. (In this case, the lingering error event cross section calculation 
includes only lingering errors, NOT transient errors). Ail the data was recorded using a saw-tooth 
input unless specified otherwise in the graph legend.

6.3.2 Digital Chip irradiation

Irradiation tests were carried out on the digital chip of the AD676 by shielding the die at 

the 14 and 15 pin end of the AD676 from the heavy ion source. By comparing the 

physical chip with the data sheet schematic layout for the AD676, it could be inferred 

(but not confirmed) that this meant the digital chip on the AD676 wafer was being 

irradiated under these conditions.

The AD676’s tested during this programme of study were all ceramic DIP packaging.

The lid of these AD676 chips comprised of a metal plate of mean thickness 

0.325+0.005mm for the devices tested. Masking of the analogue circuit from the incident 

ion source could be achieved by using the metal lid of the chip.

The digital circuit of the AD676 samples B and E were irradiated at the cyclotron with 

argon, neon and boron ions spanning an effective LET range of 1.70 to 19.94MeV  

cm^/mg. Sample B was also tested using the ^®̂ Cf source.

6.3.2.1 Ground Input Test Data

6.3.2.1.1 Cyclotron Irradiation Data

The digital chip of the AD676 was not tested for SEU events using a ground input and 

^®̂ Cf as an incident source of ions. At the cyclotron, two ground input tests were 

performed where the analogue chip of the AD676 was shielded and the digital chip 

exposed to neon ions. For both of these tests incident angles of 0 and 60 degrees.
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yielding an effective LET of 5.85 and 11.70MeV cm^/mg, respectively were used. The 

data is shown in Table 6-28 and illustrated graphically in Figure 6-41 and Figure 6-42. 

The event cross section curve for the digital chip is given later in this chapter.

Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2

Number of conversions recorded, 
(million)

17.9 31.9

Test duration, (min) 4 8

Incident ion Ne Ne

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 4,300 2,000

Fluence, (particles/cm'^) 1x10" 1x10"

LET (MeV cmVmg) 5.85 11.70

Beam angle of incidence (degrees) 0 60

Minimum bin an event was recorded in -15 -852

Maximum bin an event was recorded in 1166 14

Mean bin, (i.e. centre of the histogram) 2.14 2.15

Standard deviation of the histogram 
distribution (bins)

1.23 1.23

Number of transient noise events 20 60

Cross section (cmVdigital die) (2.0±0.5)x10" (6.0±0.8)x10"

Table 6-28 Ground input test data for digital chip irradiation of the AD676 sample E.
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Figure 6-41 The ground input test histogram recorded for digital chip irradiation with neon ions at 
normal incidence for AD676 sample E, (radiation #1 in Table 6-28). The control data range for 
sample E was bin -1 2  to +15 inclusive.
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Figure 6-42 The ground input test histogram recorded for digital chip irradiation with neon ions at 
60 degrees incidence for AD676 sample E, (radiation #2 in Table 6-28).

6.3.2.2 Saw-tooth Input Test Data

6.3.2.2.1 irradiation data

Four irradiation tests were carried out using ions incident on the digital circuit using 

a saw-tooth input as a test signal. No events were recorded in bins less than -5 or 

greater than +6 of the difference histogram during the three control measurements 

taken. The first two radiation runs terminated prior to the anticipated 15 minute test 

duration in a manner like that observed in the whole chip irradiation tests following a 

lingering error before a re-calibration sequence was added to the test software. Both 

digital chip irradiation #1 and #2 (Table 6-30) produced similar data. In both cases the 

first transient event recorded showed that the ADC began to output the same value 

conversion after conversion. Without a re-calibration sequence integrated into the test 

software the test crashed under these circumstances and stopped prematurely. In both 

sets of data, the DNL of each bin of the ADC followed a repeating pattern. Two bins of 

DNL -0.9, (almost a missing code), were always followed by a bin of DNL +2, (twice as 

wide as the ideal). The number of bins with DNL greater than 1 per bit, (Table 6-29) did 

not seem to follow a pattern as observed in the third radiation test of the whole chip 

irradiation data, (Table 6-22).
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Bit Bin range of the bit Number of bins with DNL > 1.0 per bit

1 2 to 3 1

2 4 to 7 1

3 8 to 15 3

4 16 to 31 6

5 32 to 63 10

6 64 to 127 22

7 128 to 255 42

8 256 to 511 86

9 512 to 1023 170

10 1024 to 2047 342

11 2048 to 4095 682

12 4096 to 8191 1366

Table 6-29 Digital Chip radiation runs #1 and #2 for the first 12 bits.

Radiation test number #1 #2 #3 #4

Number of conversions 
recorded, (million)

11.3 14.4 7.2 44.5

Test duration, (min) 4 5 2.5 15

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 13,408 16,760 8,380 50,280

Minimum bin an event was 
recorded in

N/A N/A -5 -18

Maximum bin an event was 
recorded in

N/A N/A 6 9

Number transient events N/A N/A 0 244

Cross section, (cm^/digital 
die)

N/A N/A 0 (4.9 ±0.4) 
xIO'^

Table 6-30 Digital chip Of irradiation data for the AD676 sample B.

Test run radiation #3 was deliberately stopped early after only 2 minutes in the hope of 

observing the early signs of test failure. However, no transients or bins with unusual 

values of DNL were observed.

Radiation #4 ran without failure or interruption for a full 15 minute period. This was the 

only radiation run where any transient events were observed and therefore an upset 

event cross section could be calculated for the digital chip. The DNL histogram is shown 

in Figure 6-43. The number of bins with a DNL greater than 1.0 per bit follow the same 

pattern observed in the whole chip irradiation data, (compare Table 6-22 and Table 6- 

31), but shifted down one bit. The incident ^®̂ Cf heavy ion fragments are clearly having 

an effect upon the DNL of individual bins of the device. Although 244 transient events
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were observed, none of any great magnitude were recorded. The greatest difference 

between the ADC converted value and the expected value was -18.

Bit Bin range of the bit Number of bins with DNL > 1 .0  
per bit

8 256 to 511 1

9 512 to 1023 2

10 1024 to 2047 4

11 2048 to 4095 8

12 4096 to 8191 16

13 8192 to 16,383 32

14 16,384 to 32,767 64

15 32,768 to 65,536 128

Table 6-31 Digital chip radiation #4.

z
o

4,096 8,192 12,288 16,384 20,480

ADC output bin

24,576 28,672

Figure 6-43 The DNL histogram recorded during the fourth isolated irradiation of the digital die on 
board the AD676, f^^Cf irradiation #4 Table 6-30). The test duration was 15 minutes under an 
incident flux of 3.4x1 ( f  particies/cm /̂min. A transient upset event has occurred which gives a 
large DNL value every 25^^ code.

6.3.2.2 2 Cyclotron Irradiation Data

The digital chip of AD676 sample B was irradiated with argon and neon ions allowing 

five separate values of the device cross section to be calculated for effective LET 

between 5.85 and 16.28 MeV cm^/mg. The results of the digital chip irradiation tests for 

this device are given in Table 6-32 and the SEU curve is plotted in Figure 6-46.

The re-calibration sequence had not been added to the test software during the first 

cyclotron campaign when sample B was tested. During two of the five tests carried out, 

the ADC again suffered lingering errors leading to the test software crashing. The first
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failure, (radiation #2) was after a fluence of 81,657 particles/cm^ had been reached 

under irradiation with argon ions at 45° incidence to the digital chip surface, yielding an 

effective LET of 19.94 MeV cm^/mg and an incident flux of 700 particles/cm^/s. This was 

the highest effective LET the digital chip was exposed to during testing at the cyclotron.

The second test failure, (radiation #5) occurred at a fluence of 124,230 particles/cm^, but 

at the much lower LET of 5.85 MeV cm^/mg under irradiation with neon ions at normal 

incidence and a flux of 1,000 particles/cm^/s. At this point the ADC converted a value of 

zero and jammed at this value when the expected converted value was 15,872.

During sample B radiation test #6, where the digital chip was irradiated with neon ions at 

an LET of 6.75 MeV cm^/mg and a flux of 800 particles/cm^/s, no transient upset events 

greater than ±15 from the expected conversion value were recorded until the ADC  

conversion counter variable, (count) reached 5,500,610. At this point approximately 40 

events were recorded in sequence which were of the order of ±16 or ±17 units from the 

expected value. When count reached 8,104,696 the magnitude of the recorded transient 

events suddenly increased to the order of 30 to 37 units greater than the expected 

value. Fifty three transient events of this magnitude range were recorded in continuous 

succession as the variable count incremented by 53 units. When count equalled 

8,104,749, the ADC transient upset conversions began to drop from +30 or so units 

greater than the expected value down to +16 units greater than the expected value, 

again at a rate of one unit increments of count until count equalled 8,106,307. The ADC 

conversion value then jumped from being greater than 17 units from the expected value 

to less than 31 units than the expected value. Until the end of the test the ADC  

conversion now gradually became increasingly less than the expected value without any 

signs of a recovery towards the expected conversion being made. When the desired test 

fluence of 1x10® particles/cm^ had been reached, the test was stopped. At the end of the 

test, the ADC was converting values which were 515 units less than the expected value. 

Figure 6-44 and Figure 6-45 illustrate these events graphically. If the transient events 

which are recorded after the ADC appears to suffer a permanent lingering error when 

count equals 8,106,307 are ignored in the calculation of the device cross section, a 

value of (3.9±0.6)x10"^ cm^ results from 43 transient events. However, if all the events 

recorded in the [ADC converted value - Expected value] histogram are included in the 

calculation of the cross section, a value of 1.41 ±0.07 cm^ is obtained from 155,787 

recorded transient events. This includes all the erroneous conversions as a results of the 

ADC conversions steadily drifting away from the expected value after the ADC appears 

to have seized. Clearly this second value for the cross section is too large and 

inconsistent with the rest of the data plotted on the cross section curve. Hence, the first 

method of calculating the cross section was used in this particular measurement’s case.
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Most significantly the data obtained during radiation #6  seems to offered the first insight 

into the mode of conversion corruption that the ADC suffers under heavy ion irradiation 

conditions.
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Figure 6-44 The transient upset events recorded during radiation #6 (see Table 6-32) of the 
AD676 sample B digital chip. During this test with neon ions incident at 3 0 °and effective LET 6.75 
MeV cm^/mg, a fluence of 0.1x10^ particles/cm^ was reached.
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Figure 6-45 The transient upset ADC converted values and corresponding expected values 
plotted versus count for radiation test #6, (see Table 6-32).
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Radiation test # #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7

Number of 
conversions 
recorded, 
(million)

7.11 6.59 6.24 6.09 8.26 20.3

Test duration, 
(min)

1.7 2 2 2 2 3 7

Incident ion Ar Ar Ar Ne Ne Ne Ne

Flux
(particles/cm^/s
)

1.0x10" 0.7x10" 0.8x10" 1.0
xIO"

1.0x10" 0.8x10" 2.2x10"

Fluence,
(particles/cm^)

1.0x10® 0.81x10
6

1.0x10® 1.2x10® 1.3x10® 1.3x10® 2.0x10®

LET (MeV 
cm^/mg)

14.10 19.94 16.28 5.85 5.85 6.75 8.27

Beam angle of
incidence
(degrees)

0 45 30 0 0 30 45

Minimum bin an 
event was 
recorded

-18 -17 -6 -28,665 -17

Maximum bin 
an event was 
recorded

34 10 7 37 10

Standard 
deviation (bins)

1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1

Number of 
transient upset 
events

4,364 Test
failed

7 1 Test
failed

155,787 or 
43? 

(depending 
on method 

used)

772

Cross section 
(cm^/digital die)

(4.4+0.2
)x10"

N/A (7±3)
xIO®

(8±8)
xIO"®

N/A 1.41±0.07 or 

(3.9±0^5)x1Œ

(3.8+0.2
)x10"

Table 6-32 AD676 sample B, data for digital chip irradiation with argon and neon ions.

The reduced number of events observed during radiation test #3 may have been due to 

the small plate used to shield the analogue chip creating a shadow over the digital chip 

as the device was tilted to increase the effective LET. This would explain why the cross 

section measured here is inconsistent with the rest of the data recorded for digital chip 

irradiation of the AD676. (See Figure 6-46; data point plotted at an effective LET of 

16.28 MeV cm^/mg and measured cross section of 7x10 ® cm^/device).
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Figure 6-46 The upset cross section curve plotted for irradiation of the on board digital chip of the 
AD676 sample B. All data was obtained using a saw-tooth input and no attempt was made to 
distinguish transient from lingering error events for this particular plot.

The digital chip of the AD676 sample E was irradiated with neon and boron ions at 

incident angles of, 0°, 45° and 60°, (Table 6-33).

# No. of 
conversions 
recor(ded 
(millions)

Incident 
ion (and 
angle®)

Effective
LET
(MeV
cm^/mg)

Flux
(/cm^/s)

Fluence
(/cm^)

Standard
Deviation
(bins)

No. of
SEU
events

Cross
section
(cm^/
digital
die)

1 10.5 Me (0) 5.85 0.6x10^ 1x10® 11.2 30 (3.0±0.6)
xIO®

2 12.0 Ne (0) 5.85 4.6
x10^

1x10® 16.4 55 (5.5+0.8)
xIO®

3 14.4 Ne (45) 8.27 2.7
x10^

1x10® 16.2 156 (1.6±0.1)
xIO"^

4 21.2 Ne (60) 11.70 2.2
xIO^

1x10® 12.0 429 (4.2+0.3)
xIO-^

5 7.67 B(0) 1.70 5.0
xIO^

1x10® 13.0 140 (1.4+0.1) 
xIO^

6 92.7 B(60) 3.40 2.4
xIO^

4.5x10® 1.7 112 (2.4+0.3)
xIO®

7 15.1 B(45) 2.40 3.4
xIO^

1x10® 12.2 70 (7.0+0.9)
x10®

8 11.3 B(0) 1.70 4.8
xIO^

1x10® 1.4 10 (1.0±0.3)
xIO®

9 24.5 B(60) 3.40 2.2
xIO^

1x10® 1.0 0

Table 6-33 Saw-tooth input digital chip irradiation data recorded for the AD676 sample E.

The data recorded at 45° and 60° should be treated with caution, since it is suspected 

that the metal plate used to shield the analogue chip may have cast a “shadow” across 

the digital chip as the device under test was tilted to acquire different incident effective
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LET. Some of the data recorded, especially at 60° beam incidence is clearly inconsistent 

with the data collected at other incident angles. For example no upset events were 

observed in radiation run #9 where boron ions at 60° incidence and LET 3.40MeV  

cm^/mg were used, yet previously in run #6 for sample E, 112 upset events were 

recorded. If shadowing of the digital chip had occurred when tilting the device under test, 

a decrease in the number of transient upset events would occur. This would result in a 

lower cross section being calculated at the effective LET values requiring tilting. 

However, radiation runs #5 and #7 at 0° and 45° respectively, yield too high a value of 

cross section and run #5 requires no device tilting anyway.

These inconsistencies in the data could be a consequence of trying to record data in the 

low LET, transient upset threshold region of the device; a concept which is perhaps 

substantiated by the improved consistency between data points measured at the slightly 

higher effective LET achieved with neon ions when compared with the boron ion 

irradiation results. Figure 6-47 illustrates the cross section data measured for irradiation 

of the digital chip. The reasonably consistent data points recorded for irradiation with 

neon ions at 0° incidence and LET 5.85MeV cm^/mg, using both ground and saw-tooth 

inputs are the most reliable data points illustrated in this graph.

Figure 6-47 illustrates the SEU events recorded for irradiation of the digital chip with 

neon ions at normal incidence. The cross section is calculated without discriminating 

between transient and lingering upset events. Figure 6-48 shows the cross section as 

calculated separately for transient and lingering upset events. Figure 6-49 and Figure 6- 

50 illustrate some of the upset events which occurred during irradiation runs #1 and #2 

for sample E. Collectively these four graphs illustrate that the digital chip of the AD676 

appears to be predominantly prone to lingering errors. Transient upset events rarely 

occur, or are swiftly followed by a lingering error. Again this observation is in agreement 

with that made by Wilson and Dorn, [2].
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Figure 6-47 The upset cross section curve plotted for the irradiation of the digital chip of the 
AD676 sample E. (The calculation of the device cross section includes both lingering and 
transient errors).
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Figure 6-48 The upset cross section curve plotted for both transient and lingering errors recorded 
during the irradiation of the digital chip of the AD676 sample E. A curve has been fitted to the 
lingering error data, (dotted line) and to the transient error data, (solid line).
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Figure 6-49 The ADC converted value and the expected value plotted against the upset event 
number for digital chip irradiation of the AD676 sample E, (radiation #1 in Table 6-33). The digital 
chip was irradiated with neon ions at normal incidence yielding an effective LET o f 5.85 MeV 
cm^/mg. Only upset events greater than ±15 units from the expected converted value are recorded 
here.
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Figure 6-50 The ADC converted value and the expected value plotted against the upset event 
number for digital chip irradiation of the AD676 sample E, (radiation #2 in Table 6-33). The digital 
chip was irradiated with neon ions at normal incidence yielding an effective LET of 5.85 MeV 
cm^/mg. Only upset events greater than ±15 units from the expected converted value are recorded 
here.

6.3.3 Analogue Chip Irradiation

Ground input testing was not carried out on the AD676 analogue chip circuit during this 

program of study.

6.3.3.1 Saw-tooth input tests

6.3.3.1.1 Irradiation Data

Neither set of data collected while the analogue chip was exposed to ^^^Cf ions, (Table 

6-34) demonstrated any of the alterations in individual bin DNL observed while the digital
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chip was exposed to the source. No bins were observed to have a DNL which 

extended beyond the range of ±1.0.

Radiation test number Radiation #1 Radiation #2

Number of conversions recorded, (million) 191.6 30.3

Test duration, (min) 65 10

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 217,880 33,520

Minimum bin an event was recorded in -1,077 -344

Maximum bin an event was recorded in 6,968 13,886

Number of transient events 249 ±16 60 ±8

Transient event cross section, 
(cm^/analogue die)

(1.1 ±0.1)x10" (1.8±0.3)x10'^

Table 6-34 The AD676 sample B analogue circuit irradiation data
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Figure 6-51 The transient upset events observed during the first isolated irradiation of the
analogue die of the AD676 sample B using ^̂ ^Cf ions, (see Table 6-34, radiation #1). The test 
duration was 65 minutes and the total fluence 0.2x10^ particles/cm .̂
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ADC output bin number

Figure 6-52 The DNL histogram recorded during the first isolated irradiation o f the analogue die of 
the AD676 sample B under irradiation with Cf ions, (see Table 6-34, radiation #1). The test 
duration was 65 minutes and the fluence reached was 0.2x10^ particles/cm^.

6.3.3.1.2 Cyclotron Irradiation Data

The analogue chip of the AD676 sample B was also irradiated with argon and neon ions 

at the cyclotron facility. No transient events were observed during the three tests carried 

out under irradiation with argon ions, covering an LET range of 14.1 to 19.94 MeV 

cm^/mg. In contrast, under irradiation with neon ions at the lower LET range of 5.85 to 

8.27 MeV cm^/mg, approximately 100 transient events were observed. These 

anomalous results may have been due to the metal plate used to shield the digital chip 

casting a “shadow” across the analogue circuit. The data obtained should therefore be 

treated with caution.
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Figure 6-53 The transient event cross section data plotted for the on board analogue chip o f the 
AD676 sample B. All data was obtained from saw-tooth input tests.
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Radiation test number #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6

Number of conversions 
recorded, (million)

6.61 8.05 9.52 16.2 16.0 19.8

Test duration, (min) 2 2 3 4 4 7

Incident ion Ar Ar Ar Ne Ne Ne

Flux (particles/cm^/s) 0.8x1 Q3 0.7x10® 0.6 xIO® 1.0 xIO® 0.8x10® 0.6 xIO®

Fluence, (particles/cm^) 1.0x10® 1.0x10® 1.0x10® 2.5x10® 2.5x10® 2.5x10®

LET (MeV cmVmg) 14.10 16.28 19.94 5.85 6.75 8.27

Beam angle of incidence 
(degrees)

0 30 45 0 30 45

Minimum bin an event 
was recorded in

-5 -5 -5 -1036 -1156 -1369

Maximum bin an event 
was recorded in

6 6 7 990 927 1072

Standard deviation of the 
histogram distribution 
(bins)

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.3

Number of transient 
events

0 0 0 108 100 107

Transient event cross 
section (cm^/analogue 
die)

0 0 0 (4.3+0.5)
xIO^

(4.0±0.5)
xIO^

(4.3±0.5)
xIO"̂

Table 6-35 AD676 sample B, data for analogue chip irradiation with argon and neon ions.

Given the inconsistency in the data recorded for irradiation of the digital chip of the 

AD676, the analogue chip of the AD676 was not tested for heavy ion induced single 

event effects during the second visit to the cyclotron facility. At the time it was 

considered more valuable to obtain data concerning whole chip irradiation of the AD676, 

which could not be achieved during the first visit to the cyclotron. Hence the relatively 

limited amount of data obtained for irradiation of the analogue chip of the AD676.

6.3.4 Interpretation of results for the AD676
As expected, the more complex AD676, (relative to the other two ADCs tested) was 

more susceptible to single event effects. Both transient and lingering errors were 

observed in the AD676 data. The corresponding transient upset and lingering error cross 

sections for the whole AD676 chip were within the range of 1x1 O '* to 1x10'^ cm^/device.

A threshold and saturation cross section was established for the whole AD676 die. The 

saturation cross section for transient events originating in the digital die was measured 

to be (1.5±0.1)x10'® cm^/device. The lingering error saturation cross section for the 

digital die was (1.0±0.1)x10''* cm^/device. An event threshold cross section was not 

established for the digital die of the AD676. Cross section data was limited for the 

AD676 analogue die due to the problem of the “shadow” cast by the metal plate used to
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shield the digital chip from the beam. Lingering errors were not observed during 

irradiation of the analogue die. An approximate figure for the transient event cross 

section of the analogue die was observed to be 1.3x10"^ cm^/device. However it should 

be noted that a large margin of error should be taken into account when considering this 

measured value.

In addition to these two mechanisms of upset, a third type in the form of a semi

permanent latch-up was observed at an LET of 28.2 MeV cm^/mg under irradiation with 

argon ions. This behaviour could only be corrected by turning the power supply to the 

device off. A re-calibration would not solve this semi-permanent latch-up problem. When 

a semi-permanent latch-up occurred, the analogue board current was not seen to 

increase beyond the range normally seen during dynamic saw-tooth tests. (When testing 

the AD676 the current would vary between 40 and 50mA, depending on the voltage level 

of the saw-tooth input). If a saw-tooth test was manually stopped via the PC interface to 

the DSP board under normal control conditions, the analogue board current would 

stabilise at 50mA. When a semi-permanent latch-up occurred, the analogue board 

current would increase to 50 mA, but not exceed this level. Simultaneously the AD676 

under test would undergo repeated re-calibration phases, since the device was now 

“latched” repeatedly converting the same value, regardless of the analogue input. An 

AD676 re-calibration phase was initiated by the test software after every 10 recorded 

upsets. Following a semi-permanent latch-up, the ADC under test would subsequently 

suffer transient noise events during conversions carried out under control conditions 

without the presence of the radiation source. Given the time constraints of testing at the 

cyclotron, radiation testing ceased with the AD676 samples C and D after following such 

a semi-permanent latch-up occured under irradiation with argon ions at an effective LET 

of 28.20 MeV cm^/mg. However, device samples C and D returned to their pre-irradiation 

normal operation state when tested under control conditions a few days later on return to 

Sira. This suggests that that recovery from the immediate radiation induced noise effects 

on ADC conversions following a semi-permanent latch-up is possible.

Figure 6-54 illustrates the upset events which consistently occurred in the same ADC 

output bin over all three separate ground input tests carried out at the cyclotron for the 

AD676 sample E. Similarly, Figure 6-55 and Figure 6-56 illustrate the same data for the 

difference histograms recorded for the AD676 samples D and E under irradiation with 

argon and neon ions, respectively. The evidence that single event upsets are occurring 

systematically in certain bins of the histograms is at best tenuous for the AD676. The 

bins where one or more upset events have been recorded over several separate tests 

are not very far from the centre of the main distribution. Since the AD676 is prone to 

lingering errors which are only corrected by a re-calibration, it could not be considered 

unusual if 10 or so events were to occur in the same bin.
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Figure 6-54 Transient upset events which consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all three ground input tests carried out at the cyclotron for the AD676 sample E.
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Figure 6-55 Transient upset events which consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all three saw-tooth input tests carried out under irradiation at the cyclotron with argon ions for the 
AD676 sample D. Events within the control data range (bins -11 to +6) for this device are not 
plotted on this graph.
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Figure 6-56 Transient upset events which consistently occurred in the same ADC output bin during 
all three saw-tooth input tests carried out under irradiation at the cyclotron with argon ions for the 
AD676 sample E. Events within the control data range (bins -16 to +12) for this device are not 
plotted on this graph.
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Discussion

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary of observed phenomena

7.1.1 The transient up-set
Transient event upsets were observed in all three ADC types tested. In this case the 

ADC converted value is incorrect, being of sufficiently differing magnitude from the 

expected ADC conversion value so as to be outside the normal accepted noise range of 

the device. This error is temporary and subsequent ADC conversions are correctly 

executed by the ADC until the next transient upset is encountered. The magnitude of 

transient upset events is mainly of a random nature, although some transient upset 

events may have a preferred magnitude. In the case of the AD7884 this was especially 

evident when the ADC was converting values for a static analogue input.

7.1.2 The lingering error
Lingering errors were only observed in the AD676. The ADC converted value became 

fixed for several consecutive conversions, regardless of the current analogue input to 

the device before resuming normal operation, or more usually corrected by initiating a 

re-calibration cycle of the AD676. Turning the power off then on would also have 

corrected this type of error.

7.1.3 The temporary Latch-up
Under a temporary latch-up, the ADC value became fixed regardless of the analogue 

input to the device until the power was turned off then on again. A re-calibration would 

not solve this particular problem. The ADC current did not exceed its normal operating 

range and the effect of the temporary latch-up was not permanently damaging to the 

ADC itself. This phenomenon was only observed in the AD676.

7.1.4 Prolonged bit flips
Bit flips were observed on a random basis in some of the AD676 data. Both saw-tooth 

and ground input test data showed evidence of bit flips having occurred. When a bit flip 

occurred, the output histogram of the ADC had an event frequency distribution about the 

centre of the bit flip bin value. Lingering errors are when the ADC conversions become
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constant at a single value, regardless of the input. A lingering error would not have a 

noise distribution of values about its origin. Hence these two error types are distinct.

7.2 Summary of effects observed in each ADC tested
Single event latch-up was not observed in any of the devices tested over the effective 

LET range that each of the devices was tested over. A summary of results for each 

device tested is given in Table 7-1, Table 7-2 and Table 7-3.

7.2. f AD676AD
Device AD676AD

Number of bits 16

Conversion 
time (ps)

10

Technology Digital die: Analog Devices’ DSP CMOS process 

Analogue die: Bi-MOS II

Architecture Parallel interface, successive approximation

Main
observations

Whole die: susceptible to bit flips, transient upset events, lingering errors 
and temporary latch-up phenomena.

Digital die: particularly susceptible to lingering errors and temporary latch- 
up, but very few transient upset events tend to occur under irradiation.

Analogue die: susceptible to transient upset events. Lingering errors and 
temporary latch-up were not observed while irradiating the analogue die.

Device cross
section
(cm^/die)

Whole die irradiation: The transient upset and lingering error cross 
sections for the whole AD676 chip were each within the range of 1x10^ to 
1x10'^ cm^/device over an incident effective LET range of 1.7 to 28.2 MeV 
cm^/mg. The device cross section for lingering errors increased as the 
incident LET increased. This was also the case for transient events, 
although the cross section appeared to fall slightly when the effective LET 
reached 28.2 MeV cmVmg. At this LET lingering errors and temporary 
latch-up prevailed and fewer transient events occurred. Neither an event 
threshold or saturation cross section was established.

Digital die: The saturation cross section for transient events originating in 
the digital die was measured to be (1.5±0.1)x10 ® cmVdevice. The 
lingering error saturation cross section for the digital die was 
(1.0±0.1)x10"^ cmVdevice. An event threshold cross section was not 
established.

Analogue die: Lingering errors were not observed during irradiation of the 
analogue die. An approximate figure for the transient event cross section 
of the analogue die was measured to be ~1.3x10^ cmVdevice. However it 
should be noted that a large margin of error should be taken into account 
when considering this measured value.

Table 7-1 A summary of the effects observed in the ADC; AD676.
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7.2.2 AD7884AQ
Device AD7884AQ

Number of bits 16

Conversion time (ps) 5.3

Technology LC'MOS

Architecture Parallel flash

Main observations Transient noise events were observed between effective LET 
of 1.7 and 68.0 MeV cm^/mg.

The good agreement of the ^®̂ Cf data with that of the cyclotron 
data indicated that the sensitive volume of the device was 
within a few pm of the surface of the AD7884 die.

Upset events were consistently recorded in the same ADC  
output bins over separate irradiation tests for this device. This 
phenomenon was particularly evident during ground input 
testing.

Device cross section 
(cm^/device)

The saturation cross section was measured to be (1.3±0.1)x10' 
 ̂cm^/device. Saturation occurred at an effective LET greater 

than 30 MeV cm^/mg. The transient event threshold was less 
than 1.7 MeV cm^/mg.

Table 7-2 A summary of the effects observed in the ADC; AD7884.

7.2.3 AD7893SQ-10
Device AD7893SQ-10

Number of bits 12

Conversion time (ps) 5.5

Technology CMOS(LC"MOS)

Architecture Serial interface, successive approximation

Main observations Relatively low susceptibility to heavy ion induced transient 
upset events. Only one device tested, so further testing of 
more device samples recommended.

Device cross section 
(cm^/device)

Neither a saturation cross section nor upset threshold were 
established for the AD7893. The transient upset event cross 
section was of the order of 1x10^ to 1x10"  ̂cm^/device between 
an effective LET range of 14.1 to 68.0 MeV cm^/mg. The 
transient upset cross section increased as the incident ion LET 
increased.

Table 7-3 A summary of the effects observed in the ADC; AD7893.

7.3 Comparison of radiation susceptibility and ADC architecture
The AD676 and AD7893 are both successive approximation ADC’s, where the AD676 

has a parallel output and the AD7893 a serial output. Both these devices were measured 

to have a lower device upset event cross section than the AD7884 which is a parallel 

flash ADC.
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The accuracy of a successive approximation ADC is almost exclusively dependent on 

the accuracy of the DAG converter (and hence upon the accuracy of the DAG resistors) 

within the ADG circuit. The sample and hold circuit which samples the analogue input to 

the ADG must also be stable during conversion. Flip flops are used to temporarily store 

the current logic value assigned to a particular bit of the ADG during the conversion 

process. However, disruption of these flip flops should not upset the successive 

approximation algorithm, since at each approximation any radiation induced change in 

the logic value stored in any given flip flop should be corrected at any subsequent 

approximation pass. Hence, for successive approximation ADG’s, the DAG converter 

within the ADG circuit is the most vulnerable component concerning the robustness of 

the successive approximation algorithm.

The aspects within a parallel flash ADG circuit which would make the conversion 

algorithm prone to upset are the circuit comparators, the stability of the reference 

voltage, the accuracy of the on board DAG and the fact that for two pass flash 

architecture (as used in the AD7884) the MSB’s are converted just before the LSB’s are 

converted. Since each comparator compares the analogue input to the ADG with that of 

the reference voltage to determine the consequent logic output, any upset in this 

operation could result in the output logic value flipping. Since this operation is carried out 

for the MSB’s before the LSB’s are converted this could explain why certain MSB bins 

(often at bit thresholds) of the AD7884 were consistently prone to radiation induced 

upset events over several separate irradiation tests. This flash conversion is carried out 

only once per bit for each complete ADG conversion and so an upset in any one bit 

would not be corrected at a later stage during the conversion process, as is possible 

using a successive approximation algorithm.

The reference voltage for the AD7884 is external to this ADG and so should not have 

been within the area “illuminated” by the incident heavy ions to the device under test. 

However, should an increase in the reference voltage occur, (perhaps due to charge 

build up in the reference voltage circuit) the parallel flash ADG digital output would also 

increase in proportion to the increase in reference voltage. For a static d.c. analogue 

input, this would result in two separate Gaussian distributions in the frequency of events 

versus ADG output code histograms recorded during testing. Similarly in the dynamic 

input tests, a shift in reference voltage during the test would also manifest itself in 

separate distributions of events in the difference between ADG converted value and 

expected value frequency histograms. This was not observed in any AD7884 data 

recorded during this programme of study.
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7.4 Recognising radiation induced Single Event Effects
The radiation induced effects observed over the course of this project have been 

characterised in reasonable detail. By knowing what kind of radiation induced effects 

could occur in an ADC when used in a real application, the opportunity arises to be able 

to provide a means of effective SEE management.

One method of distinguishing radiation induced events from random background noise is 

to calibrate the equipment using the input to the system without the presence of 

radiation which the user wishes to detect. By comparison between the calibrated input 

and the current input, radiation induced events can be eliminated. Similarly by using a 

calibrated input as a guide to spurious event detection, range thresholds can be set over 

which normal events could be expected to occur. In this way bit flips and lingering errors 

could be better detected.

7.4.1 Managing radiation induced Singie Event Effects

The equipment should be designed for its operating environment. This demands that the 

orbit and radiation environment likely to be encountered by the satellite should be known 

prior to design of the on board instruments. Adequate shielding should be provided for 

devices known to be particularly sensitive. Shielding can be provided in the form of 

tantalum sheets placed over a particular component (although this will contribute 

towards the overall mass and therefore financial cost of the satellite). Alternatively, a 

sensitive component can be surrounded by battery packs or other solid robust objects 

already present on the satellite to provide shielding without having to introduce extra 

overall mass to the payload. However, shielding has virtually no effect on SEE rates 

although can protect a device from the effects of total dose.

By requiring a confirmation of ADC output, all the observed radiation induced effects can 

be detected immediately. This can be done by introducing more than one ADC  

simultaneously analysing the same analogue input to create a kind of “voting” system. If 

all the ADC’s analysing the input agree, the result can be treated as “true.” Should the 

ADC’s disagree, the result can be discarded and another measurement made before 

any subsequent action is taken. Such action would avoid a premature system response 

to an incorrect ADC conversion result. This approach is relevant to the specific problem 

presented by a static input where transient upsets of the same magnitude occur, (c.f. 

ground input test for AD7884), or lingering errors, or temporary latch-up occur. If the 

series of incorrect ADC conversions are close to the output demanded for a system 

decision, this could be misinterpreted as a true input. A voting system bridging two or 

more ADC’s analysing the same input would combat these potential situations. If the 

main static input signal were particularly stable, a small noise signal could be
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deliberately added to the main static input, to assist a system in recognising both 

lingering error and temporary latch-up situations. When an ADC is required to read a 

dynamic input it is relatively easier to detect radiation induced upsets from the actual 

true input data. The input data can be predicted using a moving average algorithm so 

that the predicted output and ADC output can be compared.

The equipment on board the satellite should be application specific and periodic in flight 

calibration of devices with a calibration capability should be carried out when ever 

possible. This action should eliminate lingering errors although not temporary latch-up 

events. An additional precaution against undetected temporary latch-up events would be 

to periodically turn off the power to the satellite’s instruments.

7.5 Improving the test method for use in industry

Were the test apparatus and method used in the course of this project applied to testing 

ADC’s under a commercial regime rather than an academic one, various improvements 

would have to be made. The most immediate concerns for commercial industry are to 

test devices as quickly as possible and at as low a cost as is reasonably achievable.

One means of meeting both the objectives of time and financial budget would be to 

significantly reduce the number of radiation beam hours necessary to characterise a 

particular ADC. The commercial cost of access to accelerator facilities is of the order of 

several thousand pounds per hour. Hence for industrial applications there is a strong 

incentive to reduce the number of beam hours required for a programme of testing to a 

minimum.

Dumping the data recorded during tests to the PC from the DSP board can take 

between 5 to 10 minutes per run. (The dump time increases as the number of bits the 

ADC is able to convert increases). To decrease this “idle” dumping time the DNL 

histogram could be discarded, or not always recorded during every irradiation test. In 

practice the DNL data has rarely conveyed information of any great insight, or if it has as 

in the case of the AD676 data, the effects have been immediately visible in data shown 

on the PC screen display of the ADSP-21020 EZ-ICE emulator. Discarding the DNL data 

would require only 65,536 rather than 131,072 values to dump and would save between 

2 and 5 minutes per ADC test.

A second period when the radiation beam is not fully exploited is when a control 

measurement is being recorded. The control measurements were used to confirm the 

histogram distribution of ADC conversions when no radiation is present. At the cyclotron 

an ADC may be affected by noise from various unrecognised external sources; (as 

occurred with the AD7893 during the second field trip to the cyclotron for this project). In
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this respect it is important to have some idea of the non-radiation operation of a device 

under test before collecting data under irradiation conditions. However, in the interests of 

reducing time periods where the beam is not fully utilised, it could be possible to 

abandon the strict regime of recording sets of control data. For the purposes of this 

project, a control measurement was taken for at least the same time duration as the 

longest irradiation test carried out on a device. Instead, one could take a brief control 

measurement at the start of a sequence of radiation tests of 30 seconds or so. From a 

cursory glance at the histogram data displayed on the PC’s VDU via the ADSP-21020  

EZ-ICE emulator, a decision could quickly be made as to whether the device is too badly 

affected by external noise or interference to be used reliably for radiation testing. This 

brief control measurement would not be saved before radiation testing commenced. To 

establish thresholds for determining the number of upset events in the histogram data, 

the data within the central 4 bits (16 bins) would be treated as the normal ADC operation 

range of the ADC’s conversions. Events recorded outside the range of ±15 bins from bin 

0 of the histogram would be treated as erroneous events and used in the calculation of 

the cross section for the device. However, the disadvantage of abandoning making 

careful control measurements is that should any temporary or permanent damage occur 

to the ADC under test, this might not be detected during the control-radiation testing 

sequence. The AD676 samples C and D were temporarily damaged during irradiation 

tests with argon ions. Observations relating to this effect might not have been noticed at 

all if meticulous control measurements had not been taken while testing the ADC’s.

7.6 Further work
It is not known whether the same heavy ion induced phenomena observed during the 

course of this programme of study would also be observed under irradiation with other 

particles. At the present time, proton irradiation testing has not been carried out on any 

of these devices as far as the author is aware. Consequently further work is necessary 

in this area.

Since only one AD7893 sample was tested, testing of further samples should be carried 

out to acquire a more reliable characterisation of this device under heavy ion irradiation.

The ground input test data recorded for the AD7884 indicated that transient upset events 

of the same magnitude were occurring over several separate irradiation tests. The 

frequency of events of the same magnitude was also observed to increase as the 

incident heavy ion LET increased. These effects should be investigated further.

The test equipment and the kinds of events which can be observed in ADC’s using the 

methods employed during the course of this project are now established and available
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for further types of ADC to be tested. The test equipment also has the capacity for DAG 

and Op-amp testing which has not been exploited yet.
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Figure 57 The analogue and digital die of the AD676.
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Figure 58 The analogue die of the AD676.
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Figure 59 The digital die o f the AD676.
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Figure 60 A close up o f the analogue die o f the AD676.
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Figure 61 The die o f the AD7884 labelled sample 'A.'
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Figure 62 The die o f the AD7884 labelled sample 'C.'
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Figure 63 The die o f the AD7893.
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